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APPENDIX A 
EXPERIMENT 1: Children's use of indefinite and definite 
expressions as a function of the knowledge of the 
listener. 
DATA 
Tables A.l - A.4 
Tables A.5 - A.8 
Key: 
NB: Different 
scores in lower 
case 
Table A.9 
Table A.lO 
ANALYSES 
Table A.ll 
Table A.l2 
Table A.l3A 
Table A.l3B 
Table A.l4 
Determiners used on first and second 
mention in the listener ignorant 
(LI) and listener knowledgeable (LK) 
conditions for reference to the main 
character. 
Determiners used on first mention 
in the listener ignorant (Ll) and 
listener knowledgeable (LK) conditions 
for reference to the subsidiary 
character. 
a I A 
the I THE 
pro I PRO 
subjects in a 
case and the 
Indefinite 
Definite 
Pronominal 
pair are shown by one set of 
other set of scores in upper 
First and second mention for the four 
age groups in the LI and LK conditions 
for reference to the main character. 
First mention for the four age groups 
in the LI and LK conditions for 
reference to the subsidiary character. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing age group, LI/LK condition 
and indefinite/definite reference on 
first mention to the main character. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing LIILK condition and 
form of definite reference on first 
mention to the main character for the 
3 year old group. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing age group, LIILK condition 
and form of definite reference on 
second mention to the main character. 
Studentised Newman-Keuls test of 
multiple comparisons showing effect 
of age group on pronominal reference 
on second mention to the main 
character. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing age group, LIILK condition 
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Table A.l5 
and tirse/second meneion detiniees 
for reterence to the main character. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing age group. Ll/LK condition 
and main verses subsidiary character 
indefiniee reterence on first mention 
-2-
; -
!!bl~~.l 0~~~-!._n~.!!!ers us~~~y 3-5,_y_~~!_E_!_~s for reference to 
the main character • ·: i· ' -------·-··------
------
3 '1'0 5 YEARS FIRS'l' MIW1'10U 
---·· ·-51 52 53 \ 54 55 56 57 58 
LISTENER PAIR MAN B.IRO MAtl MAN GIRl CAT GIRl GIRl 
--··---·--·-----· 
1,2 the PRO pro pro A the TilE PRO 
3,4 the PRO a the PRO TilE a PRO 
LK 5,6 pro PRO PRO pro pro A TilE pro 
"/,8 A pro u the A 'I' liE pro 'I' liE 
9,10 PRO PRO the 'I' liE pro pro PRO tlae 
11, 12 a PRO A a a A pro PRO 
13,14 A a a 'I' liE A 'I' liE a a 
I Ll 15,16 A pro pro a A 'I' liE A pro w 
I l'l, 18 PRu a A a the 'l'IIE the PHO 
19,20 the a 'I' liE A A a A il 
SECOtiO MIW'l' I 011 
---·---·------· 1,2 the PllO pro pa·o PIRO the 'I' liE 'I'll I!: 
3.4 tlae PHO pro IHO 'J'ftlE 'I' liE pro f'IClJ 
Ll< 5.ti [H'O l'HO PHO ()HJ pro PUO l'H(J the 
7.8 'I'll E pro pro the 'I'D IE 'I' liE pro PHO 
9,10 I' it() 'I' liE the 'I' liE ()1"0 pi"O A•Rt) the 
11, 12 the PRO T:IIE the ttae TilE pro PRO 
13. 14 'l'llli: the pro PllO ~1 RO PHO pro the 
1.1 15, 16 PHU pro pro tOw IPHL.I 'I'll I!: PfCO pro 
17. 1 B 'I' liE the 'I' liE the the 'I' liE the t•no 
19.20 the the 'I' liE 'l'niE PfCO pro PUO the 
Table A.2 Determiners used b~ 6-7 Y.ear olds for reference to 
the main character 
6 TO 7 YEARS FIRST MEN'r 1 OU 
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 
LISTENER PAIR MAN BIRO MAN f-tAN GIRL CAT GIRL GIRL 
1.2 A A a A a A a a 
3,4 A a A a a a A A 
LK 5,6 a A a a A A a A 
'1, 8 A A a A a a A a 
9,10 a a A A A a a A 
11,12 a a A a a A A TilE 
13,14 a A a A A a A the 
I Ll 15,16 A A a a a A a A ~ 
I 17,18 TilE a the A a TilE a A 
19,20 1'11E A 'l'IIE a A a a a 
SECOND MEU'riOtl 
1,2 TilE TilE the TilE the TilE the the 
3,4 PRO the TilE the the the TilE TilE 
LK 5,6 the ·ruE the the 'II' HE PRO the PRO 
7,8 PRO TilE the PRO the the TilE the 
9, 10 the pro ·ratE PRO 'l'IIE pro the TilE 
11, 12 the pro TilE the the TilE TilE TilE 
13,14 the TilE the 1'11E TilE the TilE the 
Ll 15,16 PRO TilE the the pro TilE the TilE 
17,18 TilE pro the TilE pro '1'11 E pro TilE 
19,20 THE TilE TilE. pro PRO the the the 
Table A.3 Determiners used bl 8-9 ~ar olds for reference to 
the main character 
8 '1'0 9 YEARS FIRST MEUTIOtl 
--·----51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 
LISTENER PAIR MAN BIRD MAt I MArl GHRL CAT GIRL GIRL 
1,2 a the TilE TilE a the A A 
3,4 A A the A the the a TilE 
LK 5,6 the A 'I' liE a A A a the 
7,8 'fll E: the the 'I' liE the A 'I' liE the 
9,10 a a TilE the TilE the TilE TilE 
11,12 a A A a A A a a 
13,14 A A a a a A A a 
I LI 15,16 A a a A a a A A U1 17,18 A A A I a A a a a 
19,20 A a A A a a a A 
SECOND MEtl'f IOU 
1.2 the tfie1'iiE--TiiE the the TilE TilE 
3,4 TilE 'I'll E the TilE the the the TilE 
LK 5,6 the 'filE 'I' liE the TilE TilE the the 
7,8 TilE the the TilE the PRO PRO the 
9, 10 the the TilE the 'filE the TilE TilE 
; 
11. 12 ttae TilE TilE the TilE TilE the the 
13. 14 'I'll£ 'I' liE the the the TilE 'fill!: the 
LI 15,16 TilE the the THE the the TilE THE 
17,18 the TilE TilE TilE THE the the the 
19,20 TilE the THE 'I'll E the the the TilE 
Table A.4 Determiners used h~ 10-11 year ol_'!s for reference to 
ihe main character 
10 TO 11 YEARS FIRST MENTION 
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 
LISTENER PAIR MAN BIRD MAN MAN GIRl CAT GIRl GIRl 
1,2 a A a A a the TilE A 
3,4 a a TilE A a TilE a A 
LK 5,6 A a a A TilE a TilE a 
1,8 the the A the A A A the 
9,10 THE A TilE a a A the a 
11, 12 a A the A a a TilE TilE 
13,14 the the A 1'11E THE A the the 
I LI 15,16 THE the 'I' liE the a A the TilE 
0\ 17.18 a a 1'11E the A the A A I 
19,20 1'HE the the A ·ruE the THE a 
SI!:COUD Ml!:tiTIOtl 
1.2 the TiiE-ttle--TiiE the the TilE TilE 
3,4 the the TilE ·ruE the THE the THE 
LK 5,6 'I' II F. the the 'I' liE 1'11E the THE the 
1,8 the the ·ru~ t t1e 'filE THE TilE the 
9, 10 1'111!: 'l'IIE 'I'll~ the the 'I' liE the the 
11, 12 the THE the TilE the the TilE TilE 
13. 14 tlae tlae 1'111!: 'l'lll!: '!'DIE 1'HE the the 
LI 15,16 'filE the 'I' tiE the the ·ruE the TilE 
17, 18 the the 1'tlE the 1'11E the TilE THE 
19,20 TilE the the TilE TilE the THE the 
Tal.J1e A.S Determiners ~~_etl hl__1.=~Y~~!"-~Q~ ____ _!E..!_!"~ !_E!!:~!!~~--~~ 
the subs i d i a rL£!~~! a~!;_~!- - first ment i OIL~!!.!Y 
3 TO 5 YEARS 51 52 53 54 55 S6 S7 sa 
LIS'l'ENER PAIR boy boy boy man man boy g1 rl girl 
1.2 a PRO pro the A the TilE PRO 
3,4 a 'I' liE a the 'I' liE TilE a TilE 
LK 5,6 pro PRO TilE pro pro ffiO PRO pro 
7,8 A the a the PRO A the 'I' liE 
9,10 A PRO the PRO pro the A the 
11.12 a TilE A a the A the A 
13,14 PRO a a A A TilE a a 
LI 15,16 A a pro a A TilE A pro 
I 17, 18 PRO a A a the THE the PRO 
......, 19,20 the a 'I' liE TilE PRO a A a I 
•rab1e A.6 Determi!ler_!! used by 6--7 y~~r o!~s for r-eference to 
------the sul.Jsidiai"y character -· f i q1 1: me •! ti o ~!..-~.n!.Y. 
6 TO 7 YEARS 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 sa 
LIS'rENER PAIR boy boy boy man man boy girl girl 
1.2 PRO A the A a A a a 
3,4 A a TilE a a a A A 
LK 5,6 a A a .a A A pro A 
7,8 A A the ·A a a A the 
9,10 a a A A A a a A 
11.12 a a A a a A A TilE 
13,14 a A a A A a A the 
LI 15,16 A A a a a A a A 
17,18 TilE a the A a A a A 
19,20 A A TilE a THE a a a 
Table A.7 Deter~!.!!~!~~!sed by 8-9 ye~_r__o1~s for reference to 
the subsidiar~aracter- - f ~...!.~!_!!!~!' t i -~r~- or~!Y 
8 TO 9 YEARS 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 
LISTENER PAIR boy boy boy: man man boy girl g1 rl 
1,2 a the TilE THE a the A A 
3.4 A A the A the the a 'I' liE 
LK 5,6 a A TilE a A A a the 
7.8 'I' liE the the 'l'HE the A TilE the 
9,10 a a THE the TUE the A TilE 
11, 12 a THE A a A A a a 
13.14 A A a a ill A A a 
I Ll 15.16 A a a A the the A A 
()) 17.18 a A A A A a a a I 
19.20 'I' liE a A A the a a A 
Table A.8 Determi!!~_r-s used by___!0-11 y~ar- olds for reference to 
the subs ld 1 ary char-acter- - f i ..- s ~- men ~l~~!'!_!_y 
10 TO 11 YEARS 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 
LISTENER PAIR boy boy boy man man boy girl g1 rl 
1.2 a A a A a the TilE A 
3.4 the a A A a TilE a A 
LK 5,6 A a a A 'I' liE a TilE a 
7,8 the the A the A A A t.he 
9,10 1'11li: A TIIEi a the TilE the a 
11.12 a A a A a a A A 
13,14 the the A A A A the the 
LI 15.16 THE a TilE a a A the A 
17. 18 a a A the A the A A 
19,20 A a the A A the 'I' liE a 
Table A.9 Reference to the main character for the four age 
groups 
FIRST MENTION SECOND MENTION 
AGE LISTENER A THE PRO A TilE PRO 
3-5 LK 7 13 20 0 16 24 
LI 24 8 8 0 22 18 
TOTAL 31 21 28 0 38 42 
6-7 LK 40 0 0 0 32 8 
LI 33 7 0 0 32 8 
TOTAL 73 7 0 0 64 16 
8-9 LK 16 24 0 0 38 2 
I LI 40 0 0 0 40 0 
\0 TOTAL 56 24 0 0 78 2 I 
10-11 LK 27 13 0 0 40 0 
LI 16 24 0 0 40 0 
TOTAL 43 37 0 0 80 0 
Table A.lO Reference to the subsidiary character for the four 
age 9J"Ol)~ 
AGE LISTEUER A THE PRO 
3-5 LK 10 16 14 
Ll 23 11 4 
TOTAL 33 27 18 
6-7 LK 34 4 2 
LI 34 6 0 
TOTAL 68 10 2 
8-9 I. I< 18 22 0 
LI 35 5 0 
I TOTAL 53 27 0 
...... 
0 
I 
10-11 LK 25 15 0 
LI 28 12 0 
TOTAL 53 27 0 
"~·· .. . 
Table A. 11 Analv9is-ot-variance summar~ table looking at 
indefinite verses definite reference on first mention ot 
main character. 
Source Sum of d. r Mean ,. p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 
age 0.02 3 0.01 1.0 n.s 
t.I/LK 0.01 1 0.01 1.0 n.s 
age X t.I/LK 0.02 3 0.01 1.0 n.s 
error 0.45 72 0.01 
Within Subjects 
indefinite/definite 47.31 1 47.30 32.12 <.001 
age X indef/def 95.32 3 31.77 21.57 <.001 
LI/LK X indef/det 12.66 1 12.66 8.59 <.005 
age X LI/LK X ind/def 89.17 3 29.72 20.18 <.001 
error 106.05 72 1.47 
Table A.12 Anal~sis-of-variance summar~ table looking at 
form of definite reference on first mention of main 
character for the 3 to 5 vear old group. 
Source Sum of ·d. f Mean ,. p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 
t.I/LK 7.23 1 7.23 17.94 <.001 
error 7.25 18 0.40 
Within Subjects 
def.article/pronoun l. 23 1 1. 23 0.79 n.s 
age X def.a/pronoun 1.23 1 1.23 0.79 n.s 
error 28.05 18 1. 56 
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Table A.l3A Analysis-of-variance summary table looking ac 
to~ ot definite reference on second mention of main 
character. 
Source 
Within Subjects 
def.article/pronoun 
age X def.a/pronoun 
Ll/LK X def.a/pronoun 
Sum of 
Squares 
250.00 
112.40 
1.60 
age X Ll/LK X d.a/pro 2.40 
error 69.60 
l 
3 
1 
3 
72 
Mean 
Squares 
250.00 
37.47 
1.60 
0.80 
0.97 
r p 
258.62 <.001 
38.76 <.001 
1.66 n.s 
0.83 n.s 
Table A.l3B Studentised Newman-Keuls multiple range test 
showing the effects of age on pronominal use on second 
mention to the main character. 
Age Group 
10-11 8-9 6-7 3-5 
mean age group 
.0 10-11 
• 1 8-9 
.8 6-7 .:: • 
2.1 3-5 .. • • 
-12-
Table A.l4 Analysis-or-variance summary table looking at 
definite reference on first verses second mention of 
main character. 
Source 
Between Subjects 
age 
LI/LK 
age X LI/LK 
error 
Within Subjects 
first/second 
age X first/sec. 
Ll/LK X first/sec. 
Sum of 
Squares 
23.35 
3.03 
22.03 
26.50 
260.10 
23.35 
3.03 
age X Ll/LK X 1st/2nd 22.03 
error 26.50 
d.f Mean 
Squares 
3 7.78 
1 3.03 
3 7.34 
72 0.37 
1 260.10 
3 7.78 
1 3.03 
3 
72 
7.34 
0.37 
p 
21.15 <.001 
8.22 <.005 
19.95 <.001 
706.69 <.001 
21.15 <.001 
8.22 <.005 
19.95 <.001 
Table A.l5 Analysis-of-variance summary table looking at 
indefinite reference for main verses subsidiarv referent 
on first mention. 
Source 
Between Subjects 
age 
Ll/LK 
age X Ll/LK 
error 
Within Subjects 
main/subsid. 
age X main.sub. 
Ll/LK X main/sub. 
Sum of 
Squares 
76.23 
19.60 
47.75 
107.80 
0.10 
3.35 
0.63 
age X Ll/LK Xmain/sub 7.13 
error 16.80 
d. f 
3 
1 
3 
72 
1 
3 
1 
3 
72 
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Mean 
Squares 
25.41 
19.60 
15.92 
1. 50 
0.10 
1.12 
0.63 
2.38 
0.23 
F p 
16.97 <.001 
13.09 <.005 
10.63 <.001 
0.43 n.s 
4.79 <.005 
2.68 n.s 
10.18 <.001 
EXPERIMENT 2: 
the listener and 
about real-life 
DATA 
Table 
Table 
key: 
B.l 
8.2 
A 
THE 
PRO 
N 
POSS 
NAME 
X 
ANALYSES 
Table 8.3 
. Table 8.4 
Table 8.5 
APPENDIX B 
The effects of using the exoerimenter as 
comparing story-telling with discussions 
experiences. 
Reference on first and second 
in the 'story', 'playroom' and 
day' conditions. 
First and Second mention total 
in the 'story', 'playroom' and 
day' conditions. 
mention 
'birth-
scores 
'birth-
Indefinite 
Definite article 
Pronoun 
STORY: S 
PLAYROOM: P 
BIRTHDAY: B 
Null 
Possessive pronoun 
Proper noun 
No reference 
Cochran test comparing 'story', 
room' and 'birthday' conditions 
indefinites/other reference on 
mention. 
Cochran test comparing 'story', 
room' and 'birthday' conditions 
definites/other reference on 
mention. 
'play-
for 
first 
·'play-
for 
first 
Cochran test comparing 'story', 'play-
room' and 'birthday' conditions for 
definite article I other definite 
reference on second mention. 
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Table 8.1 Reference in story(S). ~layroom(P) and birthday(B) 
conditions 
FIRST MENTION SECOND MENTION 
SUBJECT s p B s p B 
1 the the a the the poss 
2 pro the a pro the the 
3 the the poss the n poss 
4 a the a pro the the 
5 pro pro a pro pro X 
6 name n a the pro the 
7 the the poss the the poss 
8 pro n name pro pro n 
I 9 name the a pro the poss 
...... 10 the the a the the the lJl 
I 11 the the a the the poss 
12 name the name pro X X 
Table 8.2 Total scores in each condition 
-----·-
FIRST MENTION SECOND MENTION 
COND. A THE PRO N POSS NAME X A THE PRO N POSS NAME X 
STORY 1 (5 3) 0 0 3 0 0 (6 6) 0 0 0 0 
PLAY. 0 ( 9 1) 2 0 0 0 0 (7 3) 1 0 0 1 
B'DAY 8 (0 0) 0 2 2 0 0 (4 0) 1 5 0 2 
TOTALS 9 (14 4) 2 2 5 0 0 (17 9) 2 5 0 3 
Table B.J Cochran test comparing indefinite verses other 
reference on first mention across conditions. 
Cochran 9 Test 
Indefinite Other 
1 9 
0 10 
8 2 
Cases Cochran 9 
10 
Condition 
STORY 
PLAYROOM 
BIRTHDAY 
df 
14.25 
:2 
2 <.001 
Table B.4 Cochran test comparing definite verses other 
reference on first mention across conditions. 
Cochran 9 Test 
Oefini te 
9 
8 
2 
Other 
1 
2 
8 
Cases Cochran 9 
10 
Table 8.5 Cochran 
verses other definite 
conditions. 
Cochran 9 Test 
Oef.article Other def 
5 3 
7 11 
4 4 
Cases Cochran 9 
8 
Condition 
STORY 
PLAYROOM 
BIRTHDAY 
df 
9.6 
:2 
2 <.01 
test comparing definite article 
reference on second mention across 
Condition 
STORY 
PLAYROOM 
BIRTHDAY 
df 
2.0 
-16-
:2 
2 n.s 
APPENDIX C 
EXPERIMENT 3: The etfec~ of s~orv con~ex~ on children's 
sens1~1v1ty ~o ~he listener's perception of referen~s. 
DATA 
Tibles C.l - c.4 De~erminers on first mention tor referent 
in picture 2 in the LI and LK conditions 
Tables C.5 - c.a Oe~erminers on first men~ion for referen~s 
in pic~ure 1 in the LI and LK conditions 
Table 
Table 
Key: 
C.9 
C.lO 
A 
THE 
PRO 
NAME 
ANALYSES 
Table ~-11 
Table C.12A 
Table C.l2B 
Table C.l3 
Indefinite and definite scores for 
referents in picture 2 in all four age 
groups. 
Indefinite and 
each referent in 
age groups. 
definite scores for 
pic~ure 2 in all four 
Indefinite 
Definite article 
Pronoun 
Proper noun (for animate referen~s only) 
No reference 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing 'context d~tinites' and 
'other' scores for referents in P2. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
showing ~he effec~s of age group on 
context definites for referents in P2. 
Studentised Newman-Keuls 
multiple comparisons for 
of age group on context 
referents in P2. 
test of 
the effects 
definites for 
Analysis-of-variance summary 
showing the effects of age group 
LI/LK on context definites to P2. 
table 
and 
Table C.l4-C.l7 Cochran tests comparing context definites 
across the four types of context referent 
(each age group analysed separately). 
Table C.l8 Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing age group, LI/LK conditions 
and indefinite/definite scores for 
referents in Pl. 
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Table C.1 Determiners of 3-5 year olds to Eicture 2 
3 TO 5 YEARS 
LOCAT. ENTAIL. UN IV. SET'l'. LOCAT. ENTAIL. UN IV. SE'f'f. 
sub. shelf lid sun sandpit s. table dloor queen waiter 
L. KNOWLEDGEABLE 
1 the the the the 2 the the the the 
3 the the the the 4 the the the pro 
5 the the the a 6 the the the the 
1 the the the the 6 the the the pro 
9 the the. the the 10 the the the 
L. IGNORANT 
11 the a the a 12 the the the the 
I 13 the the the the 14 the the the the ....... 
co 15 the the the the 16 the pro the pro I 
11 the the the the 18 a the the 
19 the the the a 20 the the the 
Table C.2 Determiners of 6-7 ~ear olds to ~icture 2 
6 TO 7 YEARS 
LOCAT. ENTAIL. UNIV. SETT. LOCAT. ENTAl L. UtHV. SETT. 
sub. shelf lid sun sandpit s. tai.Jle door queen waiter 
L. KNOW.LEDGEAB LE 
1 a the the a 2 the the the the 
3 the the the the 4 a the the a 
5 the the the the 6 the the the the 
7 the the the the 8 the the the the 
9 the a the a 10 the the the the 
L. IGNORANT 
11 the the the the 12 a the the 
I 13 the the the 14 the the the the ...... a 
\0 15 the a I the a 16 a the the 
17 the the the the 18 the a the 
19 the the the the 20 the the the the 
Table C.3 Determiners of 8-9 ~ear olds to ~icture 2 
8 TO 9 YEARS 
LOCAT. ENTAIL. UNIV. SETT. LOCAT. ENTAIL. UNIV. SETT. 
sub. shelf lid sun sandpit s. table door queen waiter 
L. KNOWLEDGEABLE 
1 the the the the 2 a a the 
3 the a the a 4 a the the 
5 the the the the 6 the the the the 
7 the the the a 8 the the the the 
9 the the the the 10 the the the the 
L. ·IGNORANT 
11 the the the the 12 the the the a 
I 13 a a the a 14 a the the 
N 15 a the the a 16 a the the 0 
I 17 the the the a 18 the a the 
19 the the the the 20 the the the a 
. 
Table C.4 Determiners of 10-11 ~ear olds to Eicture 2 
10 TO 11 YEARS 
LOCAT. ENTAIL. UNIV. SET'f. LOCAT. ENTAIL. UNIV. SETT. 
sub. shelf lid sun sandpit s. table door queen waiter 
L. KNOWLEDGEABLE 
1 the a the a 2 the a the 
3 the a the a 4 the the the a 
5 the the the a 6 a a the 
7 the the the the 8 a the the 
9 a the the a 10 a the the 
L. IGNORANT 
I 11 the the the the 12 a the the a 
N 13 the the the a 14 a the the 
..... 
I 15 a the the the 16 a the the 
17 the the the the 18 the the the the 
19 the the the the 20 the the the 
Table C.5 Determiners of 3-5 ~ear olds· to ~icture 1 
3 TO 5 YEARS 
GPl. boy, book, lady. tin. man,umiJrella. girl.park 
PAIR S. GP2. man, box. lady.car. boy, crowd, lady,cafe 
a 1 1 the the the the the the the the 
a 2 2 the the pro the pro the the the 
b 3 1 the the the the the the the the 
b 4 2 the the the the the the the the 
c 5 LK 1 the tlte the the· the the the the 
c 6 2 the the the the a a a a 
d 7 1 the the the the the the the the 
d 8 2 the a the a a a the pro 
e 9 1 the tl1e a a the the the the 
I e 10 2 the the the the the the the the 
N 
N 
I f 11 1 the the the the a a a a 
f 12 2 a a a a a a the the 
g 13 1 a a a a a a a a 
g 14 2 a the a a the a a a 
h 15 LI 1 the a the a a the the a 
h 16 2 a a a a a a a a 
i 17 1 a a the a the a a a 
i 18 2 a a the the the the the the 
j 19 1 the a the a the the a a 
j 20 2 a a a the the the a the 
Table C.6 Determiners of 6-7 ~ear olds to picture 1 
6 TO 7 YEARS 
GPl. boy, book, lady, tin, man, umbrella, girl, park 
PAIR S. GP2. man, box, lady,car, boy, crowd, lady, cafe 
a 1 1 the a a the a the the a 
a 2 2 a a a a a the a the 
b 3 1 a a a a a a a a 
b 4 2 a a the the the the the a 
c 5 LK 1 the a a a the a a a 
c 6 2 the a the the a a a a 
d 7 1 a the the a a a a a 
d 8 2 a a a a a a a a 
e 9 1 the the a a the the a a 
I e 10 2 the a the the the a a a N 
w 
I 
f 11 1 a a a a a a a a 
f 12 2 a a the a a a a the 
9 13 1 a a a the a a a a 
9 14 2 a a a a a a a a 
h 15 Ll 1 a a a a a a a a 
h 16 2 the the the the the the the the 
i 17 1 a the a a the a a a 
i 18 2 a a a a a a a a 
j 19 1 the a a a a tlhe a a 
j 20 2 a the the the the a a a 
Table C.7 Determiners of 8-9 ~ear olds to ~icture 1 
8 TO 9 YEARS 
GPl. boy. book. lady. tin. man. umbrella. girl.park 
PAIR S. GP2. man. box. lady.car. boy, crowd, lady.cafe 
a 1 1 the the a the the the the the 
a 2 2 a a a a the the the the 
b 3 1 the the a a. the the a a 
b 4 2 a a the the a a a a 
c 5 LK 1 the a a the the the the a 
c 6 2 the the a the the the a the 
d ., 1 the the the the the the the a 
d 8 2 a the the the ttae (J the a 
e 9 1 the the a the tt1e a a a 
I e 10 2 the the 
N 
a the the the a the 
-'=" I 
f 11 1 a a the the the a the a 
f 12 2 a a a a a a a a 
g 13 1 the a the a a the a the 
g 14 2 a a the a the a a a 
h 15 LI 1 the the a a the the the the 
h 16 2 a a a a the the a a 
i 17 1 a a a the the a the a 
i 18 2 the the a a the the a a 
j 19 1 the a the a a a a a 
j 20 2 a a a a a a the a 
Table C.8 Determiners of 10-11 ~ear olds to ~icture 1 
10 TO 11 YEARS 
GPl. boy, book, lady. tin. man.umbr-elha. gir-l.par-k 
PAIR S. GP2. mara, box, lady,car-, boy, cr-owd, 1ady,cafe 
a 1 1 a a a a a the a a 
a 2 2 the a the a the the a a 
b 3 1 the the a a the the a a 
b 4 2 a a a a a a a a 
c 5 LK 1 name a a the a a name a 
c 6 2 a a a a the the a a 
d 7 1 the a the a the the the the 
d 8 2 a a a a a a a a 
e 9 1 a a the the a a a a 
I e 10 2 a a the the the the a a N 
Ul 
I 
f 11 1 ·the the the the the a a the 
f 12 2 the a the the the the the a 
g 13 1 the the a the a the the a 
9 14 2 a a the the the the a a 
h 15 Ll 1 a a the a a a a the 
h 16 2 a a the the a the a the 
1 17 1 a the a the the a a a 
1 18 2 a a a a a a a a 
j 19 1 a the a the the the a the 
j 20 2 the a the . a a the the the 
Table C.9 Indefinite and definite scores for ~icture 2 in all 
four age grou~s 
LISTENER IGNORANT LISTENER KNOWLEDGEABLE 
AGE INDEF. DEF. INDEF. DEF. 
3-5 4 34 1 38 
6-7 6 31 6 34 
8-9 11 26 6 32 
10-11 6 31 13 23 
TOTALS 27 122 26 137 
I Table C.10 Indefinite( a) a·nd definite(d) scores for each N 
0'1 referent in ~icture 2 in all four a9~rou~ I 
LOCATIVE EN'fAI LED UNIVERSAL SETTING 
shelf table lid door sun queen sandpit waiter 
AGE a d a d a d a d a d a d a d a d 
3-5 0 10 1 9 2 8 0 10 0 10 0 10 3 7 0 7 
6-7 1 9 3 7 2 8 1 9 0 10 0 10 4 6 1 6 
8-9 2 8 4 6 2 8 2 8 0 10 0 10 5 5 2 3 
10-11 2 8 6 4 2 8 2 8 0 10 0 10 5 5 2 1 
TOT. 5 35 14 26 8 32 5 35 0 40 0 40 17 23 5 17 
Table c.11 Analisis-of-variance sunuaari table corneartng 
'context: definites' and 'other' scores. 
Source Sum of d.f Mean r p 
Squares .Squares. 
Between Subjects 6.98 79 
age 0.28 3 0.09 1.03 n.s 
LI/LK 0.10 1 0.10 1.13 n.s 
age X LI/LK 0.20 3 0.07 0.75 n.s 
error 6.40 72 0.09 
Within Subjects .357.01 80 
context: def/other 240.10 1 240.10 188.31 <.001 
age X c.def/other 15.00 3 5.00 3.92 <.05 
LI/LK X c.def/other 0.23 1 0.23 0.18 n.s 
age X LI/LK X 
c.def/other 9.88 3 3.30 2.58 n.s 
error 91.80 72 1.28 
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Table C.l2A Analysis-of-variance summary table showing the 
eetects of age group on context definites. 
Source Sum of d.f Mean 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 36380.39 79 
age 4763.64 3 1587.88 
error 31616.75 76 416.01 
Table C.12B Studentised Newman-Keuls 
effects of age group on context definites. 
mean 
73.4 
76.3 
83.8 
93.4 
age group 
10-11 
8-9 
6-7 
3-5 
Age Group 
10-11 8-9 6-7 3-5 
• • 
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F p 
3.82 <.05 
test showing 
Table C.13 Analysts-at-variance summary table showing the 
effects of age group and listener knowledge on context 
definite scores. 
Source SWD of cl. f Mean I' p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 36380.54 79 
age 4763.63 3 1587.88 4.02 <.05 
LI/LK 11.99 1 11.99 0.03 n.s 
age X LI/LK 3130.04 3 1043.35 2.64 n.s 
error 28474.88 72 395.48 
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Table C.l4 Cochran tea~ comparing con~ext definites across 
each ~ype of context tor the 3-5 year olds 
Cochran g Tes~ 
Con~ext def O~her Condi~ion-
17 0 LOCATIVE 
15 2 ENTAILED 
17 0 UNIVERSAL 
14 3 SETTING 
Cases cochran 9 dt E 
17 6.23 3 n.s 
Table C.l5 Cochran test comparing context definites across 
each ~ype of con~ext for ~he 6-7 year olds 
Cochran 
Con~ext 
15 
15 
17 
12 
9 Test 
def Other 
2 
2 
0 
5 
Cases Cochran 9 
17 
Condi~ion 
LOCATIVE 
ENTAILED 
UNIVERSAL 
SETTING 
df 
8.05 
-30-
.E 
3 >.05 
Table C.16 Cochran test comparing context definites across 
each type of context tor the 8-9 year olds 
Cochran 
Context 
13 
13 
15 
8 
0 Test 
def Other 
2 
2 
0 
7 
Cases Cochran 9 
15 
Condition 
LOCATIVE 
ENTAILED 
UNIVERSAL 
SETTING 
dt 
13.96 
l! 
3 >.005 
Table C.17 Cochran test comparing context definites across 
each type of context for the 10-11 year olds 
Cochran 
Context 
10 
11 
13 
6 
9 Test 
def Other 
3 
2 
0 
7 
Cases Cochran 0 
13 
Condition 
LOCATIVE 
ENTAILED 
UNIVERSAL 
SETTING 
df 
11.14 
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:e 
3 
Table c.18 Analisis-ot-variance summarl table showinq 
indetini~e and detini~e scores for referents in 21cture one 
Source SWD of d.f Mean F p 
Squares -- -Squares 
Within Subjec~s 942.0 80 
indefini~e/def. 27.22 1 27.22 3.79 n.s 
age X ind/def 147.68 3 49.23 6.85 <.001 
LI/LIC X ind/def 81.23 1 81.23 11.29 <.001 
age X LI/LK X 
indef/def 168.07 3 56.03 7.79 <.001 
error 517.80 72 7.19 
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APPBNDIX D 
EXPERIMENT 4: The effec~ of the status of the referents 
in the immediate context. 
DATA 
Table D.1 
Tables D.2-D.3 
Key: 
a 
the 
t 1st 
t 2nd 
ANALYSES 
Table D.4 
(adults) 
Table D.5 
(adults) 
Tab-le··:.D .- 6 
( adu-1 ts) 
Tables D.7-D.8 
(children) 
Tables D.9-D.10 
(children) 
_Tables D.1l~D.12 
(children) 
Tables D.13-0.14 
(children) 
Tables 0.15-0.16 
(children) 
Tables D.17-D.18 
(children) 
Referring expressions of adults for 
singletons and identical items in LI 
and LK conditions. 
Referring expressions of 
singletons and identical 
and LK conditions. 
Indefinite 
Definite 
children for 
items in LI 
Definite plus 'first' modifier 
Definite plus 'second/other/last'modifier 
Mann-Whitney test showing the effects 
of LI/LK conditions on indefinite 
scores for first identical referents. 
Mann-Whitney test showing the effects 
of LI/LK conditions on indefinite 
scores for second identical referents. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
compar-ing LI/LK conditions with 
indefinite/definite scores for singletons 
Wilcoxen tests comparing indefinite and 
definite article + noun scores for 
first identical referents in the LI 
condition. 
Wilcoxen tests comparing indefinite and 
definite article + noun scores for 
first identical referents in the LK 
condition. 
Mann-Whitney tests showing the effects 
of LI/LK conditions on indefinite 
scores for first identical referents. 
Mann-Whitney tests showing the effects 
of age group on indefinite scores 
for first identical referents. 
Wilcoxen tests comparing indefinite and 
definite article + noun scores for 
second identical referents in the LI 
condition. 
Wilcoxen tests comparing indefinite and 
definite article + noun scores for 
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Tables 0.19-0.20 
(children) 
Tables 0.21 
(children) 
second identical referents in the LK 
condition. 
Mann-Whitney tests showing the effects 
of LI/LK conditions on definite 
scores for second identical referents. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing age group. LI/LK conditions 
and indefinite/definite scores for 
singletons. 
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Table D.l Referring exEressions of adults 
SINGLETONS IDENTICALS 
sub. tree ball b-stop key 1st candle brick 2nd candle brick 
L. KNOWLEDGEABLE 
1 the the the the a a t 2nd t 2nd 
2 the the the the a· a t 2nd t 2nd 
3 the the the the a· a t 2nd t 2nd 
4 the a a the a a the t 2nd 
5 the the the the a the the t 2nd 
--L. IGNORANT 
6 a a a a a a a a 
I 
7 w a a a a a a a a 
U1 8 I a a a a a a a a 
9 a a a a a a a a 
10 a a a a a a a a 
I' 
Table 0.2 Referring eK~ressions of 3 to 5 year olds 
3 to 5 yrs. SINGLETONS IDENTJCALS 
sub. tree ball b-stop key lst ca-ndle brick 2nd candle brick 
L. KNOWLEDGEABLE 
1 the the the the the a the the 
2 the the the the the the the the 
3 the the the the t'he the the the 
4 the the the the the the the the 
5 the the the the the the the the 
6 the the the the the the the the 
I L. IGNORANT 
w 1 a a a a a a a a 0'1 
I 8 a a a a a the a a 
9 a the a a a a a a 
10 a a a a a a t 2nd t 2nd 
11 a a a a a a a a 
12 a a a the a a the a 
Table 0.3 Referring exEressions of 6 to 8 ~ear olds 
6 to 8 yrs. SINGLETONS IDENTICALS 
sub. tree ball b-stop key lst candle urlick 2nd candle brick 
L. KNOWLEDGEABLE 
1 the the the the the the a the 
2 a a a a a a a a 
3 the the the the the t 1st the t 2nd 
4 the the the the the the the the 
5 the the the the t 1st the the a 
6 the the the the the .. the the a 
L. IGNORANT 
7 a a a a a a a a 
I 8 a a a a t 1st a a a 
w 9 a a 8 a a a a t 2nd 
...... 
I 10 a a a a a a the the 
11 a a a a a t 1st a a 
12 a a a a a a a a 
Table 0.4 Mann-Whitnev test comparing listener condition 
for indefinite scores to first identical referents for the 
adult subjects. 
Mann-Whitney U test 
Rank means cases 
6.0 5 
5.0 5 
total~to 
conditions 
LK 
LI 
u W Exact: 2-tailed p 
10.0 30.0 n.s 
Corrected tor Ties 
z 2-tailed p 
-1.0 n.s 
Table 0.5 Mann~Whitney test comparing listener condition 
for indefinite scores to second identical referents for the 
adult subjects. 
Mann-Whitnev U test 
Rank means cases 
3.0 5 
8.0 5 
total=lO 
conditions 
LK 
LI 
u ~. Exact 2-tailed p 
o.o 15.0 <.01 
-38-
Corrected for Ties 
z 2-tailed p 
-3.0 <.005 
Table 0.6 Analysis-ot-variance summary table looking at 
indefinite and definite scores for singletons for the adult 
subjects. 
Source 
Within Subjects 
indefinite/def 
LI/LK X ind/def 
error 
Sum of d.f 
Squares 
72.00 10 
0.80 1 
64.80 1 
6.40 8 
-39-
Mean --v ·p 
Squares 
0.80 1.0 n.s 
64.80 81.0 <.001 
0.80 
Table 0.7 Wilcoxen test comparing indetinite and detinite 
article + noun scores tor tirs~ iden~ical reteren~s in the 
LI condition for the 3-5 rear old group. 
Wilcoxen test 
Rank means cases 
3.0 5 
0.0 0 
1 
total~ 6 
z ~ -2.02 
- ranks (DA + noun < indefinite) 
+ ranks (DA + noun > indefinite) 
ties (DA + noun ~ indefinite) 
2-tailed p <.05 
Table 0.8 Wilcoxen test comparing indefinite and definite 
article + noun scores for first identical referents in the 
Ll condition for the 6-8 year old group. 
Wilcoxen test 
Rank means 
3.5 
0.0 
cases 
6 
0 
0 
total= 6 
z = -2.20 
- ranks (DA + noun < indefinite) 
+ ranks (DA + noun > indefinite) 
ties (DA + noun = indefinite) 
2- t a 11 ed p < • 0·5 ,, ' 
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Table 0.9 Wilcoxen test comparing indefinite and definite 
article • noun scores for first identical referents in the 
LK condition for the 3-5 year old group. 
Wilcoxen test 
Rank means 
0.0 
3.0 
cases 
0 
5 
1 
total= 6 
z • -2.02 
- ranks (DA + noun < indefinite) 
+ ranks (OA + noun > indefinite) 
ties (DA + noun z indefinite) 
2-tailed p <.05 
Table 0.10 Wilcoxen test comparing indefinite and definite 
article • noun scores for first identical referents in the 
LK condition for the 6-8 year old group. 
Wilcoxen test 
Rank means cases 
4.5 1 
3 .·3 5 
0 
total= 6 
z ... -1.26 
- ranks (DA + noun < indefinite) 
+ ranks (OA + noun > indefinite) 
ties (OA + noun = indefinite) 
2-tailed p n.s 
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Table D.ll Mann-Whitney tes~ comparing listener condition 
for indefini~e scores to tirs~ identical rereren~s in the 
3-5 year old group. 
Mann-Whitney U test 
Rank means cases 
3.58 6 
9.42 6 
total=12 
conditions 
LK 
LI 
u w Exact 2-tailed p 
0.5 21.5 <.005 
Corrected tor Ties 
z 2-tailed p 
-3.03 <.005 
Table 0.12 Mann-Whitney test comparing listener condition 
for indefinite scores to first identical referents in the 
6-8 year old group. 
Mann-Whitney U test 
Rank means cases 
4.17 6 
8.83 6 
total=12 
conditions 
LK 
LI 
U. "''' .· W-_, __ Exact 2-tailed·p 
4.0 25.0 ~.05 
-42-
Corrected for Ties 
z··. .2-tailed- P--
-2.42 •<. 05 
Table D.lJ Mann-Whitney tes~ comparing age group tor 
indefinite scores to first identical referen~s in the Ll 
condition. 
Mann-Whitney U test 
Rank means cases 
7.0 6 
6. 0 6 
total=l2 
conditions 
3-5 yrs 
6-8 yrs 
u W Exact 2-tailed p 
15.0 42.0 n.s 
Corrected tor Ties 
z 2-tailed p 
-0.64 n.s 
Table D.l4 Mann-Whitney test comparing· age group for 
indefinite scores to firs~ identical referen~s in the LK 
condition. 
Mann-Whitney U test 
Rank means cases 
6.42 6 
6.58 6 
total=12 
conditions 
3-5 yrs 
6-8 yrs 
W Exact 2-tailed p 
-17.5 38.5 n.s 
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Corrected for Ties 
z 2-tailed p 
-0 • 12 ' . . . ft.~ s 
Table 0.15 Wilcoxen test comparing indefinite and definite 
article + noun scores for second identical referents in the 
LI condition for the 3-5 year old group. 
Wilcoxen test 
Table 0.16 Wilcoxen test comparing indefinite and definite 
article + noun scores for second identical referents in the 
LI condition for the 6-8 year old group. 
Wilcoxen test 
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Table 0.17 Wilcoxen test comparing indefinite and definite 
ar~icle + noun scores for second identical referen~s in the 
LK condition for the 3-5 year old group. 
Wilcoxen test 
Rank means cases 
0.0 0 
3.5 6 
0 
total~ 6 
z ~ -2.20 
- ranks (DA + noun < indetinite) 
+ ranks (DA + noun > indetinite) 
ties (DA + noun a indefinite) 
2-tailed p <.05 
Table 0.18 Wilcoxen test comparing indefinite and definite 
article + noun scores for second identical referents in the 
LK condition for the 6-8 year old group. 
Wilcoxen test 
Rank means cases 
2.5 1 
-
ranks (DA + noun < indefinite) 
1.8 2 + ranks (DA + noun > indefinite) 
3 ties (DA + noun = indefinite) 
total= 6 
z = -0.27 2-tailed p n.s 
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Table D.19 Mann-Whitney test comparing lis~ener condition 
on definite scores to second iden~ical reteren~s in the 
3-5 year old group. 
Mann-Whitney U tes~ 
Rank means cases 
9. 5 6 
3. 5 6 
to~al=12 
conditions 
LK 
LI 
u W Exact 2-tailed p 
o.o 57.0 <.005 
Correc~ed for Ties 
z 2-tailed p 
-3.21 <.005 
Table D.20 Mann-Whitney tes~ comparing listener condition 
on definite scores to second identical referents in the 
6-8 year old group. 
Mann-Whitney U test 
Rank means cases 
8.2 6 
4. 8 6 
total=12 
conditions 
LK 
LI 
u W Exact 2-tailed p 
8.0 49.0 n.s 
-46-
Corrected for Ties 
z 2-tailed p 
-1.75 n.s 
Table 0.21 Analisis-of-variance summari table looking at 
indefinite and definite scores for singletons. 
Source Sum of d.f Mean ., p 
Squares Squares .. ~ -- . 
Within Subjects 179.99 24 
indefinite/def 0.33 1 0.33 0.23 n.s 
age X ind/def 3.00 l 3.00 2.05 n.s 
LI/LK X ind/def 147.00 1 147.00 100.23 <.001 
age X LI/LK X 
ind/def 0.33 1 0.33 0.23 n.s 
error 29.33 20 
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APPE~O!X E 
EXPERI~E~T 5: The effec~s of increasing the salience of 
rererents in the 1mmed1ate context . 
.Q!!! 
Tables E.l - E.2 
Key: 
a Indefinite 
Definite 
Reference used for singletons and 
identical items on the context salient 
and object salient task. 
the 
tn~h 
tlast -
Definite plus first. (CS task: second. third)etc. 
Definite plus last. other (CS task: second) 
ANALYSES 
Table E.3 
Tables E.4-E.5 
Tables E.6-E.7 
Tables E.8-E.9 
Tables E.lO-E.ll 
Table E.l2 
Tables E.13-E.l4 
Tables E.l5-E.l6 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing age group. type of task and 
indefinite/definite ar~icle + noun 
scores for non-specific items. 
Wilcoxen tests 
indefinite verses 
noun scores on the 
for las~ identical 
showing effects of 
defini~e article + 
object salient task 
items. 
Wilcoxen tests showing effects of 
indefinite verses definite article + 
noun scores on' th~ ;, context salient. 
task for las-t identical items. 
Mann-Whitney tests showing the effects 
of age group on scores in the object 
salient task for last identical items. 
Mann-Whitney tests showing the effects 
of age group on scores in the context 
salient task for last ~dentical items. 
Analysis-of-variance 
comparing age group. 
indefinite/definite 
singletons. 
summary table 
type of task and 
scores for 
Wilcoxen tests comparing singletons 
and non-specific indefinite scores on 
the object salient task. 
Wilcoxen tests comparing singletons 
and non-specific indefinite scores on 
the context salient task. 
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Table E.l Referrin~ expressions of,the 3-5 year olds 
3 TO 5 YEARS: 
SINGLETONS IDENTICALS 
1st 2n.d 3rd 4th( last) 
tree ball candle brick candle brick candle brick cahdle brick 
CONTEXT·SALIENT TASK 
1 the the the the a a the a the the 
2. the the the a the 1the the the the a 
3 the the a a the ithe a the a the 
4 the the a a a the a the the the 
5 the the the a the .the a a the a 
6 the the a the a a the a the the 
I 
""' \0 I SINGLETONS IDENTICALS 
lst 2nd (last) 
tr~e ball b-stop key candle b~ick star candle brick star 
OBJECT SALIENT TASK 
7 the the the the a the the the the the 
8 the the the the the the the the the the 
9 the · the the the the the the the the the 
10 the the the the the the the the the the I . 
11 the the the the the ~he the the the the 
12 the the the the the the the the the the 
Table E.2 Referring ex12ressions of. the 6-8 ~ear olds 
'I' 
6 TO 8 YEARS: 
SINGLETONS IDENTICALS 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th(last) 
tree ball candle brick candle b~i~k candle brick candle brick 
CONTEXT SALIENT TASK 
1 the the a a the a a the the tlast 
2 the the a a tnth a a a a tlast 
3 the, the a a a a a a tlast a 
4 the the a a tille a the a the the 
5 the the a a a a a' tnth a t1ast 
6 the the a a a a a a the the 
I 
Ul 
0 
I 
SINGLETONS I DENT I CAlLS 
1st 2nd (last) 
tree ball b-stop key candle btick star candle brick star 
OBJECT~SALIENT TASK 
7 the the the the the the the the the a I , 
8 a a a a a the, a a a a 
9 the the the the the tnth the the tlast the 
10 the the the the the the the the the the 
11 the the the the tnth ~he the the the a 
12 the the the the the the: the the a the 
Table E.3 Analisis-ot-variance summarx table com&aring 
indefinite and definite article + noun scores for 
non-sJ:!eCitic items. 
Source Sum or c1. r Mean F: 'P 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 28.66 23 
age 0.33 l 0.33 5.0 <.05 
task 27.00 1 27.00 405.00 <.001 
age X task 0.0 1 o.o 0.0 n.s 
error 1.33 20 0.07 
Within Subjects 117.99 24 
ind/def.A + noun 0.08 l 0.08 0.06 n.s 
age X ind/DA + noun 18.75 1 18.75 13.24 <.005 
task X ind/D + noun 60.75 1 60.75 42.88 <.001 
age X task X ind/ 
DA + noun 10.08 1 10.08 7.12 <.05 
error 28.33 20 1.42 
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Table E.4 Wilcoxen test comparing indefinite and definite 
ar~icle + noun scores tor last identical oblec~s on the 
objec~ salient ~ask in the 3-5 year old group. 
Wilcoxen tes~ 
Rank means 
0.0 
3.5 
cases 
0 
6 
0 
total= 6 
z = -2.20 
- ranks (DA + noun < indefinite) 
+ ranks (DA + noun > indefinite) 
ties (DA + noun • indefinite) 
2-tailed p <.05 
Table E.5 Wilcoxen test comparing indefinite and definite 
article + noun scores for last identical ~bjects on the 
objec~ salient task in the 6-8 year old group. 
Wilcoxen test 
Rank means 
5.5 
3.1 
cases 
1 
5 
0 
total= 6 
z = :-1..05 
- ranks (DA + noun < indefinite) 
+ ranks (DA + noun > indefinite) 
ties (DA + noun = indefinite) 
2 -ta,i,l~<i. p n. s 
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Table E.6 Wilcoxen test comparing indefinite and definite 
article + noun scores for last identical objects on tbe 
context salient task in tbe 3-5 year old group. 
Wilcoxen test 
Rank means cases 
0.0 0 
-
ranks (DA + noun < indefinite) 
2.0 3 + ranks (DA + noun > indefinite) 
3 ties (DA + noun • indefinite) 
total= 6 
z a -1.60 2-tailed p n.s 
Table E.7 Wilcoxen test comparing indefinite and definite 
article + noun scores for last identical objects on the 
context salient task in the 6-8 year old group. 
Wilcoxen test 
2-ta-iled p n.s 
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Table E.8 Mann-Whitney test showing the effects or age 
group on indefinite scores for last identical items in the 
object salient task. 
Mann-Whitney U test 
Rank means cases 
4.5 6 
8. 5 6 
total=l2 
conditions 
3-5 yrs 
6-8 yrs 
u W Exact 2-tailed p 
6.0 27.0 n.s 
Corrected for Ties 
z 2-tailed p 
-2.31 <.05 
Table E.9 Mann-Whitnev test showing the effects of age 
qroup on definite article + noun scores for last ident~cal 
items in the object salient task. 
Mann-Whitney U test 
Rank means cases 
15.3 12 
9.8 12 
total.= 24 
conditions 
3-5 yrs 
6-8 yrs 
U W Exact 2-tailed p 
39 .• 0 .. _ .. 183 .. ~0 n.s ... 
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Corrected for Ties 
z 2-tailed p 
-1.99 - <.05. 
Table E.lO Mann-Whitney test showing the effects ot age 
group on indefinite scores for last identical items in the 
context salient task. 
Mann-Whitney U test 
Rank meanso cases 
6.5 6 
6.5 6 
total=l2 
conditions 
3-5 yrs 
6-8 yrs 
u W Exact 2-tailed p 
18.0 39.0 n.s 
Corrected for Ties 
z 2-tailed p 
0.0 n.s 
Table E.ll Mann-Whitnev test showing the effects of age 
group on definite article- +-.noun scores- for last -identical 
items in the context salient task. 
Mann-Whitney U test 
Rank means' cases 
15.3 12 
9.8 12 
total= 24 
conditions 
3-5 yrs 
6-8 yrs 
U W Exact 2-tailed p 
39.0 ,, - _ 183.0 n.s 
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Corrected for Ties 
z 2-tailed p 
-1.99 <.05 
Table E.12 Analisis-of-variance summar% table com2aring 
indetinite and definite scores tor singletons. 
Source Sum of d.f Mean F p 
. Squares 
.. 
Squares 
. . 
Within Subjects 120.00 24 
indef/definite 85.33 1 85.33 64.00 <.001 
age X ind./det. 1.33 1 1.33 1.00 n.s 
task X ind./det. 5.33 1 5.33 4.00 n.s 
age X task X ind./ 
det. 1.33 1 1.33 1.00 n.s 
error 26.67 20 1.33 
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Table E.l3 Wilcoxen test= comparing . singletons and 
non-specific indefinite scores on ·the object salient task 
in the 3-5 year old group. . ,, 
Wilcoxen test 
Rank means · cases 
o.o 0 
1.0 1 
5 
total~ 6 
z • -1.00 
. ··. _,•. 
- ranks (non-specific < singleton) 
+ ra~ks (non-specific > singleton) 
ties (non-specific • singleton) 
2-tailed p n.s 
Table E.l4 Wilcoxen test comparing singletons and 
non-specific indefinite scores on- the ob~ect salient task 
in the 6-8 year old group. 
Wilcoxen test 
Rank means· 
t.o· 
0.0 
cases 
l 
0 
5 
total= 6 
z = -1.00 
- ranks (non-specific < singleton) 
+ ranks (non-specific > singleton) 
ties (non-specific = singleton) 
2-tailed p n.s 
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Table E.l5 Wilcoxen test comparing singletons and 
non-specitic indetinite scores on the coontext salient task 
in the 3-5 year old group. 
Wilcoxen test 
Rank means . cases 
o. 0 0 
3. 5 6 
0 
total= 6 
z = -2.20 
- ranks (non-specific < singleton) 
+ ranks (non-specitic > singleton) 
tie~ (non-specific = singleton) 
2-tailed p <.05 
Table E.l6 Wilcoxen test co~pa~ing_ singletons and 
n~n-~pec~f!c indefinite scores on the context salient task 
in the 6-8 year old group. 
Wilcoxen test 
Rank means cases 
o.o 0 
3.5 6 
0 
total= 6 
z = -2.20 
- ranks (non-specific < singleton) 
+ ranks (non-specific > singleton) 
ties (non-specific = singleton) 
_2-tailed p <. 05 
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APPENDIX F 
EXPERIMENT 6: Expressions used in a story-telling task as 
a func~ion of social and compara~ive factors. 
DATA 
Tible 1'.1 
Table 1'.2 
Table 1'.3 
Key: 
Animates - IND 
DEF 
OTH 
MOD 
NULL -
Inanimates - a 
the 
pro 
poss 
nu-ll 
Referring expressions on 'first mention 
in LI and LK conditions. 
Referring expressions on second 
men~ion in LI and LK conditions. 
Reference scores for animate and 
inanima~e referents in LI and LK 
conditions on first and second 
mention. 
Indefinite 
Definite articles and/or pronouns 
Definite plus 'other' modifier 
D_e(i,.nite plus disciminative modifier 
ie. ~irst/second or relative clause 
No article 
- Indefinite 
- Definite ar~icle 
- Pronoun 
- Possessive pronoun 
N o-art-1-c-le 
- Indeterminate 
THE(NC) - Definite articles that are not context definites 
THE(C) - Definite articles that are context definites 
ANALYSES 
Table F.4 
Table F.5 
Table F.6 
Table 1'.7 
Table 1'.8 
Wilcoxen tes~ comparing indefinite and 
definite expressions on first 
mention in the LI cond~tion for 
anima~e referents. 
Wilcoxen test comparing indefinite and 
definite expressions on first 
mention in the LK condition for 
animate referents. 
Mann-Whitney 
conditions in 
on first 
referents. 
test comparing LI and LK 
the use of indefinites 
mention for animate 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing LI/LK conditions and 
indefinite/definite scores on 
first mention for inanimate referents. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
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Table F.9 
Table F.lO 
comparing 
the nwaber 
on first 
referents. 
LI/LK conditions for 
of appropriate scores used 
mention tor inanimate 
Analysis-of-variance summary .table 
comparing LI/LK conditions and 
indefinite/definite scores on second 
mention for inanimate referents. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing LI/LK conditions. first/ 
second mention and indefinite/definite 
scores for all referents (animate + 
inanimate scores). 
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Table F.l Referring expressions oh.first mention 
PAIRS STORY 1 STORY 2 1 STORY 3 STORY 4 
SUB. men,road,car ladies,pot,table girls~teddy,ball girls,pole,flag 
al IND the a IND a the, 
a2 IND a pass IND a a 
b3 IND the a DEF pass pass 
b4 IND a the IND a a 
c5 IND pass pass IND the a 
c6 SIN the pass SIN pass the 
d7 IND pass pass IND a a 
d8 LI IND a a IND a a 
e9 DEF the the IND a the 
I elO IND the a OTH a the Ol 
...... fll IND the pass IND a a I 
fl2 IND pass the IND the a 
gl3 IND a a SIN pass a 
gl4 IND a th~ IND a a 
bl5 IND a a IND a the 
hl6 IND the pass IND the a 
Table F.l .cont •.•••. Referring exprb~~ions on first mention 
. I 
PAiRs STORY U STORY 2 STORY.3 STORY 4 
SUB. men,road.~~r ladies,pot,tabl~ girls,te~4y,ball girls,pole,flag 
117 DEF a the DEF the the 
118 DEF the the DEF poss poss 
jl9 IND the a OTII the the 
j20 OTH the the DEF the the 
k21 OTH the the OTH the the
1 
k22 DEF poss 
- DEF the the 
123 !ND poss poss IND the the 
124 LK DEF the the DEF the thel 
I m25 IND a the DEF the the 0\ 
N m26 IND the the IND the the I 
n27 OTH the 1pOSS OTH the the 
n28 IND a the SIN the a 
.o29 DEF the thel DEF the the 
o3() OTH ttle the DEF the the 
p31 DEF the the DEF the the 
p32 OTII poss the· C>TH the the 
Table F.2 Referring exEressions o~ second mention 
PAIRS STORY 1 STORY 2 : STORY 3 STORY 4 
SUB. meri,road,car ladies,pot,ta~le girls,teddy~ball gtrls,pole,flag 
al DEF the the DEF the 'thel 
a2 DEF the the DEF pro null 
b3 IND the the ·oTII the the 
b4 NULL a a QTH the the 
c5 IND pro pass DEF pro pro 
c6 OTII the the OTII null the, 
d7 IND the pass IND the a 
d8 LI NULL pro pro DEF the the 
e9 MOD the the DEF null the 
I elO IND the poss OTII the the! 
"' w fll IND the the DEF pro pro 
I fl2 OTII the the DEF the the 
gl3 OTH the the 
' 
NULL pro pro 
gl4 IND the thei OTII the the 
hl5 OTII a the~ DEF the the 
hl6 IND the the IND null null 
':. 
Table F.2 cont •.. ~. Referring expre~sions on second mention 
PAIRS STORY 1 S.TORY 2 ! STORY 3 STORY 4 
SUB. ~eq~road,car ladies,pot,tab~e girls,teddy,ball girls,pole,flag 
i17 bEF pro a DEF the the 
il8 DEF the thej DEF the the 
j19 OTH a a DEF the the 
j20 · OTH the the DEF the the 
k21. OTH the the OTII pro the 
k22 DEF pro pro DEF p~o the 
123 OTII a the DEF the the 
124. LK DEF the the OTU the the1 
m25 DEF th~ the DEF the the 
m26 OTII the: the OTH the the 
h27 OTH prJ the OTH pro the 
~ n28 DEF the the DEF the the 
f o29 DEF the the DEF a ~he 
o30 OTH the the OTH pro the 
p31 DEF a the DEF the the 
p32 OTII the the! DEF the the 
I 
0'1 
U1 
I 
I Table F.3 Reference scores in each condition 
ANIMATE REFERENTS 
FIRST MENTION 
LISTENER IND DEF SIN 
LI 
LK 
TOTALS 
26 
7 
33 
INANIMATE REFERENTS 
3 
24 
27 
3 
1 
4 
SECOND MENTION 
··. IND DEF OTH MOD 
9 
0 
9 
9 
19 
28 
10 
15 
25 
1 
0 
1 
3 
0 
3 
FIRST MENTION SECOND MENTION 
LISTENER A PRO THE(NC) THE(C) POSS A THE PRO POSS 
LI 32 0 4 15 113; 4 42 10 3 
LK 0 38 14 7 6 50 8 0 
TOTALS 32 0 42 29 20 10 92 18 3 
I 
C,·: 
NULL 
5 
0 
5 
Table F.4 Wilcoxen ~es~ comparing indefinite and defini~e 
scores on tirst men~ion in the Ll condition tor animate 
referen~s. 
Wilcoxen tes~ 
Rank means cases 
6.5 
6.5 
11 
1 
4 
total= 16 
z = -2.55 
- ranks (definite <· !~definite) -~' · 
+ ranks (definite > indefinite) 
ties (defini~e • indefini~e) 
2-tailed p <.05 
Table F.5 Wilcoxen ~est comparing indefinite and definite 
scores on first mention in the LK condition for animate 
referents. 
Wilcoxen test 
Rank means cases 
7 •. 0 
7.0 
2 
11 
3 
total=l6 
z = -2.20 
- rank~ (definite < indefinite) 
+ ranks (definite > ind~finite) 
ti~s (definite = indefinite) 
2-tailed p <.05 
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!• •. : 
Table F.6 Mann-Whitnev test: eompartnq Ll and LK conditions 
in . the use ot indefinites on tirst: mention tor animate 
referents. 
Mann-Whitney U test 
Rank means eases 
22.28 16 
10.72 16 
totals 32 
conditions 
LI 
LK 
u W Exact 2-tailed p 
35.5 356~5 <.0005 
Corrected for Ties 
z 2-tailed p 
-3.74 <.0005 
Table F.7 Analysis-of-variance SWIUilary table looking at 
indefinite and definite scores on first mention for 
inanimate referents. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 18.74 -31 
LI/LK 0.56 1 0.56 0.92 n.s 
error 18.38 30 0.61 
Within Subjects 88.00 32 
indef/def. 0.56 1 0.56 0.62 n.s 
··< Ll/LK~"X ind/def 60.06 1 60.06 65.82 <.001 
error 27.38 30 0.91 
-- -
----~- --
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Table· F. 8 .· Analysi.s~ot ~variance sullllllary table looking at 
the ettec~s ot listener condition on appropriate scores on 
tirs~ men~ion tor inanima~e referents. 
Source 
Between Subjec'ts 
Ll-/.LK 
error 
Sum ot 
SC{US~~s 
14.00 
0.0 
14.00 
31 
1 
30 
··' 
"'.t 
'Mean 
SqU~f~S 
0.0 
0.47 
r .p 
0.0 n.s 
Table . F.9 Analysis-of-variance summary table looking at 
1ndefin~te _and definite scores on ~econd ~eneiori for 
inanimate referents~ 
·- source Sum- -of d~-f- ·Mean r-- p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 4.00 31 
LI/LK 1;00 l 1.00 10.00 <.005 
error 3 .0~0 30 0. tO 
. -
Within Subjects 179.·00 32 
indef/def.: l56.o25 l 156.25 208.33 <.001 
LI/LK X ind/def 0.25 1 0.25 0.33 n.s 
error 22.50 30 0.75 
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Tab!'e ·. 'F .10 , •. Analysts-or-vari:ance sumaiary table 'iookinq at: 
etrse verses second-mention scores for animate + inanimaee 
referents. 
source 
Between Subjects 
LI/LK 
error 
Within Subjects 
first/second 
LI/LK X 1st/2nd 
error 
ind~f/def 
LI/LK X ind/def 
error 
1/2 X ind/def 
LI/LK X 1st/2nd X 
indZ.def 
error 
.::;· ~ .... ?~~: 
- :~---~· .. 
!)um,of 
Squares 
·:c:l~f · '"Mean F 
-P 
,, .. _. 
'13 ~18 
2.26 
10.92 
622.75 
11.88 
0.20 
10.17 
168.82 
122.07 
68-:36 
150.95 
43.95 
46.36 
31 
1 
30 
96 
1 
1 
30 
1 
1 
30 
1 
1 
30 
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.,.Squares:··. 
2-.26 6.20 <.05 
o.36 
11.8Q 35.05 <.001 
0.20 0.58 n.s 
0.34 
168.82 74.09 <.001 
122.07 53.57 <.001 
-----~-
2.28 
150.95 97.68 <.001 
43.95 28.44 <.001 
1.55 
. . ~ - -
EXPERIMENT 7: 
reference 1. 
DATA 
TaiiT"es G.l-G.4 
Table G.5 
Table G.6 
Key: 
Distractors 
ind Indefinite 
de.f Definite 
Experimental 
ind - Indefinite 
APPENDIX G 
Using information tot". unambiguous 
Referring. expressions .anc:l 
discrim~native scores in •physical ~i 
arid 'episodic' conditions on first anc:l 
second mention. 
Expressions used for all four 
gro'ups in the 'physical' 
'episod·ic' conditions on first 
second mention. 
age 
and 
•nd 
Type of discriminative expressions 
used in the 'episodic' condition tor 
all age groups. 
one - Definite/ refer to one individual 
two - Defin~te/ refer to both individuals 
mix - mixed indef·inite and de.finite 
D'IS - Discrim~riate on tiasis of _physical characteristics 
EPI -~-Pls~rimiriaj:_~ }ly __ mE:J'l~i.o_niJlg_:_ep_is_odi_c_inf_orma:tion~. 
REL - O'iscriniinate by usfng relative clause to mention 
.episodic information 
SPA.- Discriminate by using spatio-temporal features 
DISC - Any form of discriminative expression 
Table G.7-G.10 
Table G.ll 
Key: 
o:I'STRACTORS 
Picture choices, judgements, blame and 
listener intervention in 'physical' 
and 'episodic' conditions. 
Picture choices, j·udgements, blame and 
listener in·tervention in 'physical' 
and 'ep~sodic' conditions in all four 
age groups. 
cor ¢or]:ect (single) 
do ti.ouhle referents 
dx o·ouble referents and wrong objects 
EXPERIMENTALS 
cor Correct (double) 
opp Opposite 
sin Single referent 
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JUDGEMENTS 
A Alike 
D Dltterent 
FAULT 
L 
s 
N 
1 
s 
n 
-
Listener when speaker'.s.(ault 
Speake~ when sp,ei:Jker • s fault 
Neither whEm speaker's fault 
L~~tener when listerier's fault 
Speaker when list~ner's fatil.t 
Neither when listener's fa~lt 
INTERVENTION 
NSsi~/cor/dpp/do/dx 
Ssin/cor/opp)do/dx 
ANALYSES 
Table G.l2 
Table G.l3 
Table G.l4 
Table G.l5 
Table G.l6 
Ta.ble G.l7 
Table G.l8 
Tables G.l9-G.20 
Tables G.21-G.23 
Non-specitic request 
Specitic request 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
compari-ng ·a·ge group. physi·cal/episod.ic 
conditions and discriminative/ 
non-discriminative scores. 
C(),C:t_l~an t~st c;~mp~~ing d_iscrimin~_tive 
scores over trials in the 'physical' 
condition. 
Cochran test comparing discriminative 
scores over trials in the 'episodic' 
condition. 
~An~J,_ysi~-~f:-_y_arian_ce~_ su~ary ___ tablEt 
comparing age group. first/second 
mention and indefinite/definite 
scores. 
Analysis-of-variance s-ummary table 
comparing age group and 
correct/incorrect choices by the 
list~ner in tche 'physical-' condition. 
Analysis"-of-variance su~a_ry table 
comparing age group and 
corr~ect/incorrect choices by the 
listener in the 'episodic' condition. 
Analysis,.of;..variance sum,ma,ry table 
comparing age group. p~hy~ical/episodic 
cori~itions az:~d co_rrect/incorrect 
c;hoices by the listener. 
Spearman correlations 
discriminative scores 
listener choices in the 
condition. 
Spearman correlations 
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between 
and correct 
'physical' 
between 
Table~ G.24-G.27 
discriminative scores 
listener choices· in the 
condition. 
and correct 
•episodic• 
Wilc:oxen.tests comparing correct :and 
incorrect choices by the listener for 
distractor stories. 
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I 
....., 
w 
I 
Table G.l Referring eKpressJon~ ~hd discri~inative scores for the 
3-S~y•~~:old,~roup~ · 
3-5 yrs FJRST ME:NTiON 
DI'STRACTOR EXPERIMENTAL 
PAiR aby Gtr'1 clowns Boys Men 
Pll1lS iCAL, CONDITION 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
. .... . - ..... ,_ .. ind 
lnd 
ind 
ind 
d.ef 
ind 
def 
def 
ind 
i"d 
·~nd 
def 
.ind 
(lld 
i'nd 
lild 
def 
def 
ind 
H1d 
. ind · two 
ind ind 
twQ ind 
two two 
ind ind 
ind mix 
ind irid 
two ind 
fnd ind 
one ind ,. 
EPISODIC CONDITION 
11 ind ind · ~ix 
12 ind ind ind 
13 ind def two 
14 def def two 
15 def ind illd 
16 ind def two 
17 def def ind 
18 ind lnd irid 
19 def ind ind 
20 ind ind ind 
mix 
ind 
two 
ind 
ind 
ind 
on·e 
ind 
two 
ind 
ind 
ind 
t~o 
ind 
ind 
one 
ind 
fnd 
ind 
one 
two 
mix 
two 
two 
ind 
ind 
ind 
ind 
two 
ope 
SEC'OND MENTION 
, I . .~ . l ... 
D.]STRACTOR EXPERIMENTAL (o.rder) 
:Boy Girl Clowns ~oys Men 
def 
1 
d,ef 
d;et 
def 
def 
det 
;, 
d,~f 
' def 
d.ef 
d.ef 
d,ef 
def 
' . def 
I def 
def 
de't 
def 
qef 
def 
def 
i 
def 
def 
def 
def 
def 
def 
def 
def 
def 
def 
def 
def 
def 
def 
def 
def 
def 
def 
def 
d.ef 
two 1 
one 2 
two 3 
ind 1 
ind 2 
one 3 
two 1 
one 2 
ind 3 
two 1 
two 1 
two 2 
two 3 
iud 1 
EPI 2 
two 3 
one 1 
two 2 
ind 3 
two 1 
DIS 2 
3 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
3 
1 
3 
<;me 
two 
! DIS 
DIS 
DIS 
I) IS 
ind 
I ind 
one 
one 2 
~wo 3 
c;>ne 1 
one 3 
two 1 
i two 2 
two 2 
two 3 
one 1 
~wo 3 
one 3 
two 1 
one 2 
DIS 2 
DIS 3 
DIS 1 
one 3 
ind 1 
DIS 2 
one 2 
two 3 
two 1 
one 2 
two 2 
EPI 3 
two 1 
ind 3 
two 1 
ind 2 
one 2 
Table .G.2 Ref•rting expressions ind discriminative 1scores for the 
6-8. Y~i:lnt old grou.P..:_ I 
6--8 yrs FIRST MEN.TlON S.E~OND .. ME~·u;oN 
DISTRA;CTOR 
'•' .... ,· 
EXPERIMENTAL DI·STRACTOR EXPERIMENTAL (orde.r) 
Clowns Boys Men . I PAIR Boy Girl Bc;>Y Girl Clowns Boys Men 
PllYSlCAL CONDITION 
1 ina ind lnd ind ind def def DIS 1 DlS 2 DIS 3 
2 ind ind ind ind mix de·f def DIS 2 DIS 3 DIS 1 
3 ind ind ind ind ind def def DIS 3 'DIS 1 DIS 2 
4 ind ind t~o two ind c;lef def DIS 1 'DIS 3 DIS 2 
5 ind ind ind two mix .<lef def DIS 2 :DIS 1 DIS 3 
6 def def lnd ind ind c;lef def ind 3 DIS 2 DIS 1 
I 7 i.nd ind inc;l ind ind c;lef def ind 1 .DIS 2 DlS 3 
...., 
8 ind · ind ind ind ind de.f def DIS 2 ·DIS 3 DIS 1 .l=o 
I 9 i.nd ind ind ind ind , def def DIS 3 DIS 1 DIS 2 
10 ind ind iQd ind two def def ind 1 ~ind 3 ind 2 
EPISODIC CONDITION 
11 inc;l ·tna· ind one ind def def EPI 1 ind 2 ind 3 
12 tnd ind ind ind ind c;lef def EPI 2 .two 3 two 1 
13 ind ind ind ind ind (le,f def EPI 3 lEPI 1 EPI 2 
14 ind def ind ind one def def EPI 1 EPI 3 EPI 2 
15 ind ind two two irad def def two 2 ind 1 one 3 
16 ind ind two ind two def def two 3 t~o 2 REL 1 
17 ind ind ind ind ind def def EPI 1 EPI 2 EPI 3 
18 ind ind ind ind ind def def REL 2 ,two 3 two 1 
19 ind ind ind ind ind def def EPI 3 two 1 two 2 
20 ind ind ind ind ind (let def two 1 two 3 two 2 
Table ._ G.3 Refen:ing expressiotas and disc.rimi.native ,scores for the 
9-:.ll:i~ar.old groue~ · I 
9-liyts fiRST ME~TION SECOND MENTION 
• I 
DlSTRACTbR 'EXPERIMENTAL DISTRAf:TO~ EXPERIMENTAL (order) 
PAIR B6y Girl Cl~wns' Boys Men Boy Girl Clowns' 1Boys Men 
PJIYS.ICAL CONDITION 
1 had illd .··· ind ind ind def de-f DIS 1 DIS ~ DIS 3 
2 ind· ind ind ind ind def def DIS 2 DIS 3 DIS 1 
3 ind ind two two two def clef DIS 3 ind 1 DIS 2 
4 ind .ind two ind ind · def def DIS 1 'DIS 3 ind 2 
5 def def in_d· two ind . def def DIS 2 DIS 1 DIS 3 
6 ind laid ilid iud ind .def def two 3 •two 2 DIS 1 
I 
" 
7 ind ind ind iml irtd def def dis 1 dis 2 dis 3 
U1 
-, 
EP.ISODIC.CONDITION 
8 ind · fnd · ·tnd ind ind , def def EPI 1 EPI 2 EPI 3 
9 ind ind ind ind ind . def def EPI 2 two 3 two 1 
10 def def ind two ind d~f de.f SPA 3 SPA 1 SPA 2 
11 ind ind ind ind two def def EPI 1 EPI 3 EPI 2 
''1\ 12 irad irad ind ind ind def def SPA 2 
1
SPA 1 S-PA 3 
13 ind ind lnd iud two def def one 3 'two 2 REL 1 
I • 
i"'· 
I 
...., 
0\ 
I 
Table . G.:4 ... RefeiTing_~~·pre·ssions and discriminative scores for the 
gat~nts giou~~ · · · 1 
Pci:rerit~ .. ~.I RST' ·M.ENTI.9N, 
D.ISTRACTOR EXPERIMENTAL 
PAIR. Bdy Girl cl"owlls Boys Men 
PHYSI'CAL~CONDITION 
1 - ind ind .ind 
2 tnd ind ind 
3 ind ind ind 
4 ind ind irid 
EPlSODICCQNDlTION 
5 . i~d irid i~d 
6 ind ind ind 
7 1 nd ind i.nd-
8 ind ind i~nd 
ind 
ind 
ind 
ind 
ind 
iud 
ind 
ind 
ind 
ind 
ind 
ind 
iild 
ind 
i.nd 
ind 
! SECOND-MENTI'ON 
' .. ' . ,f ... 
. DJ STRACTOR EXPERit-tENTAL (order) 
I Boy Girl Clowii.s Boys Men 
I 
def def 
def def 
def def 
def def 
·~at 
def 
def 
' def 
def 
def 
def 
def 
!. 
DIS 1 
DIS 2 
DIS 3 
DIS 1 
ind 1 
SPA 2 
ind 3 
REL 1 
PIS 2 
QIS 3 
ind 1 
DIS 3 
i'nd 2 
SPA 3 
SPA 1 
I 
ind 3 
DIS 3 
D~IS 1 
DIS 2 
OciS 2 
EPI 3 
had 1 
SPA 2 
ind 2 
.. ,.· .. 
"•i 
. ~ :'. 
I 
...... 
...... 
I 
Table .G.5 Expressions used in 'eac.h ·condition 
FlRS.T MENTIOtf 
DlSTRAtTO~ 'tx~~RlMENTAL 
..... ··:· . .· ... , I 
AGE Iiid Def Ind ·De.f .Mix ONE TWO 
PHYS I'CALO COND f T I ON 
3~5 1~ 6 20 
6-8 18 2" 24 
9~11 12 2 16 
PAR. 8 0, 12 
9 
4 
5 
0 
TOTAL 44 10 . 72 18 
E~ISODI.C. CONDITION· 
3.;.5 ... 12 8' 16 11 
6-8 19 1 24 6 
9-11 10 i 15 3 
PAR. 8 0 12 0 
TOTAL 49 11 67 20 
1 
2 
0 
0 
3 
3 
0 
0 
0 
3 
3 
0 
.o 
61 
4 
5 
3 15 
2 9· 
2 4 
0 3 
2 16 
sttbND ~tN~ION 
OJSTRACTOR EXPE~IMENTAL 
lnd Def . Ind O~f , ONE T~O DlSC 
0 
0 
0 
0 
20 
20 
14 
8 
0 62 
0 20 
0 20 
0 12 
0 8 
0 50 
6 
5 
2 
1 
14 
4 
3 
0 
6 
14 
24 
25 
19 
11 
79 
26 
27 
18 
6 
77 
9 
0 
0 
0 
6 
0 
2 
0 
9 
25 
17 
11 
9 8 62 
7 17 2 
1 12 14 
1 3 14 
0 0 6 
9 32 36 
Table .... G.6 Types of· discrimin~\t:iv~ ~xpressions in t.he •episodic' 
con.dtiori .• 
AGE 
3-5 
6-8 
9-11 
PAR. 
sPA'i'ro.:..·rEMPOHAL 
0 
0 
6 
5 
I 
EPISbDIC I . 
I 
'2 
1:4 
17 
'2 
EPISODIC t HELA'riVE 
0 
2 
1 
2 
',; 
I 
Table. G. 7. . Pi .. ct.ure cho.ices. judgements, blame and 1 i s.tener 
h'lterventiori .. for the. J->5 year old.~'groue. 
I 
e!STRACTOR EXPERIMENTAL I j0[)GEMENT5 . FAULT 
PAIR.Boy.Giri diowlls.Boys Men C) owns Bo.ys M:e.n Clowns Boys Men 
PHYSICAL' CONDITION 
r · dx · cor s.in cor opp D A D 1 - 5 
2 cor 
,, 
cor cot cor cor A A A 
3 dx cor c;:or cor cor A A A 
4 .dx cqr fiin opp cor D D A 1 1 
5 .do cp,r opp cor cor D A A 5 
6 cor cor sin cor cor D A A 5 
7 dx cor opp cor cor ,,D A A L 
' I 8 cor cor cor cor opp :A A D - - L ...... 
co 9 cor cor opp opp cor D D A s L I 
10 dx dx cor cor cor A A A 
EPISODIC CONDITION 
11 ···dx ·· ·cor opp opp cor A D A 5 L 
12 cor dx. opp cor opp A A A 5 - L 
13 cor cor cor :;Jin opp A D A - 5 5 
14 dx cor cor opp cor I A D A - 5 
15 cor cor cor sin opp A D A - s 1 
16 cor dx cor c;:or sin A A D - - 8 
17 cor dx cor opp cor A A A 
- 1 
18 dx I A D A 5 L L cor qpp opp opp 
19 dx cor opp opp opp A D A N [. L 
20 cor cor opp opp opp D I> A L II.. a:.. 
I 
Table . G.• 8 Referring expression~ and discri'minative scores for the 
6:::.8: year~''old group. I 
.I 
DlSTRACTOR ••. EXPERIMENTAL I JUDGEMENTS FAUUT 
PAIR Boy Girl clowns'. Boys Men C!lowns Boys Men Clowns Boy~ Men 
I 
PJJYSICAL 'CONDITION. 
1 cot' cor NScorNScor cor A A A 
2 cor cor co'r cor cor A A A 
3 cor cor cor cor cor 'A A A 
4 cor cor NS~or cor cor A A A 
5 cor cor cp;r cor opp A A D - - s 
6 cor cor cor cor opp A A D - - s 
7 cor d,o C()l opp cor 'A (J A - 1 
I : JA ........ 8 co'r cor cor ·cor cor A A 1.0 9 c()rNScor I cor c 0 r cor A A A 
bor I 10 cor cot cor cor ! A A ·A 
EPISODIC CONDIT·ION 
11 cor cor cor cor cor I ·A A A - - - ':,1' 
12 
-'1\. 
cor cor CC).r cor opp A A 0 - - L 
l3 . '· cor cc;>r cor opp C()r A D A - 1 
14 cor cor cor cor cor A A A 
1'5 do cor NS6pp pppNS<;>PP A D 0 L L N 
16 cor cot opp. cor cor D A A s 
17 cor cor Nscor bppNSs·in A D 0 - 1 1 
18 cor do cor opp opp A D D - L L 
19 cor do ~PP cor cor D A A s 
20 cor cor cor cor cor A A A 
l''· 
Table G.9·,. Rete·r'rin9 expressions and_ discril'ninati.ve scores for the 
g..::.·It:.yeat .. old. group. ·· I 
I 
I 
I. 
. DISTRACTOR .EXPERIMENTAL i JUDGEMf!:NTS FAUL.T 
PAIR a'oy. Gtr:l Clo.wns. Bciys 'Me,n C~owl')s Boys MEm. Clowris Boys Men 
I 
I 
PHYS feAt. ·to~D IT I ON 
1 cor ·cor· cor cor cor J A A A 
2 cor c:::or cor C:or cor A A A 
3 cor cor cor cor cor A A A 
.. ,· .. 
4 Scor c:::<>r cor Sc:::or cor I A A A i 5 cor cor cor cor cor A A A 
6 cor ct?.r cor cor cor A A A 
I 
7 cor cor cor cor cor A A A 
(X) 
0 
EPISODIC CONDITION I 
8 COI'- cor cor cor cor A A A 
9 cor co.r cor cor cor A A A 
10 cor cpr cor cor cor 
! 
A A A 
11 cor cor cor cor opp !\ A D - - 1 
12 cor cor cot cor· cor A A A 
13 cor co.r cor opp cor A D A - s 
;-,· 
'.'~ 
l;< 
I 
():) 
-
I 
!.'" 
t· 
~-
Tab:le G • .l.O. Ref~r·r,ing. expressicms! arad discr·iminatt.ve scores f.or the 
parents 9r9utF · · · · 1 
Dfsn'~f\~.~QR E~~-ER~~E.!J1':AL 
PA·IR Boy c:;*rl Clowns ''Boys Mera 
··PHYSICAL JCONDlT i: ou: 
1'''' ·catv ···cor ·'cor GOr cor 
,, 
2 cor c9.r co:r qor cor 
3 c()r cqr co·r GOr cor 
4 cor cor cor cor cor 
EPliSODIC.,·,CQNDl,TION' 
5 co'r ,. cof c9r cor cor 
6 cot J .''. c()'r cor cor cor 
7 cor ·cot cor cor cor 
8 cor cor cor cor cor 
. !JUDGEt·UtNTS 
Cliowns Boys Men 
I 
., A A A 
JA A A 
,A A A 
A A A 
A A A 
' A A A 
A A A 
A A A 
"l ' 
'"" 
F'AUI.T 
Clown:·s Boys Men 
'-' .. ·.·'1 
I 
(X) 
N 
I 
I 
i 
I 
Table G.11 Over:all··listene.r· a.nd judgement scores 
biSTRACTOit : EXPERIMENTAL MISJUDGE 
AGE·cor do dx ~or.opp sin A i o 
PHYSICAL •.COND IT iON 
3 .... 5 • 16' 1 . 6 20 1 
6~8 1~ 1 0 27 3 
9~il 14 0 0 21 .. o 
PAR. 8 0 0 12 0 
EPISODIC,CONDITION 
3""5 13 
6~8 17 
9~11 12 
PAR •. 8 
o· 1 
3 0 
0 0 
0 0 
·1o 1'1 
19 10 
16 2 
12 0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
3 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
11 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
,o 
0 
SP-FAU.LT 
5 L N 
4 
u 
0 
6 
1 
1 
3 
0 
0 
9 
5 
0 
1 
0 
0 
.Q 
1 
0 
LI -FAULT 
s 1 n 
0 
2 
0 
2 
1 
0 
3 0 
1 0 
0 0 
2: 0 
3 0 
1 0 
I tiTERVENE 
N5 5 
0 
4 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
i 
Table G~ 12- Analy~ls':..of-vartanc:e sum.ary table ~looking- at 
dlscr1m1nae1ve ana non-discriminaeive scores. 
,. 
Source SWD of· d.f Mean-• ;F• _p 
Squares ~qua res , ,,-_ ·' 
Betwee~ S~bficts 17.97 60. . . . '' .. :~ ~-··;'~~~'·· ·--~ --- ·-
age 1•83 3 0~61 2.:43 ~.s 
Phys./Epis. 0-.13 1 o~:13 0 .. ~53 n.s 
age X P/E 2 •. 72 3 0~91 3.62 <.05 
error 13.29 53 0.25 
Within Subjects 165.o20 61 
ambig/non-amb. 25.54 1 25.54 19.15 <.001 
age X amb/non 52.47 3 17.49 13.12 < ··001 
P/E X amb/non 13.56 1 13.56 10.17 <.005 
~g~--~- ~L~-- X 
amb/non:.-amb. 3.16 3 L-0;5 0.79 n.s 
error 70.67 53 1.33 
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Table G.l3 Cochran test comparing discriminative scores 
over trials in the 'physical' condition. 
Cochran 0 
Non-disc 
12 
9 
10 
Test 
Discrim 
19 
22 
21 
Cases Cochran 0 
31 
Condition 
TRIAL 1ST 
TRIAL 2ND 
TRIAL 3RD 
1.17 
.2 
2 n.s 
Table G.l4 Cochran test comparing discriminative scores 
over trials in the 'episodic' condition. 
Cochran 0 
Non-disc 
18 
17 
19 
Tes't 
Discrim 
12 
13 
11 
Cases Cochran Q 
30 
Condition 
TRIAL 1ST 
TRIAL 2ND 
TRIAL 3RO 
df 
0.50 
-84-
n.s 
Table G.l5 Analysis-of-variance summary table looking at 
indefinite and definite scores. 
Source 
Between Subjects 
age 
error 
Within Subjects 
first/second 
age X 1st/2nd 
error 
indef/def 
age X ind/def 
error 
1st/2nd X ind/def 
age X 1st/2nd X 
indef/def 
error 
Sum of 
Squares 
1.84 
0.09 
1. 75 
943.29 
0.08 
o .09 ... 
1.75 
7.40 
34.17 
70.58 
710.67 
16.75 
108.80 
d. t Mean I' 
Squares 
60 
3 0.03 0.99 
57 0.03 
183 
1 0.08 2.43 
3 0.03 0.99 
57 0.03 
1 7.40 5.97 
3 11.39 9.20 
57 1.24 
1 710.67 372.32 
3 5.59 2.93 
57 1.91 
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p 
n.s 
n.s 
n.s 
<.05 
<.001 
<.001 
<.05 
Table G.l6 Analysis-at-variance summary table looking ae 
correc~ verses incorrec~ choices bv the ltseener in ene 
'physical' condition. 
Source Sum ot d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Wiehin Subjects 99.73 31 
correct/incorrect 74.~2 1 74.52 124.20 <.001 
age X corr/incorr. 9.01 3 3.00 5.00 <.01 
error 16.20 27 0.60 
Table G.17 Analysis-of-variance summary table looking at 
correct verses incorrect choices by the listener in the 
'episodic' condition. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 84.64 30 
correct/incorrect 21.37 l 21.37 17.11 <.001 
age X corr/incorr. 30.80 3 10.27 8.22 <.001 
error 32.47 26 1.2~ 
Table G.18 ·Anallsis-of-variance summary table looking 
at the effects of condition on correct and incorrect 
listener choices. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 183.76 61 
correct/incorrect 87.32 1 87.32 95.09 <.001 
age X corr/incorr. 36.18 3 12.06 13.13 <.001 
P/E X corr/incorr. 7.53 1 7.~3 8.20 <.01 
age X P/E X corr/ 
incorr. 4.06 3 1.35 1.47 n.s 
error 48.67 53 0.92 
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Table G.l9 Spearman correlation between di~criminative 
scores and correct li~tener scores in the 'physical' 
cond1C1on for the 3-5 year olds. 
Spearman correlation coefticient N • no. or subjects 
Correct listener -0.64 
N:s 10 
p<.05 
Discriminative scores 
Table G.20 Spearman correlation between 
scores and correct listener scores in 
condition for the 6-8 year olds. 
discriminative 
the 'physical' 
Spearman correlation coefficient N .. no. of subjects 
Correct listener 0.42 
N= 10 
n.s 
Discriminative scores 
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Table G.~l Spearman correlation between di!!criminative 
scores and correct listener scores in the 'episodic' 
condition for the 3-5 vear olds. 
Spearman correlation coefficient N • no. ot subjects 
Correct listener 0.0 
N= 10 
n.s 
Discriminative scores 
Table G.22 Spearman correlation between 
scores and correct listener scores in 
condition for the 6-8 year olds. 
discriminative 
the 'episodic' 
Spearman correlation coefficient N = no. of subjects 
Correct listener 0.08 
N= 10 
n.s 
Discriminative scores 
Table G.23 Spearman correlation between 
scores and correct listener scores in 
condition for the 9-11 year olds. 
discriminative 
the 'episodic' 
Spearman correlation coefficient N = no. of subjects 
Correct listener 0.25 
N= 6 
n.s 
Discriminative scores 
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Table G.24 Wilcoxen test comparing correct and incorrect 
choices bv the listener tor distractor stories in the 3-~ 
year old group. 
Wilcoxen test 
Rank means 
4.5 
4.5 
cases 
7 
l 
12 
total=20 
z • -1.89 
- ranks (incorrect < correct) 
+ ranks (incorrect > correct) 
ties (incorrect • correct) 
2-tailed p n.s 
Table G.25 Wilcoxen test comparing correct and incorrect 
choices by the listener for distractor stories in the 
6~8 year old group. 
Wilcoxen test 
Rank means cases 
8.5 
0.0 
16 
0 
4 
total=20 
z = -3.52 
- ranks (incorrect < correct) 
+ ranks (incorrect > correct) 
ties (incorrect = correct) 
2-tailed p <.0005 
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Table G.26 Wilcoxen test comparing correct and incorrect 
choices bv the listener tor distraceor stories in the 
9-11 year old group. 
Wilcoxen test 
Rank means cases 
7.0 13 
0.0 0 
0 
total=13 
z = -3.18 
- ranks (incorrect < correct) 
+ ranks (incorrect > correct) 
ties (incorrect • correct) 
2-tailed p <.005 
Table G.27 Wilcoxen test comparing correct and incorrect 
choices by the listener for distractor stories in the 
parents group. 
Wilcoxen test 
Rank means 
4.5 
o.o 
cases 
8 
0 
0 
total= 8 
z = -2.52 
- ranks (incorrect < correct) 
+ ranks (incorrect > correct) 
ties (incorrect = correct) 
2-tailed p <.05 
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EXPERIMENT 8: 
reference. 
~ 
Table H.l 
Tables H.2-H.3 
Table 
Key: 
SAME 
WnO 
what: 
mod 
sim 
oth 
demo 
n 
H. 4 
ANALYSES 
Table H.5 
Table. H.6 
DIFFERENT 
WHO 
WHAT 
MOD 
SIM 
OTH 
DEMO 
N 
Table H.7-H.l3 
.r\PPEND!X H 
Using relative clauses for anaphoric 
Mini-stories and que~tions used as 
materials. 
Reference 
in 'same' 
used in answering questions 
and 'different' conditions. 
Reference 
'different' 
groups. 
scores in 'same' and 
conditions in the two age 
'who' relative 
'what:' relative 
modifier 
simple definite noun phrase 
'other' modifier 
demonst:rative 
no reference to context 
Analysis-of-variance 
comparing age 
ambiguous/unambiguous 
same condtion. 
Analysis-of-variance 
comparing age 
ambiguous/unambiguous 
different: condt:ion. 
summary table 
group and 
reference in the 
summary table 
group and 
reference in t:he 
Analysis-of-variance summary tables 
comparing same and different 
condit:ions in t:he t:ype of reference 
used ('who'. 'what:'. modifier. 
'other' modifier. simple noun phrase. 
demonstrative and no context: 
reference). 
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Table H.l Mini-~torie~ and gue~tion~ used as materials. 
Same/same-gender referents. 
There were two boys carrying a desk. 
One of the boys held on with both hands. 
The other boy tripped up a step. 
Who dropped the desk do you think? 
There were two dogs in a field. 
One of the dogs was frightened. 
The other dog was friendly. 
Who ran away do you think1 
There were two men in a car. 
One of the men was reading a book. 
The other man was driving. 
Who put the brakes on do you think1 
There were two boys at a party. 
One of the boys sat on his own. 
The other boy started to dance. 
Who went home first do you think? 
There were two ladies in a shop. 
One of the lad~es was buying a coat. 
The other lady_was b~ying a cake. 
Who was hungry do you think? 
There were two girls at school. 
One of the girls was working very hard. 
The other girl went to sleep. 
Who finished the sums first do you think? 
Two boys were playing tennis. 
One of the boys hit the ball over the net. 
The other boy missed the ball. 
Who had to pick the ball up do you think? 
Two teachers were in the gym. 
One of the teachers stretched his weak arms. 
The other teacher showed off his muscles. 
Who dropped the heavy weights do you think? 
Two girls were buying ice-creams. 
One of the girls asked for a small lolly-pop. 
The other girl asked for a large cone. 
Who was greedy do you think? 
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There were two girls eating their dinner. 
One of the girls started to play with her plate. 
The other girl cut her food with a knife and a fork. 
Who threw the dinner on the floor do you think? 
There were two dancers in a ballroom. 
One of the dancers put on some ballet shoes. 
The other dancer was wearing some tap shoes. 
Who made the most noise do you think1 
There were two boys swimming in the sea. 
One of the boys did the breast stroke. 
The other boy put on a rubber ring. 
Who was a good swimmer do you think1 
Different/different-gender referents. 
There was a boy and a girl carrying a desk. 
The girl held on with both hands. 
The boy tripped up a step. 
Who dropped the desk do you think1 
There was a cat and a dog in a field. 
The cat was frightened. 
The dog was friendly. 
Who ran away do you think? 
There was a man and a lady in a car. 
The man was reading a book. 
The lady was driving. 
Who put the brakes on do you think? 
There was a boy and a girl at a party. 
The boy sat on his own. 
The girl started to dance. 
Who went home first do you think? 
There was a lady and a man in a shop. 
The lady was buying a coat. 
The man was buying a cake. 
Who was hungry do you think1 
There was a girl and a boy at school. 
The girl was working very hard. 
The boy went to sleep. 
Who finished the sums first do you think? 
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A boy and a girl was playing tennis. 
The boy hit the ball over the net. 
The girl missed the ball. 
Who had to pick the ball up do you thinkZ 
A teacher and a postman were in the gym. 
The teacher stretched his weak arms. 
The postman showed off his muscles. 
Who dropped the heavy weights do you thinkZ 
A girl and a boy were buying ice-creams. 
The girl asked for a small lolly-pop. 
The boy asked for a large cone. 
Who was greedy do you think? 
There was a girl and a boy eating their dinner. 
The girl started to play with her plate. 
The boy cut his food with a knife and a fork. 
Who threw the dinner on the floor do you think? 
There was a lady and a man in a ballroom. 
The lady put on some ballet shoes. 
The man was wearing some tap shoes. 
Who made the most noise do you think? 
There was a boy and a girl swimming in the sea. 
The boy did the breast stroke. 
The girl put on a rubber ring. 
Who was a good swimmer do you think? 
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Table H.2 References used in answering g~e~t!o~s for the 3-5 year 
old group. 
5 desk field car party shop school tennis gym icecr. dinner dance sea 
1 WHO mod WHO SIM who mod WHO who WHO mod who WJJO 
2 WHO WHO mod who WHO who WIIO who WHO who who WIIO 
3 sim sim sim sim MOD mod DEM MOD DE:M SIM DEM mod 
4 who who WHAT WHO who WHAT what WHAT WHO what WIIA'r who 
5 WHAT what what mod WHA'r MOD what mod MOD MOD mod MOD 
6 WHO who WHO who who MOD WHO WHO who WHO who who 
1 SIM sim sim SIM oth OEM sim OEM oth DEM OEM sian 
8 MOD MOD mod mod MOD mod mod· mod MOD mod MOD MOD 
I 9 who who WHO who WHO WHO who WHO WIIO who WHO who 
\0 lOWHO who who WHO WHO who WHO who who WHO WHO who lTI 
I llwhat MOD what mod mod MOD MOD MOD mod MOD MOD mod 
12who who WHO who WHO who who WHO WHO who WHO WHO 
13who WHO mod mod WHO who MOD MOD WHO mod mod WHO 
14WHAT what WHAT WHAT mod MOD mod mod mod MOD mod MOD 
15 n n N n N n N N n N OTU n 
16who WHO who WHO WHO who who WHO WHO who who WHO 
17WHO MOD mod who WHO mod WHO who MOD who WHO who 
18who MOD who who WIIO mod who MOD WHO WHO who WHO 
19WHO who who WHO who WHO who WHO WHO who WHO who 
20WHO WHO who who mod MOD who" mod WHO mod MOD WHAT 
Table H.3 References used in answering guestions for the 6-8 year 
old group. 
5 desk field car party shop school tennis gym icecr. dinner dance sea 
1 \'iHO who WIIO who \-HIO \,jhO \iiiO \,jhO \iiiO who \'iHO '"ho 
2 mod WHO who mod \~HO HOD \'iHO \,jhO t-tOD '"ho '"ho \'iHO 
3 who WIIO WHO who who \'iHO who \'iHO WHO WHO '"ho who 
4 who WHO who HOD mod mod \'iHO NOD HOD who HOD mod 
5 \'iUO who who \iiiO who \-JHO who '"ho who \'IHO \'iUO \iHO 
6 who WHO \'lHO who WHO WHO who \HIO who who \'iUO who 
7 MOD Moo· mod SIM mod MOD mod HOD mod who SIM mod 
8 WHO \-JIIO who who \~110 \,jhO \-JHO \'itiO who WIIO who who 
I 9 who who WHO \-JHO \'liiO who \'liiO \,jhO who , .. 110 '"ho \'liiO 
\0 10who mod WHO WHO HOD HOD mod who MOD mod mod \~tiO (j\ 
I llMOD what what \'IHO mod \'IHO \,jhO t-tOD who WHO HOD who 
12HOD mod who HOD who WIIO NOD mod mod NOD mod WHO 
13who WHO who who who WHO WHO '"ho \'liiO \iiiO who , .. uo 
14\'lHO who MOD who \'HIO '"ho WHO '"ho who ,-.no ,-.uo '"ho 
15mod who WHO who \,jhO MOD t-IOD '"ho MOD mod WHO WHO 
16WHO WHO WHO who WHO mod '"ho mod ~IOD HOD \'lho who 
17mod mod t-tOD MOD HOD MOD who '"ho ~tOD MOD who mod 
18\o~ho WHO WHO who \'lHO WHO WHO \,jhO who '"ho \HIO who 
19\'lHO who \'lhO \'lHO who WHO who \-JHO WHO '"ho \iUO who 
20mod ~IOD who mod '"ho NOD who \iiiO \'lhO HOD \iHO WHO 
Table H.4 Reference scores in each condition. 
AGE who/WHO what/WHAT mod/1-tOD sim/SIM oth/01'11 dem/DEM n/11 
SAME 
3-5 62 8 34 :2 8 0 6 
6-8 89 2 29 0 0 0 0 
TOTALS: 151 10 63 2 8 0 6 
DIFFERENT 
3-5 59 10 32 1 6 7 5 
6-8 84 0 34 0 2 0 0 
I ' 
\0 TOTALS: 143 10 66 1 8 7 5 
-..J 
I 
Table H.S Analysis-of-variance summary table looking at 
ambiguous and unamblguous reference in the 'same' 
condition. 
Source Sum of d. t Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 17.55 39 
age 0.45 1 0.45 1.0 n.s 
error 17.10 38 0.45 
Within Subjects 686.00 40 
ambig/unambig. 572.45 1 572.45 206.98 <.001 
age X amb/unamb. 8.45 1 8.45 3.06 n.s 
error 105.10 38 2.77 
Table H.6 Analysis-of-variance summary table looking at 
ambiguous and unambiguous reference in the 
'different' condition. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 12.19 39 
age 0.31 l 0.31 1.0 n.s 
error 11.88 38 0.31 
Within Subjects 668.50 40 
ambig/unambig. 610.51 1 610.51 433.84 <.001 
age X amb/unamb. 4.51 1 4.51 3.21 n.s 
er.ror 53.48 38 1. 41 
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Table H.7 Analvsis-of-variance summarv table comparing 
'same· and 'differenc· conditions in the use of 'who' 
reference. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjeccs 2~.50 40 
same/different 0.01 l 0.01 l. 76 n.s 
error 22.49 39 0.58 
Table H.8 Analvsis-of-variance summarv table comparing 
'same' and 'differenc' conditions in the use of 'whac' 
reference. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 9.00 40 
same/differen1: 0.0 l 0.0 0.0 n.s 
error 9.00 39 0.23 
Table H. 9 ... Anal vsis-of-variance summarv. table. c.o.mparing 
'same' and 'different' conditions in the use of 
modifiers for reference. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 23.00 40 
same/different 0.20 l 0.20 0.34 n.s 
error 22.80 39 0.59 
Table H.10 Analysis-of-variance summary table comparing 
'same' and 'different' conditions in the use of 'other' 
modifiers for reference. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 2.49 40 
same/different 0.01 1 0.01 0.20 n.s 
error 2.48 39 0.06 
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Table H.ll Analvsi9-ot-variance summarv table comparing 
'same· and 'different' conditions in the use of simple 
derinite noun phrases for reference. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 11.00 40 
same/different 0.0 1 0.0 0.0 n.s 
error 11.00 39 0.:!8 
Table H.12 Analvsis-of-variance summarv table comcaring 
'same' and 'different' conditions in the use of 
demonstratives for reference. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 12.40 40 
same/different 0.61 1 0.61 2.01 n.s 
error 11.89 39 0.31 
Table H.13 Analvsis-of-variance summarv table comcaring 
'•same' and'diffe~ent' conditions in the failure to use 
context for reference. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 0.50 40 
same/different 0.01 l 0.01 1.00 n.s 
error 0.49 39 0.01 
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EXPERIMENT 9: 
reterence 11. 
DATA 
Tib'Tes I.l-1.4 
Key: 
G 
c 
z 
Gender 
Colour 
Character (+) 
Tables 1.5-1.8 
Key: 
APPENDIX I 
u~ung 1ntormat:1on tor unambiguous 
Discriminative scores in same-gender 
and ditterent-gender conditions and in 
similar and identical conditions. 
X 
s 
D 
Character (-) 
Spatial 
'That one'/'there' (deictic) 
Response times and listener scores in 
same-gender and different-gender 
conditions and in similar and 
identical conditions. 
TIME: 0 s <10 SECS 1 = 10-20 SECS 2 = >20SECS m=mean 
LISTENER: 1 s CORRECT CHOICE 0 = WRONG CHOICE T=TOTAL 
Table 1.9 
Table 1.10 
Table I.11 
Table I.12 
Table I.13 
ANALYSES 
Table I.14 
Table I.15 
Discriminative scores in all four age 
groups in same-gender and 
different-gender conditions and in 
similar and identical conditions. 
Response times in all four age groups 
in same~gender and different-gender 
conditions and in similar and 
identical conditions. 
Listener scores in all four age groups 
in same-gender and different-gender 
conditions and in similar and 
identical conditions. 
Contrastive 
groups in 
conditions 
condition. 
scores in 
similar 
for the 
all four age 
and identical 
different-gender 
Discriminative 
groups in the 
condition. 
scores in all four age 
similar and identical 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
looking at discriminative scores 
comparing age group. same-gender 
/different-gender and similar/ 
identical conditions. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing age group. same-gender 
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Table I.l6 
Table I.l7 
Table I.l8A 
Table I.l8B 
Table I.l9-I.22 
/different-gender and positive/ 
negative relatives in the use of 
discriminative character information. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing age group. similar/ 
identical conditions and 
discriminative/irrelevant information. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing age group, same-gender 
/different-gender and similar/ 
identical conditions in the use of 
discriminative (colour + character) 
information. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
looking at the effects of age group on 
correct choice scores by the listener. 
Studentised Newman-Keuls multiple 
range test showing the effects of age 
group on correct choice scores. 
Pearson correlations between 
discriminative scores and correct 
listener choices. 
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Table 1.1 Discriminative scores for the 3-5 ~ear old grou~. 
3-5 yrs SAME GENDER DIFFEIRENT GENDER 
s. 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
SIMI LARS 
1 c c c ex c c c GC c c c c 
2 c G c c c c c c c c c GC 
3 c c c G c c G GC G G G c 
4 G G GX G G G G G G G G G 
5 c GC GC GC c GC c c c c c c 
6 GC GC GC c c c GCZ GC GC GC GC GC 
7 c c c c c c G GC c c c c I 8 GC c GC GC c c GC ..... c GCX c GC c 0 
w 
I 
IDENTICALS 
9 D D D D D D GC G GC G GZ G 
10 D c c X D D X c z z X X 
11 GC GCZ czs GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC 
12 G c GC GC GS c GCS GCS GCS GCS GCS GCS 
13 GC GC GC GC G z GC GZ GC GC GC GC 
14 GC GC GC c GC G GC GC GC GC G G 
15 D D D s G D G GC GC G G GC 
16 GC G GC GC GC GC D D D D D D 
Table 1.2 Discriminative scores for the 6-8 year old group. 
6-8 yrs SAME GENDER DIFFERENT GENDER 
s. 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
SIMI LARS 
1 GC GC GC GC GC GC G GCX GC GCZ GC GC 
2 GC GC c c c c GC GC GC GC GC GC 
3 c c c c c c c c c c c c 
4 GC GZ GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GCX 
5 c c c c c c c c c c c GC 
6 GC GC GC GC GCZ GC GC GC GC GC GC GC 
7 GC GC G c GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC 
I 8 GC c c c c GC GC GC GC GC GC GC ..... 
0 
"" I IDENTICALS 
9 GC c GC GC X z X X z z X z 
10 c cs cs cs c c G c ex ex c c 
11 G G GC GZ GC GC GS GS GS GS GS GS 
12 z GX X GS GS GS D D z z D D 
13 GC cz ex GCZ cz X GC G GC GC GC GC 
14 GCX GCS GCX GCZ GCX GCS GCX GC GCZ GCZ GCZ GC 
15 GCS" GC GCS GCS GC GC GCX GCZ GCZ GCZ GCX GCX 
16 GC GC GC GC GC GC cs cs cs cs cs c 
Table 1.3 Discriminative scores for the 9-11 ~ear old groue...:_ 
9-11 yrs SAME GENDER DIFFERENT GENDER 
s. 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
SIMI LARS 
1 GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC 
2 c c c GC c c GC GC GC GC Ge Ge 
3 c c c c.z c c GC GC ex ex GC c 
4 c c c c GC c c c e c c c 
5 GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC 
6 GC GC Ge GC GC Ge GC GC Ge Ge GC GC 
7 c GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC 
I 8 c c c c c e c c c c c c ...... 
0 
Ul 
I IDENTICALS 
9 GX GCX GC GX cz GZ z X X z X X 
10 X X z z z X GC z G z G G 
11 5 s 5 s 5 5 GS G5 GS G 5 GS 
12 GCX GCZ GCX GCX GCX GCZ GC GCX GCZ GCX GCX Ge 
13 GC GC GZ GX GZ GC GC GC GC X cz G 
14 GCZ GC GZ GX GCZ cz zcx GC GZ GX G ex 
15 X z z X z z z z z X z X 
16 5 5 5 5 5 c G G 5 5 5 G 
Table I. 4 Discriminative scores for the Earents grouE. 
Parents SAME GENDER DIFFERENT GENDER 
s. 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
SIMI LARS 
1 GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC 
2 GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC 
3 c c c c c c G G G G G G 
4 GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC 
5 GC GC GC GC GC GC G G G G G G 
6 GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC 
1 GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC GC 
I 8 GC GC GC GC GC GC G G G G G G 
...... 
0 
0\ IDENTICALS I 
9 GX GX GZ GX GZ GX GCZ GCX GX GC GX GC 
10 X z z GZ ex z G GX G G G G 
11 z X X z z z z X X z z z 
12 X z X z z X G G G G G G 
13 GC GC GCZ GCZ GC GC GCZ GZ GCX GX GCX GCZ 
14 GX GCZ GZ GX GC GC G G G G G G 
15 GS GS GX GS GS GS GX GZ GZ GX GZ GS 
16 GCX GCX GZ GX GZ GX G G G G G G 
Table 1.5 Response times and listener scores for the 3-5 year 
old group. 
3-5 yrs RESPONSE TIMES LISTENER SCORES 
SAME GENDER DIFF. GENDER SAME GENDER OIFF. GENDER 
s 123456 "' 12]4~6 Ill 1 2 3 4 5 6 T 1 2 3 4 5 6 T 
SIMI LARS 
1 111111 1 010000 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
2 111011 1 111100 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 0 0 1 4 
3 111011 1 110000 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
4 101101 1 000110 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
5 111011 1 001000 0 1, 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
6 111021 1 211011 1 1: 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 I 111110 0 111111 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 6 ...... 7 1 1 0 
........ 8 000100 0 110011 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 0 1 1 1 1 1 5 I 
IDENTICALS 
9 222112 2 221111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
10 001100 0 111101 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 
11 111010 1 111101 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
12 000000 0 000010 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
13 221122 2 211121 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 0 1 5 
14 222112 2 100010 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 5 
15 111111 1 111111 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 0 1 1 5 
16 101000 0 111011 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 3 1 1 1 1 0 1 5 
Table 1.6 Res~onse times and listener scores for the 6-8 ~ear 
old grou~. 
6-8 yrs RESPONSE 'I'IMES LISTENER SCORES 
SAME GENDER DIFF. GENDER SAME GENDER DIFF. GENDER 
s 123456 m 12J456 Ill 1 2 3 4 5 6 1' 1 2 3 4 5 6 T 
SIMI LARS 
1 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
2 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 l 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
3 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 l 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
4 000000 0 000000 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
5 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 l 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
6 000010 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
I 7 000000 0 110000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 ..... 
0 8 010000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 00 
I 
IDENTICALS 
9 000000 0 000000 0 0 1 1 0 1 l 4 1 l 1 1 0 0 4 
10 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 5 1 0 1 1 0 0 3 
11 000000 0 000000 0 1 0 1 l 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
12 222122 2 222222 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 4 0 0 1 1 1 1 4 
13 000000 0 001000 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
14 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
15 100000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
16 110011 1 110000 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 0 1 0 4 
Table 1.7 ResEonse times and tistener scores for the 9-11 ~ear 
old 9rouE. 
9-11 yrs RESPONSE TIMES LISTENER SCORES 
SAME GENDER DIFF. GENDER SAME GENDER DIFF. GENDER 
s 123456 rn 123456 m 1 2 3 4 5 6 T 1 2 3 4 5 6 T 
SIMI LARS !Oooooo o 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
2 000000 0 011000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
3 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
4 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
5 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
I 6 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.... 7 000000 0 000000 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 0 
\0 8 000100 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 I 
IDENTICALS 
9 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
10 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 l 1 l l 6 
11 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
12 001111 1 000000 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 3 1 1 1 1 l 1 6 
13 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
14 000000 0 000000 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
15 000010 0 000000 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 5 1 0 1 1 1 0 4 
16 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
·, 
Table 1.8 Res~onse times and listener scores for the parents 
9roup. '•' 
Parents RESPONSE TIMES LISTENER SCORES 
SAME GENDER DIFF. GENDER SAME GEN[JER DIFF. GENDER 
s 123456 m 123456 m 1 2 3 4 5 6 T 1 2 3 4 5 6 T 
SIMI LARS 
1 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
2 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
3 010010 0 001000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
4 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
5 000000 0 uoooou {J 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
6 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
I 7 000000 0 000100 0 1. 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 ,_ 
,_ 8 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 0 
I 
IDENTICALS 
9 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
10 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
11 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
12 010000 0 100000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
13 000000 0 001000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
14 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
15 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 1 1 l 1 6 1 l 1 1 1 1 6 
16 000000 0 000000 0 1 1 l 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
Table 1.9 Total discriminative scores. 
SAME GENDER DIFFERENT GENDER 
AGE G c Xt-Z s G c X•Z 5 
SIMI LARS 
3-5 18 40 2 0 24 37 2 0 
6-8 27 46 2 0 37 47 3 0 
9-11 25 48 1 0 33 48 2 0 
PAH. 42 48 0 0 48 30 0 0 
IDENTICALS 
3-5 26 26 4 3 36 27 7 6 
I 6-8 33 36 15 11 . 25 28 20 11 ....... 
....... 9-11 22 17 31 11 26 13 24 8 ....... 
I PAR. 31 12 37 5 42 8 22 1 
Table 1.10 Total resEonse times. 
SAME GENDER TOTAL DIFFERENT GENDER TOTAL 
AGE 0 1 2 0 1 2 
SIMI LARS 
3-5 12 35 1 48 23 24 1 48 
6-8 46 2 0 48 46 2 0 48 
9-11 47 1 0 48 46 2 0 48 
PAR. 46 2 0 48· 46 2 0 48 
IDENTICALS 
3-5 16 20 12 48 17 27 4 48 
6-8 37 6 5 48 3~ 3 6 48 
9-11 43 5 0 48 48 0 0 48 
PAR. 47 1 0 48 46 2 0 48 
'fable 1.11 Total listener scores (out of 48). 
SIMI LARS IDENTICALS 
AGE SAME GENDER DIFF GENDER SAME GENDER DlFF GENDER 
3-5 39 45 32 40 
6-8 46 48 38 39 
9-11 47 42 42 46 
PAR. 48 48 48 48 
'l'able 1.12 Total contrastive scores (different-gender). 
I 
,_. 
,_. 
1-.J 
I SIMI LARS IDEN'l'ICALS 
GENDER COLOUR GENDER CIIARACTER/S PA'l'l AL 
ONLY ONLY ONLY ONLY 
3-5 11 24 28 ~ 
6-8 1 11 9 15 
9-11 0 15 16 22 
PAR. 18 0 25 6 
I 
.-
.-
w 
I 
Table 1.13 Total discriminative scores in similar arad 
identical conditions. 
SIMI LARS I lJENT I CAl.S 
3-5 48 41 
6-8 48 40 
9-11 48 48 
PAR. 48 48 
Table l. 1" Anall~is-ot-variance summarv table looking at 
the ecfect:s ot condition on di~criminative scores. 
Source Sum ot d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 209.81 63 
age 54.59 3 18.20 13.29 <.001 
similar/identical 51.26 1 51.26 37.43 <.001 
age X sim./id. 27.27 3 9.09 6.64 <.001 
error 76.69 56 1.37 
Within Subjects 173.31 64 
same/di.f.f. gender 37.20 1 37.20 26.06 <.001 
age X same/di.f.f. 27.21 3 9.07 6.35 <.001 
sim/id X same/dif.f 18.76 1 18.76 13.14 <.001 
age X sim/id X 
same/di.ff gender 8.40 3 2.80 1.96 n.s 
error 79.74 56 1.43 
Table 1.15 Analysis-of-variance summary table looking at 
positive verses negative discriminative relatives. 
Source 
Between Subjects 
age 
error 
Within Subjects 
same/di.ff. gender 
age X same/di.f.f. 
error 
+I-
age X +/-
error 
same/diff X +/-
age X same/di.f.f X 
+/-
error 
Sum of 
Squares 
120.01 
45.38 
74.63 
94.01 
1. 53 
8.09 
59.38 
0.28 
0.09 
14.63 
0.50 
1.13 
8.38 
d. f 
31 
3 
28 
96 
1 
3 
28 
1 
3 
28 
1 
3 
28 
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Mean 
Squares· 
15.13 
2.67 
l. 53 
2.70 
2.12 
0.28 
0.03 
0.52 
0.50 
0.38 
0.30 
F p 
5.68 <.005 
0.72 n.s 
1.27 n.s 
0.54 n.s 
0.06 n.s 
1.67 n.s 
1.25 n.s 
Table I. 16 Analisis-ot-variance summar:v table looking at 
~cores tor: discriminative and irrelevant infor:mat:ion 
colour and character information. 
Source Sum ot d. t Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 588.06 63 
age 53.65 3 17.88 1.93 n.s 
similar/identical 6.57 1 6.57 0.71 n.s 
age X sim./id. 8.65 3 2.88 0.31 n.s 
error 519.19 56 9.27 
Within Subjects 2500.50 64 
discrim/irrelevant 825.20 1 825.20 99.23 <.001 
age X disc/irrel. 176.52 3 58.84 7.08 <.001 
sim/id X disc/irrel 897.82 1 897.82 107.97 <.001 
age X sim/id X 
disc/irrel. 135.27 3 45.09 5.42 <.005 
error 465.69 56 8.32 
Table !.17 Analysis-of-variance summarv table looking at 
the effects of condition in the use of discriminative 
colour and character information. 
Source 
Between Subjects 
age 
similar/identical 
age X sim./id. 
error 
Within Subjects 
same/diff. gender 
age X same/diff. 
sim/id X same/diff 
age X sim/id X 
same/diff gender 
error 
Sum. of 
Squares 
610.41 
68.56 
264.50 
40.56 
246.88 
199.01 
9.03 
27.66 
0.28 
3.16 
158.88 
d. f 
63 
3 
1 
3 
56 
64 
1 
3 
1 
3 
56 
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Mean 
Squares 
22.85 
264.50 
13.52 
4.41 
9.03 
9.22 
0.28 
1.05 
2.84 
F p 
5.18 <.005 
60.00 <.001 
3.07 <.05 
3.18 n.s 
3.25 <.05 
0.10 n.s 
0.37 n.s 
Table I.l8A Analysis-at-variance summary table looking at 
the effects of ag.e group on correct choice scores by the 
listener. 
Source 
Between Subjects 
age 
error 
SWD ot 
Squares 
175.00 
41.63 
133.38 
d.t Mean r p 
Squares 
63 
3 13.88 6.24 <.001 
60 2.22 
Table I.18B Studentised Newman-keuls 1:es1: ot multiple 
comparisons looking at the effects of age group on correct 
choices by the listener. 
mean age group 3-5 6-8 9-11 adult 
9.75 3-5 
10.69 6-8 
11.06 9-11 e 
12.00 parent • • 
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Table I.19 Pearson correlations between discriminative 
and correc~ choice scores. 
Pearson Correlation coefficient 
CHOICE 
CHOICE 
1.00 
(N=64) 
DISCRIM. 
0.61 
(N=64) 
p<.OOO 
OISCRIM. r =0.61 1.00 
(N=64) (N=64) 
p<.OOO 1-Tailed 
N• no. or subjects 
r • coefficient 
Table I.20 Pearson correlations between discriminative 
and correct choice scores for the 3-5 year old group. 
Pearson Correlation coefficient 
CHOICE 
CHOICE 
1.00 
(N=16) 
DISCRIM. 
0.63 
(N=16) 
p<. 005 
OISCRIM. r =0.63 1.00 
(N=16) (N=16) 
p<.005 1-Tailed 
N= no. of subjects 
r = coefficient 
Table I.2l Pearson correlations between discriminative 
and correct choice scores for the 6-8 vear old group. 
Pearson Correlation coefficient 
CHOICE 
CHOICE 
1.00 
(N=16) 
DISCRIM. 
0.74 
(N=l6) 
p<.OOl 
DISCRIM. r =0.74 1.00 
(N=16) (N=16) 
p<.OOl l-Tailed 
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N= no. of subjects 
r = coefficient 
Table I.22 Pearson correlations between discriminative 
and correct choice scores for the 9-11 year old qroup. 
Pearson Correlation coefficient 
CHOICE 
DISCRIM. 
CHOICE 
1.00 
(N=-16) 
r :8-0.18 
(N:a16) 
n.s 
DISCRIM. 
-0.18 
(N=-16) 
n.s 
1.00 
(N:816) 
1-Tailed 
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N• no. of subjects 
r • coefficient 
EXPERIMENT 10: 
APPENDIX J 
Model Village: Ideneiticaeion and 
anapnoric reference. 
DATA 
Tables J.l-J.4 Discriminaeive and redundant 
'physical",. 
'spatial' 
Key: 
Tp -
Tq -
Ts -
experimeneal scores for 
'quantity' and 
discriminations. 
situaeions where 'physical' discrimination required 
situations where 'quantity' discrimination required 
situations where 'spatia-temporal' discrimination 
required 
PHY 'Physical' discriminations score 
QUA 'Quantity' discriminations score 
SPA 'Spatial' or 'temporal' discriminations score 
RP 'Physical' redundancy score 
RQ 'Quantity' redundancy score 
RS 'Spacial' or 'temporal' redundancy score 
Tables J.5-J.8 Correct and incorrect pronoun scores 
including pronouns to referents in 
high focus. 
Key: P - Pronoun 
N - Full noun phrase 
- No reference 
Tables J.9-J.l2 Indefinite scores as a function of the 
referential array. 
Key: 
IND 
DEF 
Indefinite (a/one of the ... ) 
Definite (the I he,she,it) 
Tables J.l3-J.l6 Display errors and listener 
and as a 
Key: 
c -
Q -
p -
s -
intervention in total 
function of ambiguity. 
General Comments 
General Questions 
Process Questions 
Perceptual remarks 
Table J.17 Discriminative 
'quantity' 
discriminations 
groups. 
scores for 'physical', 
and 'spatial' 
in all four age 
Table J.18 Redundant 
groups. 
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scores in all four age 
Table J.l9 
Table J.20 
Table J.21 
Table J.22 
ANALYSES 
Table J.23A 
Table J.23B 
Table J.24 
Table J.25A 
Table J.25B 
Table J.26 
Tables J.27-J.30 
Tables J.31A 
Tables J.31B 
--, 
Table J.32 
Table J.33 
Pronominal ~core~ in all ~our age 
groups. 
Indefinite ~cores in all tour age 
groups. 
Display errors in all four age groups. 
Listener intervention in all four age 
groups. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
showing the effects of age group on 
discriminative reference. 
Studentised Newman-Keuls multiple 
range test showing the effects of age 
group on discriminative scores. 
Analysis-of-variance looking a~ 
discriminative scores comparing age 
group and physical/quantity/spatial 
references. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
showing the effects of age group on 
redundant references. 
Studentised Newman-Keuls multiple 
range test showing the effec~s of age 
group on redundant scores. 
Analys.is-of-variance summary table 
looking at redundant scores comparing 
age group and physical/quantity/ 
spatial references. 
Wilcoxen tests comparing 
discriminative and redundant scores 
for 'spatia-temporal' references. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
showing the effects of age group on 
appropriate pronoun references. 
Studentised Newman-Keuls multiple 
range test showing the effects of age 
group on appropriate pronoun scores. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
looking at referents in high focus 
comparing age group and definite 
article verses pronoun scores. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
looking at indefinite expressions 
comparing age group and 
predicted/unpredicted indefinites. 
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Table J.34 
Table J.35 
Table J.36 
Table J.37 
Table J.38A 
Table J.38B 
Table J.39A 
Table J.39B 
Kruskal-Wallis 
effects of 
errors. 
test looking 
age group on 
at the 
display 
Kruskal-Wallis test looking at the 
effects of age group on display 
errors that are due to ambiguity. 
Spearman correlation test between 
discriminative scores and display 
errors that are due to ambiguity. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
showing the effects of age group on 
listener intervention. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
showing the effects of age group on 
listener intervention that is a 
function of ambiguity. 
Studentised Newman-Keuls multiple 
range test showing the effects of age 
group on listener intervention that is 
a function of ambiguity. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
showing the effects of age group 
on process questions from the listener 
that are a function of ambiguity. 
Studentised Newman-Ke9ls multiple 
range test showing the effects of age 
group on process questions from the 
listener that are a function of 
ambiguity. 
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Table J.1 Disc~iminative and ~edundant sco~es to~ the 3-5 yea~ 
old group. 
-· 
3-5 yrs 1>1 SCH IM I NA'r IONS Hl!:llliNDANCY 
s. Tp PHY Tq QUA Ts SPA RP RQ RS 
1 5 3 6 1 4 1 0 0 0 
2 4 3 7 3 5 0 0 0 0 
3 5 1 6 1 7 0 0 0 0 
4 4 1 4 1 3 1 0 0 0 
5 5 5 5 3 5 4 0 0 1 
6 5 2 5 2 4 1 0 0 0 
7 5 4 6 1 7 5 0 0 1 
I 8 3 2 4 1 4 1 0 0 0 
...... 9 5 3 6 0 4 2 0 0 0 N 
N 10 5 3 5 3 8 0 0 0 0 I 
11 5 2 7 2 7 0 1 0 0 
12 3 2 4 1 4 2 0 0 0 
13 6 4 5 2 4 2 0 0 0 
14 5 3 6 2 3 1 1 0 0 
15 7 4 5 2 4 2 0 0 0 
16 4 2 5 1 4 2 1 0 0 
Table J.2 Discriminative and redundant scores for the 6-8 ~ear 
old group. 
6-8 yrs DISCRIMINATIONS REDUNDANCY 
s. Tp PHY Tq QUA Ts SPA RP RQ RS 
1 5 3 6 2 7 6 0 0 1 
2 5 4 7 6 9 3 0 1 2 
3 5 5 5 2 6 3 1 0 1 
4 7 7 ., 3 4 2 0 0 2 
5 4 4 6 4 8 7 0 0 3 
6 5 5 8 5 7 0 0 0 0 
7 5 5 7 4 6 4 0 0 0 
I 8 5 2 7 4 5 1 1 0 0 
...-
N 9 5 5 7 6 7' 4 0 0 1 w 
I 10 7 7 5 3 8 7 0 0 4 
11 1 1 8 7 12 8 0 0 3 
12 6 5 5 4 10 10 2 0 5 
13 6 4 6 6 8 5 0 0 0 
14 5 3 7 5 8 7 0 0 12 
15 5 0 4 1 10 8 0 0 3 
16 4 3 6 4 8 5 0 0 0 
Table J.3 Discriminative and redundant scores for the 9-11 l:':ear 
old group. 
9-11 yrs DISCRIMINATIONS REDUNDANCY 
s. Tp PHY Tq QUA Ts SPA RP RQ RS 
1 5 5 5 3 7 6 0 0 2 
2 7 6 7 4 8 7 0 0 2 
3 9 4 6 3 7 5 1 0 3 
4 7 2 6 6 12 10 1 0 4 
5 7 6 6 5 7 7 0 0 2 
6 6 6 6 4 3 3 0 0 11 
I 7 8 8 5 4 10 10 0 0 3 ..... 
N 8 6 6 6 6 1~ 12 0 0 5 ~ 
I 9 5 5. 6 3 7 7 0 0 4 
10 9 7 5 3 10 9 5 0 2 
11 7 7 4 1 10 10 0 0 5 
12 7 5 6 2 8 6 0 0 7 
13 9 7 5 3 11 11 0 0 1 
14 5 5 7 5 4 3 0 0 5 
15 9 4 6 3 7 5 1 0 5 
16 5 5 5 4 9 8 0 0 2 
Table J.4 Discriminative and redundant scores for the adults 
---group. 
Adults DISCRIMINATIONS REDUNDANCY 
s. Tp PHY Tq QUA Ts SPA RP RQ RS 
1 8 8 14 14 0 0 0 0 7 
2 6 4 8 8 7 6 0 0 4 
3 6 5 9 8 7 6 0 0 5 
4 5 5 9 8 5 5 0 0 6 
5 6 6 8 6 5 5 0 0 9 
6 7 7 7 5 8 8 0 0 3 
I 7 6 5 11 11 4 4 2 0 9 .... 
N 8 6 6 6 6 6 6 0 0 2 l.ll 
I 9 7 7 8 6 6 6 0 0 6 
10 6 6 8 6 6 6 0 0 6 
11 8 8 11 11 6 6 0 0 5 
12 6 5 9 8 7 7 1 0 2 
13 6 6 9 8 5 5 0 0 6 
14 6 5 9 8 9 8 0 0 6 
15 6 6 9 9 6 6 0 0 7 
16 7 7 9 8 7 7 0 0 5 
Table J.5 Pronominal scores in the 3-5 ~ear old grou~. 
3-5 yrs PRONOUNS PRO TO REFERENT IN IIIGII FOCUS 
s. CORRECT INCORRECT 9 10 26 36 40 
1 0 0 N N N N N 
2 3 0 N N p N N 
3 6 0 p p - N N 
4 0 1 N N - N N 
5 3 0 N N N N p 
6 0 0 N N N N N 
1 0 0 N N N N N 
I 8 2 0 N N p N N 
...... 9 0 0 N N N N N N 
"' 
10 4 0 N N p N p I 
11 0 0 N N N N N 
12 1 0 N N - N N 
13 3 0 N N N N p 
14 3 0 p p N N N 
15 1 0 N N - N N 
16 2 0 N N N N N 
:-; 
Table J.6 Pronominal scores in the 6-8 year old grou~. 
6-8 yrs PRONOUNS PRO TO REFERENT IN IIIGII FOCUS 
s. CORRECT INCORREC1' 9 10 26 36 40 
1 5 0 N N N N N 
2 2 0 N N N N N 
3 0 0 N N N N N 
4 9 0 N p p p p 
5 0 0 N N N N N 
6 8 0 N p N N N 
7 0 0 N N N N N I 8 0 0 N N N N ..- N 
N 9 8 0 N ........ N p N N I 
10 4 0 N N p N N 
11 4 0 N N - N N 
12 0 0 N N N N N 
13 0 0 N N N N N 
14 0 0 N N N N N 
15 0 0 N N - N N 
16 0 0 N N N N N 
Table J.7 Pronominal scores in the 9-11 rear old groue. 
9-11 yrs PRONOUNS PRO TO REFERENT IN HIGH FOCUS 
s. CORRECT INCORRECT 9 10 26 36 40 
1 5 0 N N N p N 
2 3 0 N N N N N 
3 5 0 N p N p p 
4 2 0 N N N N N 
5 3 0 N N N N N 
6 5 0 N N N p N 
., 4 0 N N p p N 
I 8 1 0 N N N N N 
..... 9 5 0 N N p p p p 
00 10 0 0 I N N N N N 
11 0 0 N N N N N 
12 0 0 N N N N N 
13 3 0 N N N N p 
14 2 0 N N p N N 
15 7 0 N p N p p 
16 1 0 N N N p N 
Table J.8 Pronominal scores in the adults grou~. 
Adults PRONOUNS PRO TO REFERENT IN IIIGIJ FOCUS 
s. CORREC'l' INCORRECT 9 10 26 36 40 
1 5 0 p p N p p 
2 5 0 N .N N N p 
3 17 0 p N N p p 
4 10 0 p p N p p 
5 0 0 N N - N N 
6 1 0 N N N N N 
7 10 0 N N N N N 
I 8 10 0 N p p p p 
....- 9 9 0 p p N p p N 
\0 10 10 0 N N N N N I 
11 9 0 p N N p p 
12 8 0 N p N N N 
13 2 0 N N p N p 
14 5 0 N N N N p 
15 5 0 N N N p N 
16 7 0 p p N p p 
Table J.9 Indefinite scores for the 3-5 lear old 9rou~ 
3-5 years INDEFINITE SCORES 
1ST PLACED NON-SPECIFIC ITEM FOR 01'11ER ITEMS 
s. tree woman sheep car 2ND IDENTICAL SINGLETON/SIMILAR 
1 DEF IND DEF IND 6 9 
2 DEF DEF DEF DEF 0 0 
3 DEF IND IND IND 1 2 
4 DEF DEF DEF DEF 0 0 
5 DEF DEF DEF DEF 1 0 
6 DEF DEF DEF DEF 0 0 
7 DEF DEF DEF DEF 0 0 
I 8 DEF DEF DEF DEF 1 0 ...-
w 
0 9 DEF DEF DEF IND 0 1 I 10 DEF IND DEF IND 0 1 
11 DEF DEF DEF DEF 0 0 
12 DEF · DEF DEF DEF 0 0 
13 DEF DEF DEF DEF 0 0 
14 DEF DEF DEF DEF 0 0 
15 DEF DEF IND DEF 0 0 
16 DEF DEF DEF IND 0 0 
Table J.lO Indefinite scores for the 6-8 year old ~rou~ 
6-8 years INOgFfNITE SCORES 
1ST PLACED NON-SPECIFIC ITEM FOn OTHER ITEMS 
s. tree woman sheep car 2ND IDENTICAL SINGLETON/SIMILAR 
1 DEF DEF DEF DEF 0 0 
2 DEF DEF DEF DEF 0 0 
3 DEF DEF DEF DEF 0 0 
4 DEF IND IND DEF 1 2 
5 DEF DEF DEF DEF 1 0 
6 DEF DEF IND DEF 2 0 
I 7 DEF DEF DEF DEF 0 0 
.... 8 DEF DEF DEF IND 0 0 w 
.... 9 DEF DEF DEF IND 1 0 I 
10 DEF IND DEF DEF 0 0 
11 IND IND DEF DEF 1 0 
12 DEF DEF DEF DEF 1 0 
13 IND IND IND IND 1 0 
14 DEF DEF DEF IND 2 0 
15 DEF IND IND IND 5 2 
16 DEF DEF IND IND 0 0 
Table J.ll Indefinite scores for the 9-11 year old group 
9-11 years INDEFINITE SCORES 
1ST PLACED NON-SPECIFIC 11'EM FOR OTHER ITEMS 
s. tree woman sheep car 2ND IDENTICAL SINGLETON/SIMILAR 
1 DEF IND DEF IND 1 0 
2 IND IND DEF UEF 1 0 
3 DEF IND IND DEF 1 0 
4 IND IND IND IND 0 0 
5 DEF IND IND IND 1 0 
6 DEF DEF IND IND 1 0 
I 7 IND IND IND IND 1 0 
...... 8 IND DEF IND IND 0 0 w 
N 9 IND IND IND IND 2 0 I 
10 DEF DEF DEF DEF 0 0 
11 DEF DEF DEF DEF 1 0 
12 IND IND IND IND 5 1 
13 IND IND IND IND 4 0 
14 DEF IND IND IND 1 0 
15 DEF IND IND DEF 1 0 
16 IND IND DEF IND 1 0 
Table J.12 Indefinite scores for the adults 9rou~ 
Adults INDEFINITE SCORES 
1ST PLACED NON-SPECIFIC ITEM FOR OTHER ITEMS 
s. tree woman sheep car 2ND IDENTICAL SINGLETON/SIMILAR 
1 DEF IND IND um 0 0 
2 IND IND IND IND 0 0 
3 DEF IND DEF DEF 0 0 
4 DEF IND IND IND 2 0 
5 DEF DEF DEF DEF 0 0 
6 IND IND IND IND 4 0 
I 7 IND IND IND IND 0 0 
,_.. 8 IND IND IND IND 0 0 w 
w 9 IND IND IND IND 0 0 I 
10 IND IND IND IND 0 0 
11 IND IND DEF IND 0 0 
12 IND IND IND IND 1 0 
13 IND IND IND IND 2 0 
14 IND IND IND IND 0 0 
15 IND INO IND IND 0 0 
16 DEF IND IND IND 0 0 
'l'able ~-_P-ispl~y errors and 1 istener intervention in the 3-5 
y_ear old group. 
- -
~----·--. ·----------. 
IJI !iPI.AV I!:HlllJilS Ll S'l'l';NIW 1 N'l'EHV~!;N'l'l ON 
'l'otal when ambiyuous 'l'o ta 1 wtaen ambiguous 
·c 0 'p s c Q p s 
1 4 1 1 2 2 u 0 0 2 0 
2 4 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 4 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 
!:. 2 2 0 0 0 u u u u 0 
6 J 2 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
1 5 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
8 4 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
9 5 3 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 
10 4 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
I 11 ~ ~ 0 2' 2 u u 1 1 0 
..... 12 3 3 2 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 w 
~ 13 3 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 I 
14 4 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 
15 5 4 1 Q: 0 0 1 0 0 0 
16 4 3 0 :2 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Table J.l4 Disl!!.!Y errors and listener intervention in the 
6-8 ~ear old grou~. 
DISPLAY ERRORS LISTENER INTERVENTION 
Total when ambiguous Total when ambiguous 
c Q p s c 0 p s 
1 3 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 3 0 0 0 () 0 u 0 0 0 
I 6 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
..... 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 I..J 
VI 8 1 1 0 1 2 2 0 0 2 1 I 
9 0 0 4 2 1 0 3 1 0 0 
10 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 1 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 2 0 
12 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
13 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 
14 1 0 2 0 2 1 0 0 2 0 
15 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 
Table J.15 Disela~ ei"rors and listener intervention in the 
9-11 Iear old groue. 
DISPLAY ERRORS LISTENER INTERVENTION 
Total when ambiguous Total when ambiguous 
c Q p s c Q p s 
1 2 2 1 0 l 0 0 0 1 0 
2 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
3 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 6 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
..... 7 0 0 :1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l.J 
Q\ 8 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 I 
9 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 1 0 ] 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 
12 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 
13 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
14 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
15 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Table J.16 Dis~la~ errors and listener intervention in the 
adults group. 
DISPLAY ERRORS LISTENER INTERVENTION 
Total when ambiguous Total when ambiguous 
c Q p s c Q p s 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
4 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 
5 1 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
6 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 2 0 
I 7 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ..... 
w 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
'-J 
I 9 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
11 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
14 1 0 0 0 l 1 0 0 1 0 
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
Table J.l7 Total discriminative scores 
--
AGE Tp PIIY Tq QUA Ts SPA Tpo-Tq-tTs PIIY+QUA+SPA 
3-5 76 44 86 26 77 24 239 94 
6-8 80 63 101 66 123 80 304 209 
9-11 111 87 91 59 132 119 334 265 
ADULT 102 96 144 130 94 91 340 317 
TOTAL 369 290 422 281 426 314 
I 
....... 
Table J.18 Total redundancy scores w 
CXl 
I 
AGE RP RQ RS TOTAL 
3-5 3 0 2 5 
6-8 4 1 37 42 
9-11 8 0 63 71 
ADULT 3 0 88 91 
TOTAL 8 1 190 
Table J.l9 'l'ota 1 pronomi ua 1 scores 
-
AGE CORRECT PRONOUNS INCORRECT PRONOUNS IIIGII FOCUS PRONOUNS 
3-5 28 1 10 
6-8 40 0 6 
9-11 46 0 18 
ADULT 113 0 32 
TOTAL 227 1 66 
I 
..... Table J.20 Total indefinite scoresi w 
\0 - ' 
I 
AGE 1ST IDENTICAL 2ND I DENT.I CAL SINGLETON • SIMILARS 
3-5 10 9 13 
6-8 18 15 4 
9-11 42 21 1 
ADULT 54 9 0 
TOTAL 124 54 18 
I 
...... 
.&o-
0 
I 
Table J.21 Total display errors 
AGE TOTAL ERRORS ERRORS WilEN AMBIGUOUS 
3-5 60 41 
6-8 21 1 
9-11 6 3 
ADULT 4 2 
TOTAL 91 53 
Table J .22 Total l iste!1er interventi:on scores 
TOTAL I NTE:RVEN'r I ON TOTAl. WilEN AMBIGUOUS 
AGE c Q p s c Q p s 
3-5 11 13 13 2 39 4 1 11 0 
6-8 9 1 13 3 32 5 2 11 1 
9-11 8 1 12 2 29 1 0 11 0 
ADULT 5 3 9 1 18 0 0 8 0 
TOTAL 33 30 47 8 10 3 41 1 
TOTAL 
16 
19 
12 
8 
Table J.~JA Analvsts-of-vartance summarv table showing the 
ecfec~s of age group on discr1m1na~1ve scores. 
Source 
Between Subjects 
age 
error 
Sum of 
Squares 
35375.23 
25398.17 
9977.06 
d. t Mean 
Squares 
63 
3 8466.06 
60 166.28 
Table J.23B Studentised Newman-Keuls test 
comparisons showing the effects of age 
discriminative scores. 
mean age group 3-5 6-8 9-11 adult 
39.31 3-5 
68.94 6-8 • 
79.94 9-11 • • 
93.38 adult 1:1 • • 
F p 
50.91 <.0000 
of multiple 
group on 
Table J.24 Analysis-of-variance summarv table looking at 
the effects of type of discrimina~ion (phvsical. quantity 
and spa~io-temporal) ·'on ·discriminative scores.· · 
Source 
Between Subjec~s 
age 
error 
Within Subjects 
phys/quan/spat. 
age X phy/qua/spa 
error 
Sum of 
Squares 
102269.69 
71134.44 
31135.25 
54930.00 
8475.75 
6980.25 
39474.00 
d. f 
63 
3 
60 
128 
2 
6 
120 
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Mean 
Squares 
23711.38 
518.92 
4237.88 
1163.38 
328.95 
F p 
45.69 <.001 
12.88 <.001 
3.54 <.005 
Table J.~~A Analy~i~-of-variance ~ummarv table showing the 
etfects of age group on redundant scores. 
Source sum or d. t Mean p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 21895.18 63 
age 625~.03 3 2085.01 8.00 <.0001 
error 15640.16 60 260.67 
Table J.25B Studentised Newman-Keuls test of multiple 
comparisons showing the effects of age group on 
redundant scores. 
mean age group 3-~ 6-8 9-11 adult 
5.00 3-5 
18.89 6-8 • 
28.99 9-11 • 
29.22 adult e 
Table J.26 Analysis-of-variance summary table looking 
at the effects of discrimination type (phvsical, quantity 
a·nd · spatio-~tempora1) · on dredu·ndant ··· s·cores. · .. ,, ·· d .. ,. "' ~-----
Source Sum of d •. f M.ean f p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 194.828 63 
age 87.307 3 29.10 16.24 <.001 
error 107.521 60 l. 79 
Within Subjects 734.68 128 
phys/quan;spat. 341.64 2 170.82 90.93 <.001 
age X phy/qua/spa 167.62 6 27.94 14.87 <.001 
error 225.42 120 1.88 
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Table J.~7 Wilcoxen test comparing discriminative and 
redundant 'spatio-temporal' scores Cor the 3-~ vear old 
group. 
Wilcoxen test 
Rank means 
6.50 
0.00 
cases 
12 
0 
4 
total=16 
z = -3.06 
-Ranks (redundant <-discriminative) 
+Ranks (redundant > discriminative) 
Ties (redundant = discriminative) 
2-tailed p = .005 
Table J.28 Wilcoxen test comparing discriminative and 
redundant ·~patio-temporal' scores for the 6-8 year old 
group. 
Wilcoxen test 
Rank means cases 
7.23 
11.00 
13 
1 
2 
total=16 
z = -2.61 
-Ranks (redundant < discriminative) 
+Ranks (redundant > discriminative) 
Ties (redundant = discriminative) 
2-tailed p = .01 
Table J.29 Wilcoxen test comparing discriminative and 
redundant . '·spatio-temporal' scores for the 9-11 year old 
group. 
Wilcoxen test 
Rank means cases 
8.54 
5.83 
12 
3 
1 
total=l6 
z = -2.41 
-Ranks (redundant < discriminative) 
+Ranks (redundant > discriminative) 
Ties (redundant = discriminative) 
2-tailed p = .05 
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Table J.30 Wilcoxen tes~ comparing discriminative and 
redundant: 'saatio-temporal' scores for the adults 
group. 
Wilcoxen test 
Rank means 
7.56 
7.42 
cases 
8 
6 
2 
total=16 
z = -0.50 
-Ranks (redundant < discriminative) 
+Ranks (redundant > discriminative) 
Ties (redundant • discriminative) 
2-tailed p = n.s 
Table J.31A Analysis-of-variance summary table showing the 
effects of age group on appropriate pronoun scores. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 833.86 63 
age 274.17 3 91.39 9.80 <.0000 
error 559.69 60 9.33 
Table J.31B Studentised Newman-Keuls test of multiple 
comparisons showing .the .effects of age group on 
appropriate pronoun ··scores. 
mean age group 3-5 6-8 9-11 adult 
1. 75 3-5 
2.50 6-8 
2.88 9-11 
7.06 adult • • • 
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Table J.32 Analysis-of-variance summary table showing the 
ecfects of age group on type of definite reference tor 
referents in nigh focus. 
Source 
Between Subjects 
age 
error 
Within Subjects 
article/pronoun 
age K art/pronoun 
error 
Sum of d. f 
Squares 
3.11 63 
0.27 3 
2.84 60 
472.50 64 
250.32 1 
43.21 3 
178.97 60 
Mean F p 
Squares 
0.09 1.92 n.s 
0.05 
250.32 83.92 <.001 
14.40 4.83 <.005 
2.98 
Table J.33 Analysis-of-variance summary table showing the 
effects of age group on predicted verses unpredicted 
indefinite scores. 
Source Sum of d.f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 53244.63 63 
age 22812.00 3 7604.00 14.99 <.001 
error 30432.63 60 507.21 
Within Subjects 212.50 64 
predicted/unpred. 65865.06 1 65865.06 171.71 <.001 
age x~pred/unpred 24679.56 3 8226.52 _21.45 <.001 
error 23014.63 60 383.58 
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Table J.34 Kru~kal-Walli~ test looking at the effects of 
age group on displav errors. 
Kruskal-Wallis 1-way analysis-at-variance 
mean rank cases 
29.66 
13.81 
10.60 
8.50 
cases 
38 
16 
13 
5 
4 
tota1=38 
chi-square 
23.90 
conditions 
p 
3-5 yrs 
6-8 yrs 
9-11 yrs 
adults 
<.0000 
Corrected for ties 
chi-square p 
26.27 <.0000 
Table J.35 Kruskal-Wallis test looking at the effects of 
age group on display errors that are due to ambiguity. 
Kruskal~Wallis 1-way analysis-of-variance 
mean rank cases 
29.94 
11.92 
12.20 
11.50 
cases 
38 
Table 
16 
13 
5 
4 
tota1=38 
chi-square 
24.39 
J.36 
conditions 
p 
3-5 yrs 
6-8 yrs 
9-ll yrs 
adults 
<.0000 
·corrected· for ties· -
chi-square p 
26.04 <.0000 
Spearman correlation test between 
discriminative scores and display errors that are due to 
ambiguity. 
Spearman c.orrelation coefficient 
r = -0.72 
N ( 38) 
p<.OOO 
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N=no. of subjects 
r=coefficient 
Table J.37 Analvsis-of-variance summarv table showing the 
ettects of age group on listener intervention. 
Source 
Between Subjects 
age 
error 
Sum of 
Squares 
164.44 
14.31 
150.13 
d. t 
63 
3 
60 
Mean F p 
Squares 
4.77 1.91 n.s 
2.50 
Table J.38A Analysis-of-variance summary table showing the 
effects of age group on listener intervention that is due 
to ambiguity. 
Source Slim of d.f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 41543.63 58 
age 6171.24 3 2057.08 3.20 <.05 
error 35372.40 55 643.13 
Table J.38B Studentised Newman-Keuls test of multiple 
comparisons showing the effects of age group on 
listener intervention that is due to ambiguitv. 
mean age group 3-5 6-8 9-11 adult 
12.02 3-5 
13.11 6-8 
23.60 9-11 
38.89 adult 
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Table J.39A Analysis-of-variance summary table showing the 
e~tec~s ot age group on process gues~ions that are a 
func~ion of ambiguity. 
Source 
Between Subjects 
age 
error 
Sum of 
Squares 
35613.10 
7471.56 
28141.55 
d. f Mean r p 
Squares 
58 
3 2490.52 4.87 <.005 
55 551.67 
Table J.39B Studentised Newman-Keuls test of multiple 
comparisons showing the effects of age group on 
process questions that are a function of ambiguity. 
mean age group 3-5 6-8 9-11 adult 
8.05 3-5 
12.44 6-8 
14.17 9-11 
38.89 adult • • • 
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APPBNDl:t It 
EXPERIMENT ll: Pronominal reference as a func~ion of 
lexical and pragmatic factors. 
~ 
Table K.l 
Table K.2-K.3 
Table K.4 
Key: 
N 
p 
Name 
Pronoun 
Referring expressions on the pilot 
test (adults) in same-gender and 
different-gender conditions and in 
plausible and neutral conditions. 
Referring expressions by children in 
same-gender and different-gender 
conditions and in plausible and 
neutral conditions. 
Referring expressions in the two age 
groups in same-gender and different-
gender conditions and in plausible and 
neutral conditions. 
0 Simple definite noun phrase ('the boy') 
ANALYSES 
Table K.5 
(adults) 
Table K.6 
(children) 
Table K.7 
Table K.8 
Table K.9 
Table K.lO 
Analysis-of variance summary table 
looking at pronoun scores on the pilot 
test comparing same-gender/different 
gender and plausible/neutral 
conditions. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing age group and pronoun verses 
name references. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
looking at (children) pronoun scores 
comparing age group and the four 
experimental conditions (varying as a 
function of gender matching and 
plausibility). 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
looking at (children) pronoun scores 
comparing age group, same-gender/ 
different-gender and plausible/neutral 
conditions. 
Analysis-of-variance summary 
looking at (children) pronoun 
comparing age group 
table 
scores 
and 
in same/different-gender conditions 
the 'neutral' condition. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
looking at (children) pronoun scores 
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comparing age group and 
same/different-gender conditions in 
the 'plausible' condition. 
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Table K. 1 Referring t:lXe_ressions on the pilot test - adults. 
SAME-GENDER DIFFERENT-GENDER 
SUBJECT PLAUSIBLE IMPLAUSIBLE PLAUSIBLE IMPLAUSIBLE 
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
1 N N N N N N p p N N N p 
2 N p N N N N N p tl N N N 
3 p p p N N N p p N N p p 
4 p p N N N N p N N N N N 
5 p N p N N N p N p N p N 
6 N N p N N N N p p N p p 
I 7 N p p N N N p N N N N p 
..... 8 N p N N N N N N p N N N \JI 
..... 9 N N N N N N N N N N N N I 
10 p p N N N N N p N p p N 
Table K.2 Referrin~pressions by 3-5 year olds 
3-5 years SAME-GENDER DIFFERENT-GENDER 
SUBJECT PLAUSIBLE IMPLAUSIBLE PLAUSIBLE IMPLAUSIBLE 
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
1 N p p N p p tl N N N tl N 
2 N N N u N N N p N N N N 
3 N N N p p p D p p N N N 
4 N N N p p p p N p N p p 
5 N N N N N N u N N N N N 
6 N N N p p p p N N N p p 
I 7 p p N p p p p p p p p p 
...... 
Ul 8 N p p p p p N N p N N N N 
I 9 p p p p p p p p p p p p 
10 N N N N N N D p N p p N 
11 N N N N N p N N p N N N 
12 p N p N p p N N N p N p 
'fable 1<. 3 Refer 1· i !!.9_~~I~!:ess ions -~Y~~y-~ar:- o lds 
6-8 years SAME-GENDER DIFFERENT-GENDER 
SUBJECT PLAUSIBLE IMPLAUSIBLE PLAUSIBLE: IMPLAUSIBLE 
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 l 2 3 
-· 
1 N N N tl N N N p p N N N 
2 N N N N N N N N N N p u 
3 N N N N N N N p N N N N 
4 N N N N p p N N N p N N 
5 N N N p N N N N N p N N 
6 p p p p p p p p N N N N 
I 7 N N N N N N N tl N N N N 
....... 8 N p p N N N N p N N N N I.Jl 
w 9 N p N N p p N N p N N fJ I 
10 p p p N N N N p p N N N 
11 N N N p N p N N N N N N 
12 N N p N p N N N N p p N 
I 
..... 
VI 
~ 
I 
Table K.4 OveriJll r e f e r r i. n g ~ x p !"~55 i o !l s 
SAME-GENDER DIFFERENT-GEUDER 
AGE PLAUSIBLE IMPLAUSIBLE PLAUSIBLE IMPLAUSIBLE 
p N D p N D p N D p N D 
3-5: 11 25 0 23 13 0 15 19 2 14 22 0 
6-8: 10 26 0 1 1 25 0 9 27 0 5 30 1 
SUM: 21 51 0 34 38 0 24 46 2 19 52 1 
ADUL'f: 14 16 0 0 30 0 13 17 0 9 21 0 
Tabl~ K.5 Analr~is-of-variance 3ummarv table looking at 
Ec-onoun ~core~ on the pllot: te::st:. 
Source Sum of d.f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 22.50 30 
plau~ible/neutral 8.10 l 8.10 30.38 <.001 
error 2.40 9 0.27 
~ame/diff. gender 1.60 l 1.60 3.69 n.s 
error 3.90 9 0.43 
pl/neut X same/diff 2.50 l 2.50 5.63 <.05 
error 4.00 9 0.44 
Table K.6 Analvsis-of-variance summarv table looking at 
the effects of age on type of reference. 
Source 
Within Subjects 
·name/pronoun 
age X name/pro. 
error 
same/diff. gender 
X name/pro. 
age X same/diff X 
name/pro. 
error 
plaus/neutral X 
name/pro 
age X pl/neut X 
name/pro 
error 
same/diff X pl/neut 
X name/pronoun 
age X same/diff X 
pl/neut X name/pro 
error 
Sum of d.f 
Squares 
287.98 96 
44.08 l 
16.33 1 
98.58 22 
3.00 
0.08 
37.92 
1.33 
4.08 
43.58 
6.75 
1.33 
30.92 
1 
1 
22 
l 
l 
22 
l 
l 
22 
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Mean 
Squares 
44.08 
16.33 
4.48 
3.00 
0.08 
l. 72 
1.33 
4.08 
1.98 
6.75 
1.33 
1.41 
F 
9.84 
3.65 
l. 74 
0.05 
0.67 
2.06 
4.80 
0.95 
p 
<.005 
n.s 
n.s 
n.s 
n.s 
n.s 
<.05 
n.s 
T~ble K.7 Analvsis-of-varlance summary table comparing 
pronoun scores across each condition. 
Source Sum ot d.f Mean p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 57.46 23 
age 8.17 1 -· 8.17 3.65 n.s 
error 49.29 22 2o24 
Within Subjects 64.50 72 
condition {1-4) 5.54 3 1.85 2.17 n.s 
age X condition 2.75 3 0.92 1.08 n.s 
error 56.21 66 0.85 
Table K.8 Analvsis-of-variance summary table comparing 
pronoun scores across the main variables of the experiment: 
(age group. gender matching. plausibility). 
Source 
Between Subjects 
·age 
error 
Within Subjects·· 
···same/diff·gender 
age X same/diff. 
error .. 
plaus/neutral 
age X pl/neut:. 
error 
same/diff X pl/neut 
age X same/diff. X 
plaus/neutral 
error 
Sum of d. f 
Squares 
57.46 23 
8.17 1 
49.29 22 
64~51• . 72 
1. 50" 1 
0.04 1 
l~ .96 22 
0.67 1 
2.04 1 
21.79 22 
3.38 1 
0.67 1 
15.46 22 
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Mean 
Squares 
8.17 
2.24 
1. 50- . 
0.04 
0.86 
0.67 
2.04 
0.99 
3.38 
0.67 
0.70 
F p 
3.65 n.s 
, .. , ......... -
1.74 'n.s 
0.05 n.s 
0.67 n.s 
2.06 n.s 
4.80 <.05 
0.95 n.s 
Table K.9 Anal%sis-ot-variance summari table looking at 
eronoun scores in the 'neutral' condition. 
Source sum of d. f Mean r p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 55.98 23 .. 
age 9.19 1 9.19 5.81 <-.05 
error 46.79 22 1.58 
Within Subjects 24.50 24 
same/diff. gender 4.69 1 4.69 5.26 <.05 
age X same/ditf. 0.19 1 1.19 0.21 n.s 
error 19.62 22 0.89 
Table K.lO Analysis-of-variance summarv table looking at 
pronoun scores in the 'plausible' condition. 
Source 
Between Subjects 
age 
error 
Within Subjects 
·same/diff~' gender 
.. ·-age X same/diff. 
error 
Sum of d.f 
Squares 
37.31 23 
1.02 1 
36.29 22 
15.50 
0.19-
0.52 
14.79 
24 
1 
1 
22 
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Mean 
Squares 
1.02 
1.65 
0.19 
0.52 
0.67 
F 
0.62 
0.28 
0.78 
p 
n.s 
· ·n.s 
n.s 
APPENDIX L 
EXPERIME~T l~: Comprehension ot definite reference as a 
function of specificitv and pragmatic context. 
DATA 
Tables L.l-L.4 
Tables L.5-L.8 
Table L.9 
Tables L.l0-L.l4 
Key: 
Reference choices across . all five 
conditions (varying as a function·or 
referential specificity and 
plausibility). 
Justifications across all five 
conditions. 
Correct choices across all five 
conditions in all four age groups. 
Types of justifications in all four 
age groups. 
SP - choose specifically mentioned and plausible referent 
S - choose specifically mentioned referent 
P - choose plausible referent 
N - choose neither specifically mentioned nor plausible 
referent 
L - no choice : ask for more information 
R 
p 
NP 
PH -
M 
Justify by what said by experimenter 
Justify by pragmatic inference · 
Justify by new pragmatic inf·erence 
Physical justification 
Justify by Message ambiguity 
NO - No jusfification/ indeterminate 
ANALYSES 
Table L.l5 
Table L.l6A 
Table L.l6B 
Table L.l7 
Table L.l8 
Table L.l9 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
looking at correct choices comparing 
age group, +/- referential conditions 
and +/- pragmatic conditions. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
showing the effects of age group on 
correct +R-P scores. 
Studen.tised Newman-Keuls multiple 
range test showing the effects of age 
group on correct +R-P scores. 
Analysis-of-variance 
showing the effect 
correct -R+P scores. 
summary table 
of age group on 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing age group and 'silly' verses 
performative bias scores in the -R-P 
condition. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
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Table L.20 
Table L.2l 
Table L.22 
Table L.23 
Table L.24 
Table L.25 
showi~g the effec~s of ~eferentia1 
verses pr3gmatic choices in the R or P 
condit:lon. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
looking at 'referential' choices 
comparing age group and R or P verses 
+R-P conditions. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing age group and referential 
verses pragmatic justifications in the 
+R+P condition. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing age group and referential 
verses other justification in the +R-P 
condition. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
showing the effects of age group on 
pragmatic justifications in the -R+P 
condition. 
Analysis-of-variance 
comparing age 
message/pragmatic/none 
in the -R-P condition. 
summary table 
group and 
justifications 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
showing the effects of referential 
verses pragmatic justifi~ations in the 
R or P condition. 
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Table L.1 Reference choice5 in the 3-5 year old groue 
+R+P +R-P -R+P -R-P R OR P 
5. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 l 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
1 5P 5P 5P 5P N N N u p p u p L L L L p p p p 
2 5P 5P 5P 5P 5 5 5 5 p N p p tl N N N 5 5 5 5 
3 SP SP SP SP s s 5 s p p p p tl tl N N s s s 5 
4 SP SP SP SP s 5 5 N p p p N L L L L 5 p p p 
5 5P 5P 5P 5P 5 N N s L L N N N N L L s s s p 
6 SP 5P SP 5P s 5 s s p p N N N N N N 5 5 s s 
7 SP SP SP SP s s s s N N p p N N N N s s 5 s 
8 5P SP SP SP s 5 s s p p p p L L L L 5 5 s s 
9 5P 5P 5P SP s 5 5 s L p p L N N N N s 5 5 5 
I 10 5P 5P 5P SP 5 5 5 5 p p p p N N N N s 5 5 s ...... 
0\ 11 SP 5P SP 5P N 5 5 N N N L L N N N N p 5 s p 0 
I 12 SP SP SP SP s N s 5 p p p p N N N N s s s s 
13 5P 5P 5P 5P s 5 5 5 p p p p L L L L 5 5 s 5 
14 SP SP SP SP N N N N p p p N N N N N p p p p 
15 SP SP SP SP N s s 5 N N p . p N N L L s 5 s s 
16 SP SP SP SP 5 5 N N p p p p N N N N s s s p 
'l'aule L. 2 Reference choices in the 6-8 yeCi(" Qld g("O!!E 
+R+P +R-P -R+P -R-P R OR P 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 ] 4 1 2 3 4 
1 SP SP SP SP s s s s p p p p N N N N s s s s 
2 SP SP SP SP N s N N p p p p N N N N p s s s 
3 SP SP SP SP s s s s p p p p N N N N p s s s 
4 SP SP SP SP s . s s s L L p L L L L L s s s s 
5 SP SP SP S.P s s s s p p p p N L L N s s s s 
6 SP SP SP SP s s s s p p L p N L L N s s s s 
1 SP SP SP SP s s s s L L L L L L L L s s s s 
8 SP SP SP SP s s s s p p p p N N N L s s s s 
I 9 SP SP SP SP s s s s p p p p L L N N s s s s 
..... 10 SP SP SP SP s s s s p p p . p N N N L s s s s 0\ 
...... 11 SP SP SP SP s s s s p p p ,p (. L L L s s s s I 
12 SP SP SP SP s s s s N p p p N N N N s s s s 
13 SP SP SP SP s s s s p N p p N N N L s s s s 
14 SP SP SP SP s s s s p p p p N N L N s s s s 
15 SP SP SP SP s s s s L p p L N L L L p s s s 
16 SP SP SP SP s s s s p N p p L N N N s s s s 
'l'able L. 3 Reference choices in the 9-11 ~ear old grou~ 
+R+P +R-P -R-t p -R-P R OR P 
5. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
1 5P SP SP SP s 5 5 5 p p p N N L L N s 5 5 s 
2 5P SP SP SP s s s s N p p P' L L N N s 5 s s 
3 SP SP SP SP s s s 5 p p p p N N N L s s s s 
4 SP SP SP SP s s s s p p p p. N N N N s s s s 
5 SP SP SP SP s s s s p p p p L L L L s s s s 
6 SP SP SP SP s s s s p p p p L L L L s s s s 
7 SP SP SP SP s s s s p p p p L I. L L s s s s 
8 SP SP SP SP s s s s L p p N- td N L N s s s s 
I 9 SP SP SP SP s s s s p p p p'· L L L L s s s 5 
.... 
0\ 10 SP SP SP SP s s s s N p p p, N N N L s s s s 
N 
11 SP SP SP SP I s s s s p p p P' N' N L L s s s s 
12 SP SP SP SP s s s s N p p p L L L L s s s s 
13 SP SP SP SP s s s s p p p p N L L N p s 5 5 
14 SP 5P 5P 5P 5 5 5 s p p· p P' N N L L 5 5 5 5 
15 -5P SP SP 5P 5 s 5 5 L L L L L L L L s s 5 s 
16 5P SP SP SP s s s 5 p p p p L L N N s s s s 
Table L.4 Reference choices in the parents group 
+R+P +R-P -R+P -R-P R OR P 
5. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
1 5P 5P 5P 5P 5 5 5 5 L L p p L L L L 5 5 5 5 
2 5P 5P 5P 5P 5 5 5 s p p p p N L L L 5 s 5 5 
3 SP 5P 5P SP s s 5 s L p p L L L L N s s 5 5 
4 5P SP 5P 5P 5 5 5 5 p p p p L L L L 5 5 5 5 
5 SP 5P 5P 5P 5 s 5 5 p p p p N N L L 5 . s 5 5 
6 5P SP 5P 5P 5 s 5 s p p p p N L L L s s s s 
7 5P SP SP SP 5 s s 5' L L L L L L L L s 5 5 5 
8 SP SP SP 5P s 5 5 s p p p p N L L L p p p p 
9 5P 5P SP SP 5 5 5 5 p p L L L L L L s 5 5 s I 
10 SP 5P SP 5P 5 5 5 5 p p p p L L N 5 s ....... L 5 5 
0\ 
11 5P SP 5P 5P ~ 5 5 5 5 p p p p N L L L 5 5 s s I 
12 5P 5P 5P 5P 5 5 p p p 5 5 p L L L L 5 5 5 5 
13 5P 5P 5P 5P 5 s s s p p p p L L L L s s s s 
14 SP SP 5P SP 5 s s s L L p p L L L L s s s s 
15 SP SP 5P 5P 5 5 s s p p p p N N L L 5 5 5 5 
16 5P SP 5P 5P N 5 5 5 L p p p L L L L 5 5 5 5 
Table L.5 Justifications in the 3-5 year old grou~ 
+R+P +R-P -R-tP -R-P R OR P 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
1 p p p p NP NP NP NP p PH P p NP NP NP NP p p p p 
2 p p p p NP NP PH PH p p p p NP NO tiP NP PH PH P p 
3 p p p p PH PH PH PH p p p p NO NP NP NP p PH PH P 
4 p p p p R NO PH NP p p p NO NP NP NP NP R p p p 
5 NO R R R R NP NP R p p p p NP Nl> NP NP R R R p 
6 R R R R R R R R NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO R R R R 
7 R p p p R R R R NO NO P p NO NO NO NO R R p p 
8 R R R R R R R R p p p p NP tiP NP NP R R R R 
I 9 p p p p NO PH PH NO p p p p NO NO N·P NP p p Pll Pll 
...- 10 p p p p NP NP R R p p p p NO NO NO NO p R Ptl PH 
"' .p. 11 p p R p PH Pll PH Pll p p p ,P NP PH NO NO p p PH P I 
12 p p R NO Pll NP R R p p Pll NO NP NP NP NO PH Pll Pll Pll 
13 p p R R NP R R Pll p p p p NO NO NO NO R R It R 
14 p p p p NP NP NP NO p p p Pll NO NO NP NP PH P p p 
15 p p p p NP R PH PH p p p NO UO Pll NP NO R p R p 
16 p p p p R PH PH PH p p p p NP NP NO NP p NO PH P 
Table L.6 Justifications in the 6-8 year old gro~ 
+R+P +R-P -R+P -R-P R OR P 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
1 p p p p R R R R p p p p NO NO NO NO R R R p 
2 p p p p PH PH PH NP p p p p PH PH PH PH p Pll PH PH 
] p p p p NP R NP NP p p p p NP NP NP NP p R p p 
4 p p p p PH R R R R p PH P H M M M R R R p 
5 p p p p R R R R p p p p Pll NO M Pit R R R R 
6 p p p p R R R R p p R p PH NP NP PH R R PH R 
7 p p p p NP R R R R R R R M M M M R R R R 
8 p p p p R R R R p p p p NP NP NIP M R R R R 
I 9 p p p p R R R R PH P ~ p NP NP PH PH R R R R 
.... 10 p p p p R R R R p p p p PH PH NP NP R R R R (J\ 
VI 11 p p R R R R R R p p p p NP NP NP NP R R R R I 
12 PH P p p R R R R PH PH P NO NO PH NO NO R R R R 
13 p p p p R R R R p p p p NP NP NP NP p R R p 
14 p p R p NP R R R p p p p PH NP NO PH p R R R 
15 p p R R R Pll R R R p p R PH NP NP NP p R Pll NO 
16 R R R p R R R R p NO P p NO NO NO NO R R R R 
1'able L. 7 Justifications in the 9-11 y_e~! old gl"ou~ 
+R+P +R-P -R+P -R-P R OR P 
5. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
1 R R R R R R R R p p p N NP NP NP NP R R R R 
2 p p p p R R R R N p p p M NP PH PH R R R R 
] R p p p R R R R p p p p Pll NP NO NO NO R R NO 
4 p p p p ,R R R NP p p p p NP NP NO NO p p R R 
5 p p p p R R R R p p p p NP NP UP NP R R R R 
6 R R R R R R R R p p p p NP tiP NP NP R R R R 
7 p R R R R R R R p p p p M M M M R R R R 
8 p R p p R R R R L p p N NP NP M NP R R R R 
9 p p R p R R R R p p p P. NP M NP NP R R R R 
I 10 p R R R R R R R N p p p PH PH PH M R R R R ..... 
a- 11 p R p p R R R R p p p p Pll PH NO NP PH R R PH a-
I 12 R p p p R R R R u p p p NP M M M R R R R 
13 p p p p R R R R p p p p NP NP NP NP p p R R 
14 p p p p R R R R p p p p NP PH NP t•P R R R R 
15 R R p p R R R R L L L L M M M M PH R R PH 
16 p p p p R R R R p p p p M M NO NO R R R R 
Table L.8 Justifications in the pa~ent~~grQUE 
+R+P +R-P -R+P -R-P R OR P 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
1 R R R R R R R R R R p p NO NP NP NP R R R R 
2 R R R R R R R R p p p p NP NP NP tiP R R R R 
3 R R R R R R R R p p p p NP M M NP R R R R 
4 R R R R R R R R p p p p NP NP NP NP R R R R 
5 p p p p R R R R p p p p NP NP NP NP R R R R 
6 R R p p NP R R NP p p p p NP M M M R R R R 
7 R R R R R R H R Pll PH R R M M Pll NO R R R R 
8 R p p R R R R R p p p p NP tiP NP NP p p p p 
9 p p p p R R R R p p R R NO NP NO NO R R R R 
I 10 R R R R R R . R R p p p p NP NP NP NP R R R R ..... 
"' 11 R R R R R R R R p p p p NO M M NP R R R R -..J I 12 p R R R R R R R p p p p M M M M R R R R 
13 p R R p R R R R p p p p NP NP NP NP p R R p 
14 p R R R R R R R p p p p NP M M NP p R R R 
15 R R R R R R R R p p p p NO NO M M R R R R 
16 R p p p R R R R p p p p NP NP M M R R R R 
Table L.9 Total correct choices 
AGE +R+P (SP) . +R-P (S) -R+P (P L) -R-P(MORE CHOICE) R OR P (S P) 
3-5 64 46 44 6 20 44 49 15 
6-8 64 61 51 10 26 38 61 3 
9-11 64 64 54 5 39 25 63 1 
PAR. . 64 63 51 10 54 10 60 4 
TOTALS: 256 234 200 31 139 117 233 23 
I Table L.lO. Justification scores in the +R+P condition 
,_. (in brackets are scores wheo fail to choose as expected) Q\ 
();) 
I 
-
+R+P AGE R p PH NO 
3-5 16 45 0 3 
6-8 8 55 0 1 
9-11 21 43 0 0 
PAR. 41 23 0 0 
Table L.ll. Justification scores in the +R-P condition 
+R-P AGE R NP PH NO 
3-5 23 4(13) 16(5) 3 
6-8 51 5 ( 1) 5(2) 0 
9-11 63 1 0 0 
PAR. 90 3(1) 0 0 
Table L.l2. Justification scores in the -R+P condition 
I 
....... 
"' -R+P AGE R p Pll NO \0 I 
3-5 0 37 ( 10) 1 6 
6-8 3? 44(8) 6(2) 1 
9-11 53 ( 1) .1 0(4) 
PAR. 3? 51(9) 0 0 ( 1 ) 
Table L.13. Justification sco~es in the -R-P condition 
-R-P AGE M NP Pll NO 
- ·--------
3-5 0 12(18) 0(4) 8(22) 
6-8 8 13(10) 0 ( 19) 5(9) 
9-11 17 18(11) 0(10) 4 ( 4) 
PAR. 19 31 ( 8) 0 4(2) 
Table L.14. Justification sco~es in the R OR P condition 
I R OR P AGE R p PH NO 
..... 
"'-J 
0 3-5 22 13(14) 13 1(1) I 
6-8 46 7(3) 7 1 
9-11 54 4 ( 1 ) 4 1 
PAR. 57 3(4) 0 0 
Table L.l5 Analysis-o~-variance summarv table comparing 
age group. +/- referential and +/- pragmatic conditions 
for correct choice scores. 
Source 
Between Subjects 
age 
error 
Within Subjects 
+1- referential 
age X +/- ref 
error 
+/- pragmatic 
age X +/- prag 
error 
+/- ref X +/- prag 
age X ref X prag 
error 
Sum ot 
Squares 
80.98 
29.20 
51.78 
342.01 
90.25 
6.97 
48.78 
26.27 
15.83 
68.91 
6.25 
5.84 
72.91 
d. t 
63 
3 
60 
192 
1 
3 
60 
1 
3 
60 
1 
3 
60 
Mean 
Squares 
9.73 
0.86 
90.25 
2.32 
0.81 
26.27 
5.28 
1.15 
6.25 
l. 95 
1. 22 
., p 
11.28 <.001 
111.01 <.001 
2.86 <.05 
22.87 <.001 
4.59 <.01 
5.14 <.05 
1.60 n.s 
Table L.16A Analysis-of-variance summary table showing 
the effects of age group on correct +R-P scores. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 50.11 63 
age 11.80 3 3.93 6.16 <.001 
error 38.31 60 0.64 
Table L.16B Studentised Newman-Keuls test of multiple 
comparisons showing the effects of age group on correct 
+R-P scores. 
mean condition 3-5 6-8 9-11 adult 
3-5 
6 ... 8 • 
9-11 • 
adult • 
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Table L.l7 Analysis-of-variance summarv table showing 
the etfect3 of age grouc on correc~ -R+P scores. 
Source Sum of d. t Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 93.00 63 
age 3.38 3 1.13 0.75 n.s 
error 89.63 60 1.49 
Table L.18 Analysis-of-variance summary table showing 
the effec~s of age group on 'silly' verses performative 
bias scores in the -R-P condition. 
Source Sum of d.f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 318.00 64 
'silly'/perf.bias 3.78 1 3.78 0.99 n.s 
age X silly/perf. 85.34 3 28.45 7.46 <.001 
error 228.88 60 3.82 
Table L.19 Analysis-of-variance summary table comparing 
referential and pragmatic choices in the R OR P condition. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 462.00 64 
ref./prag. 344.53 1 344.53 201.43 <.001 
age X ref./prag. 14.84 3 4.95 2.89 <.05 
error 102.63 60 1. 71 
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T3ble L.10 Analysis-o~-variance summary table comparing 
referenc1al choices between R OR P and +R-P conditions. 
Source Sum ot d.t Mean p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 92.87 63 
age 18.81 3 6.27 5.08 <.005 
error 74.06 60 1.23 
Within Subjects 16.00 64 
R OR P/+R-P ( cond.) 0.03 1 0.03 0.12 n.s 
age X cond. 0.41 3 0.14 0.52 n.s 
error 15.56 60 0.26 
Table L.21 Analysis-of-variance summary table comparing 
referential and pragmatic justifications in the +R+P 
condition. 
Source 
Between Subjects 
age 
error 
Within Subjects 
ref/prag (justif.) 
age X ref/prag. 
error 
Sum of d. f 
Squares 
0.12 63 
0.01 3 
0.11 60 
22.03 64 
3.13 1 
4.41 3 
14.59 60 
Mean F p 
Squares 
0.00 2.22 n.s 
0.00 
3.13 i2.85 <.001 
1. 47 6.05 <.001 
0.24 
Table L.22 Analvsis-of-variance summarv table comoaring 
referential and other justifications in the +R-P condition. 
source Sum o.f d.f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 24.44 62 
-ref/other(justif.) 12.14 1 12.14 93.69 <. 001 
age X ref/other 4.78 3 l. 59 12.29 <.001 
error 7.52 58 0.13 
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Table L.~J Analysis-ot-vartance summary table showing 
the effec~s of aqe group on pragmatic justifications in the 
-R•P condition. 
Source Sum of cl. t Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 2.85 58 
age 0.30 3 0.10 2.14 n.s 
error 2.55 55 0.05 
Table L.24 Analysis-of-variance summary table comparing 
justifications in the -R-P condition. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 0.02 48 
age 0.00 3 0.00 0.50 n.s 
error 0.02 45 0.00 
Within Subjects 26.37 98 
mess/prag;none(just.) 2.63 2 1. 31 5.47 <. 01 
age X just. 2.10 6 0.35 1.45 n.s 
error 21.64 90 0.24 
Table L.25 Analysis-of-variance summarv table comparing 
referential and pragmatic justifications in the R OR P 
condition. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 2.02 60 ::: 
age 0.35 3 0.12 4.01 <.05 
error 1.67 57 0.03 
Within Subjects 20.22 61 
·. ref/prag( just.) 12.35 1 12.35 125.30 <.001 
age X just. 2.25 3 0.75 7.61 <.001 
error 5.62 57 0.10 
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APPENDIX M 
EXPERI~ENT 13: Comprehension ot pronominal reference as a 
function of lexical and pragmatic ambiguity. 
DATA 
Tables M.l-M.4 Choice ot doll in all five conditions 
(varying as a function of lexical 
marking and plausibility). 
Key: 
PL - choose plausible and lexically marked referent 
P - choose plausible referent 
L - choose lexically marked referent 
0 - choose neither plausible nor lexically marked 
S - choose 'somebody box' 
Tables M.5-M.8 Choice of doll for each trial in all 
five conditions. 
Key: 
l - lst mentioned doll 
2 - 2nd mentioned doll 
3 - unmentioned doll 
N - neither 
Tables M.9-M.l2 Choice totals for each subject 
Key: 
1 - 1st mentioned doll 
2 - 2nd mentioned doll 
0 - neither doll 
s - someone box 
Table M.13 Choice scores in all five conditions 
and in all four age groups. 
Table M.l4 Yes and no scores in all five 
conditions and in all four age groups. 
ANALYSES 
Table M.15 Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing age group, the five 
experimental conditions (lexical 
marking and plausibility) and choice 
of first verses second named doll. 
Table M.l6 Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing age group, +/- lexical and 
+/- pragmatic conditions · in correct 
choices of a doll. 
Table M.l7 Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing age group and pragmatic/ 
lexical/someone choices in the L or P 
condition. 
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Table M.1 Choices in the 3-5 year old group 
+P+L +P-L -IP+L -P-11... P V L 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
1 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 0 0 0 p p p L 
2 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 s 0 0 p p p p 
3 PL PL PL PL p p p p L 0 L L 0 0 0 0 p p p p 
4 0 0 PL 0 p 0 0 0 0 0 L L 0 0 0 0 0 L L 0 
5 PL Pl .. PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 0 0 0 p p p p 
6 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L 0 0 0 0 0 0 p p p p 
7 PL PL PL PL p p p p s L s s s s s 0 p p p p 
I 8 PL PL PL PL p p p p L 0 L 0 s 0 0 0 p p p p 
...- 9 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 0 0 0 p p p p ....... 
0\ 10 PL PL PL PL p p p p 0 L L L, 0 0 0 0 p p p p I 
11 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 0 0 s p p p p 
12 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 0 0 0 p p p p 
13 PL PL PL PL p p p p 0 0 L L 0 0 s s p p p p 
14 PL PL PL PL p p p p 0 L L L 0 0 0 0 p p p p 
15 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 0 0 0 p p p p 
16 PL PL PL PL p p p p L 0 L 0 0 0 s 0 p p p p 
\ 
Table M.2 Choices in the 6-8 rear old 9rou~ 
+P+L +P-L -P+L -P-L P V L 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
1 PL PL PL PL p p p p r. L L L 0 0 0 0 s p s p 
2 PL PL PL PL p p p p 0 L 0 L 0 0 s 0 p p p p 
3 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 s 0 0 s p p s 
4 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 0 0 0 p p p L 
5 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 5 0 0 0 L L p p 
6 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 0 0 0 L L p p 
7 PL PL PL PL p p p 0 L L L L 0 0 0 0 L p p L 
8 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 0 0 0 p p p p 
I 9 PL PL PL PL p p p p 0 L L L 0 0 0 0 p p p p 
...... 10 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 0 0 s p p p p 
...... 
...... 11 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 0 0 0 p p p p I 
12 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 0 0 0 L L L L 
13 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 0 s s p p L L 
14 PL PL PL PL p p p p 0 L L L 0 0 0 0 p p p p 
15 PL PL PL PL p p p p L 0 0 L 0 0 0 0 p p p p 
16 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 s s s s s s s 
Table M.3 Choices in the 9-11 year old grouE 
-tP-tL +P-L -P+L -P-L P V L 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
1 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 0 0 0 L L L L 
2 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 0 0 0 s s s s 
3 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 0 0 0 s s s s 
4 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 s s s s s L L 
~ PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
6 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 5 5 s s s p s s 
7 PL PL PL PL p p p p 1. L L L s s s s s s s s 
8 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L s s s s s s s s 
I 9 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L (. L s s s s s s s s 
...... 
....... 10 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 0 0 0 p s s s 00 
I 11 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L s s s s p p p p 
12 PL PL PL PL p 0 p 0 L L L L 0 0 0 0 s s s L 
13 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L 0 0 0 0 s L L L L 
14 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L s s s s s s s L 
15 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 s s s s s s s 
16 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 s 0 0 L L L p 
Table M.4 Choices in the parent group 
+P+L +P-L -P+L -P-L P V L 
5. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
1 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 5 5 s 0 5 s 5 5 
2 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 5 5 s 5 5 5 s 5 
3 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 5 5 s s 5 s s s 
4 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L s s 5 s L L L L 
5 PL PL PL PL p p p p I. L L L 5 0 s 5 L L L L 
6 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L 0 0 0 0 0 L L p L 
7 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L s 5 s s s s s s 
8 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 5 s 5 5 L L L L 
I 9 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 0 0 0 L L L I. 
...... 10 PL PL PL PL p 0 p p L L L 0 5 5 0 0 L L L L ...,a 
\0 11 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L s s s s s s s s I 
12 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L s s s 5 s s s s 
13 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 5 5 5 s L L L L 
14 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 5 5 5 5 p p p p 
15 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 5 s 5 0 p L L s 
16 PL PL PL PL p p p p L L L L 0 5 s s s s 5 s 
Table M.5 Choice of doll for the 3-5 ~ear old groue 
+P+L -tP-L -P-tL -P-L P V L 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 l 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 
2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 N 2 2 2 1 2 1 
3 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 
4 3 3 1 1 2 3 1 3 2 3 1 2 3 1 3 3 3 2 1 3 
5 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 
6 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 
7 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 N 2 N N N N N 2 1 2 1 2 
8 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 N 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 
9 2 1 2 1 . 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 
I 10 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 
...... 
(X) 11 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 N 1 2 1 2 0 
I 12 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 
13 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 N N 1 2 1 2 
14 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 
15 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 
16 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 JN 2 2 1 2 1 
Table M.6 Choice of doll for the 6-8 ~~L()!Q9!"Q!!e 
-tP-tL -tP-L -P-tL -P- L P V L 
5. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 l 2 1 2 2 l 1 2 N 1 N 1 
2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 l 1 2 2 N 1 1 2 1 2 
3 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 N 1 2 N 1 2 N 
4 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 
5 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 N 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 
6 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 
7 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 
8 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 
9 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 
I 10 2 
...... 
1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 N 1 2 1 2 
(X) 
...... 
11 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 
I 12 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 
13 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 N N 2 1 1 2 
14 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 
15 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 
16 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 N N N N N N N 
Table M.7 Choice of doll for the 9-11 ~ear old grou~ 
tPtL tP-L -PtL -P-L P V L 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 
2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 N N N N 
3 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 N N N N 
4 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 N N N N N 2 1 
5 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 N N N N N N N N 
6 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 N N N N N 1 N N 
7 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 N N N N N N N N 
8 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 N N N N N N N N 
I 9 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 N N N N N N N N ...... 
oc 10 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 N N N N 
I 11 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 N N N N 2 1 2 1 
12 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 N N N 1 
13 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 N 1 2 1 2 
14 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 N N N N N N N 1 
15 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 N N N N N N N 
16 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 N 2 1 2 1 2 2 
Table M.8 Choice of doll for the pa~ent gr~u~ 
+P+L +P-L -P+L -P-L P V L 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 N N N 2 N N N N 
2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 N N N N N N N N 
3 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 N N N N N N N N 
4 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 N N N N 1 2 1 2 
s 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 N 2 N N 2 1 2 1 
6 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 
7 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 N N N N N N N N 
8 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 N N N N 1 2 1 2 
I 9 1 2 1 2 .2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 ...... 
Ol 10 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 N N 1 2 1 2 1 2 w 
I 11 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 N N N N N N N N 
12 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 N N N N N N N N 
13 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 N N N N 2 1 2 1 
14 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 N N N N 2 1 2 1 
15 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 N N N 2 1 1 2 N 
16 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 N N N N N N N 
Table M.9 Choice of doll totals for each subject in the 3-5 ~ear old 
groue 
3-5 YEARS BOT II i-P i-L NONE CONFLICT 
1 2 0 s 1 2 0 5 1 2 0 s 1 2 0 5 1 2 0 s 
1 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 3 1 0 0 
2 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 3 0 1 2 2 0 0 
3 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 4 0 0 2 2 0 0 
4 2 0 2 0 1 1 2 0 1 2 1 0 1 0 3 0 1 1 2 0 
5 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 2 2 0 0 
6 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 3 1 0 0 2 2 0 0 
1 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 3. 0 1 0 3 2 2 0 0 
8 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 4 0 0 o. 0 3 0 1 2 2 0 0 
I 9 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 () 2 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 2 2 0 0 
..... 10 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 () 1 3 0 0 1 3 0 0 2 2 0 0 00 
~ 11 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 3 0 1 2 2 0 0 I 
12 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 2 2 0 0 
13 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 2 2 0 0 
14 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 1 3 0 o. 1 3 0 0 2 2 0 0 
15 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 2 2 0 0 
16 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 2 2 0 0 
Table M.10 Choice of doll totals for eacta sulJi~~t_ in ttaa b-U year old 
group 
6-8 YEARS BOTH tP tL NONE CONFLICT 
1 2 0 s 1 2 0 s 1 2 0 s 1 2 0 s 1 2 0 s 
1 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 
2 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 2 2 0 0 
3 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 0 2 
4 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 3 1 0 0 
5 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 3 0 1 2 2 0 0 
6 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 2 2 0 0 
'I 2 2 0 0 1 3 0 0 2 2 0 {I 1 3 0 0 2 2 0 0 
I 8 2 2 0 u 2 2 0 0 2·2 () 0 0 4 () u 2 2 () 0 
..... 
00 
Vl 
9 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 1 3 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 
I 10 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 1 0 1 2 2 0 0 
11 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 
12 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 
13 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 0 
14 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 3 1 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 
15 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 
16 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 4 
Table M.l1 Choice of doll totals for each subject in the 9-11 ~ear old 
grou~ 
9-11 YEARS BOTH +P +L NONE CONFLICT 
1 2 0 s 1 2 0 s 1 2 0 s 1 2 0 s 1 2 0 s 
1 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 1 3 0 0 2 2 0 0 
2 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 
3 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 
4 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 3 1 1 0 2 
5 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 
6 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 0 3 
7 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 u 0 0 u 0 4 0 0 0 4 
8 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 u 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 
I 9 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 
...-
(X) 10 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 1 0 0 3 
0\ 
I 11 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 2 0 0 
12 2 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 1 0 0 3 
13 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 1 3 0 0 1 2 0 1 2 2 0 0 
14 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 0 3 
15 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 .2 2 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 4 
16 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 3 0 0 
Table M.12 Choice of doll totals for each subject in the ~arent 
group 
Parent BOTH .-p .-L NONE CONFLICT 
1 2 0 s 1 2 0 s 1 2 0 s 1 2 0 s 1 2 0 s 
1 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 u 1 0 3 0 0 0 4 
2 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 
3 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 
4 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 2 0 0 
5 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 3 2 2 0 0 
6 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 4 0 0 1 3 0 0 
., 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 u 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 
8 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 u 0 0 0 0 4 2 2 0 0 
I 9 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 2 2 0 0 
....... 
CXl 10 2 2 0 0 3 1 0 0 1 3 0 0 1 1 0 2 2 2 0 0 
-...J 
I 11 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 
12 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 
13 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 2 0 0 
14 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 2 0 0 
15 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 3 2 1 0 1 
16 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 4 
Table M.13 Total correct choices 
+P+L +P-L -P-L -P-L RVP 
AGE PL p L SOMEBODY BOX p L 
3-5 61 61 48 9 59 3 
6-8 64 63 58 9 43 13 
9-11 64 62 63 36 7 15 
PAR. 64 63 62 50 6 29 
TOTALS: 253 249 231 104 115 60 
I 
...... Table M.14 Yes and no totals 00 
00 
I 
+P+L +P-L -P-L -P-L RVP 
AGE y N y N y N y N y N 
3-5 32 30 26 36 30 30 9 43 32 30 
6-8 32 32 31 33 34 30 19 36 30 26 
9-11 32 32 30 34 31 33 5 23 12 10 
PAR. 32 32 33 31 30 34 l 13 16 18 
TOT: 128 126 120 134 125 127 34 115 90 84 
Table M.15 Analy~i~-ot-va~iance ~umma~y t:able looking at: 
tne ettect: ot condit:ions on choice of fi~st: ve~~es second 
named doll. 
Source 
Bet:ween Subject:s 
age 
error 
Wit:hin Subject:s 
condition 
age X condition 
error 
first/second 
age X 1st/2nd 
error 
cond. X 1st/2nd 
age X cond X l/2 
error 
Sum of 
Squares 
68.39 
18.49 
49.88 
448.41 
71.85 
47.87 
127.68 
8.56 
l. 41 
30.84 
43.15 
8.70 
108.35 
d. f 
63 
3 
60 
576 
4 
12 
240 
l 
3 
60 
4 
12 
240 
Mean 
Squares 
6.16 
0.83 
17.96 
3.99 
0.53 
8.56 
0.47 
0.51 
10.79 
0.73 
0.45 
F p 
7.41 <.001 
33.77 <.001 
7.50 <.001 
16.65 <.001 
0.91 n.s 
23.89 <.001 
1.61 n.s 
Table M.l6 Analysis-of-variance summary table looking at 
the effect of conditions on correct choices. 
Source 
Between Subjects 
age 
error 
Within Subjects 
+/- pragmatic 
age X +/- prag. 
error 
+/- lexical 
age X +/- lex .• 
error 
pragmat. X lexic. 
age X pragmat. X 
lexic. 
error 
Sum of 
Squares 
85.16 
35.64 
49.52 
389.25 
108.94 
28.23 
33.58 
67.04 
11.57 
37.14 
59.10 
12.32 
31.33 
d. f 
63 
3 
60 
192 
l 
3 
60 
l 
3 
60 
l 
3 
60 
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Mean 
Squares 
11.88 
0.83 
108.94 
9.41 
0.56 
67.04 
3.86 
0.62 
59.10 
4.11 
0.52 
F p 
14.39 <.001 
194.67 <.001 
16.82 <.001 
108.29 <.001 
6.23 <.001 
113.19 <.001 
7.67 <.001 
Table M.l7 Analisis-ot·variance summarl table com2artng 
age grouE and tl2e or choices (2raQmatic/lex1cal~'someone'! 
in the L OR P condition. 
Source Sum or d.f Mean F p 
Squares Squares. 
Between Subjects 1.88 63 
age 0.63 3 0.02 1.00 n.s 
error 1.25 60 0.02 
Within Subjects 560.67 128 
prag/lex/one(choice) 24.39 2 12.19 4.66 <.05 
age X choice 222.53 6 37.09 14.19 <.001 
error 313.75 120 2.62 
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APPENDIX N 
EXPERIMENT 14: Understanding definite reference as 
a func~1on of principle c of binding theory and pragmatic 
context. 
DATA 
Table N.l 
Table N.2 
Table N.3 
Tables N.4-N.8 
Tables N.9-N.l2 
Tables N.l3-N.l7 
Tables N.l8-N.22 
Key: 
Sentences used as experimental stimuli 
for older subjects. 
Sentences used as experimental stimuli 
for 3 to 8 year old subjects. 
Post-experimental questionnaire given 
to adult: subjects. 
Non-identity 
responses for 
implausible 
anaphoric and 
both tangible 
inward and outward 
neutral. plausible and 
conditions as well as 
cataphoric conditions in 
and intangible groups. 
Non-identity yes and no responses for 
neutral. plausible and implausible 
conditions as well as anaphoric and 
cataphoric conditions in both tangible 
and intangible groups. 
Unrestricted backward anaphora inward 
and outward responses and yes and no 
responses for neutral. plausible and 
implausible conditions as well as 
anaphoric and cataphoric coriditioris in 
both tangible and intangible groups. 
Unrestricted forward anaphora inward 
and outward responses and yes and no 
responses for neutral. plausible and 
implausible conditions as well as 
anaphoric and cataphoric conditions in 
both tangible and intangible groups. 
0 Outside referent I - Inside referent 
y Yes N 
Table N.23 
No u Unsure 
Memory errors from adult subjects in 
neutral. plausible and implausible 
conditions for experimental and filler 
stories. 
E = Error on memory and/or control question. 
Table N.24 Post-experimental questionnaire 
answers from adult subjects 
Key: A = answer a. B = answer b. C = answer c. 
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Table N.:!5 
Table N.26 
Table N.27 
Table N.28 
Table N.29 
Table N.30 
Table N.31 
Non-identity outward scores 
experimental condition for 
subject groups 
in each 
all five 
Backward anaphora 
each experimental 
five subject groups 
outward scores in 
condition for all 
Forward anaphora 
each experimental 
five subject groups 
outward 
condition 
Non-identity yes scores 
experimental condition for 
subject groups 
Backward anaphora yes scores 
experimental condition for 
subject groups 
Forward anaphora yes scores 
experimental condition for 
subject groups 
scores in 
for all 
in each 
all five 
in each 
all five 
in each 
all five 
Total memory scores in neutral, 
plausible· and implausible conditions 
for parent and student groups. 
Key: T = Tangible group N = Intangible group 
Table N.32 
ANALYSES 
Table N.33 
Table N.34 
Table N.35-N.39 
Table N.40 
Table N.4l-N.45 
Total qu~stionnaire scores 
Analysis-of-variance summary 
showing the effects 
neutral verses plausible 
implausible conditions on 
non-identity scores. 
table 
of 
verses 
outward 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing subject group and plausible 
verses neutral conditions on outward 
non-identity scores. 
Analysis-of-variance summary tables 
comparing plausible and neutral 
conditions on outward non-identity 
scores (each subject group 
separately) . 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing subject group and 
implausible verses neutral conditions 
on outward non-identity scores. 
Analysis-of-variance summary tables 
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Table N.46 
Table N.47 
Table N.48 
Table N.49 
Table N.SO 
Table N.SlA 
Table N.SlB 
Table N.52 
Table N.53 
comparing implau51ble and neutral 
conditions on outward non-identity 
scores (each subject group 
separately). 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing subject group. neutral/ 
plausible/implausible conditions and 
anaphoric/cataphoric conditions on 
outward non-identity scores. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
showing the effects of anaphoric 
verses cataphoric conditions on 
outward non-identity scores in the 
neutral condition. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
showing the effects of anaphoric 
verses cataphoric conditions on 
outward non-identity scores in the 
plausible condition. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
showing the effects of anaphoric 
verses cataphoric conditions on 
outward non-identity scores in the 
implausible condition. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
compari-ng- age group. neutral/ 
plausible/implausible conditions. 
anaphoric/cataphoric conditions and 
tangible/intangible conditions on 
outward non-identity scores. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
showing the effects of 
subject group on outward unrestricted 
backward anaphora (UBA) scores in the 
neutral condition. 
Studentised Newman-Keuls test of 
multiple comparisons showing the 
effects of subject group on outward 
UBA scores in the neutral condition. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
showing the effects of 
subject group on outward UBA scores in 
the plausible condition. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
showing the effects of 
subject group on outward UBA scores in 
the implausible condition. 
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Table N.54 
Table N.55 
Table N.56 
Table N.57 
Table N.58 
Table N.59 
Table N.60 
Table N.61 
Tables N.62-N.65 
Table N.66 
Analy31s-~~-var1ance 
comparing subjec~ 
anaphoric/cataphoric 
outward UBA scores. 
summacy table 
gcoup and 
conditions on 
Mann-Whitney tes~ showing the ettec~s 
ot tangibili~y for 9-11 year olds in 
~he plausible-cataphoric condition. 
Analysis-~f-variance summary table 
comparing subject group and neu~ral/ 
plausible/implausible conditions on 
unrestricted forward anaphora (OF~) 
scores. 
Analysis-~f-variance 
comparing subject 
anaphoric/cataphoric 
outward UFA scores. 
Analysis-of-variance 
comparing subject 
plausible/implausible 
non-identity verses 
scores. 
Analysis-of-vaciance 
comparing subject 
plausible/implausible 
non-identity verses 
scores. 
Analysis-of-variance 
comparing subject 
plausible/implausible 
UFA verses UBA outward 
SUDL\Dary 
group 
conditions 
table 
and 
on 
summary table 
group. neutral/ 
conditions and 
UBA outward 
summary table 
group. neutral/ 
conditions and 
UFA outward 
summary table 
group. neutral/ 
conditions and 
scores. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing subject group. neutral/ 
plausible/implausible conditions and 
anaphoric/cataphoric conditions on Yes 
scores in the non-identity condition. 
Analysis-of-variance summary tables 
showing the effects of neutral verses 
plausible verses · implausible 
conditions on Yes scores in the 
non-identity condition. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing age group. neutral/ 
plausible/implausible conditions. 
anaphoric/cataphoric conditions and 
tangible/intangible conditions on Yes 
scores in the non-identity condition. 
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Tables N.67A-N.70B Chi-square tests comparing multiple 
choice responses on the 
post-experimental questionnaire. 
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Table N.l Sentence-pairs and guestions used for older 
sub1ec~s. ( tn the tangible condition all referent pairs 
were Jane and Susan). 
X ~ Name of one of the individuals mentioned in the 
sentence-pair. 
A. NEUTRAL PRAGMATICS. 
ANAPHORIC CONTEXT. 
Non-iden~itv 
1. Susan was watching T.V. She didn't know why Jane felt so 
sad. 
Was it X that didn't know? 
Was X watchi~g TV? 
Was X feeling sad? 
2. John was reading a book. He was happy that Peter had 
passed the exam. 
Was it X that was happy? 
Was X reading a book7 
Was it X who passed the exam? 
3.James was washing his face. He felt worried when Mike 
dried his hands. 
Was it X who was feeling worried? 
Was it X who was washing his face? 
Was X drying his hands? 
4. Carol · was· "clapping her hands. She wanted to smi·le as ,.,,. 
Mandy watched the clown. 
Was it X that wanted to smile? 
Was X clapping her hands? 
Was X watching the clown? 
Unrestricted Backward Anaphora 
5. Sally was at home. Before she lit the candle Lisa 
locked the door. 
Did X light the candle? 
Was X at home? 
Did X lock the door? 
6.Geoff was 
looked at the 
Was X sitting 
Was X getting 
Did X look at 
OR 
getting into 
picture. 
down? 
into a car? 
the picture? 
a car. As he sat down Norman 
5.Janet held up a bat. After she picked up the ball, Laura 
stood by the net. 
Did X pick up the ball? 
Did X hold up a bat7 
Did X stand by the net? 
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6.Gordon was opening the cupboard. 
tins. Ken scratched his head. 
Did X coune the tins? 
Did X open the cupboard1 
Did X scratch his head? 
Unrestricted Forward Anaphora 
While he counted the 
7. Janet held up a bat. After Laura picked up . the ball, _she 
stood by the net. 
Did X stand by the net? 
Did X hold up a bat? 
Did X pick up a ball? 
8. Gordon was opening the cupboard. While Ken 
the tins. he scratched his head. 
Did X scratch his head? 
Did X open the cupboard? 
Did X count the tins? 
OR 
counted 
7. Sally was at home. Before Lisa lit the candle. she 
locked the door. 
Did X lock the door? 
Was X riding a bike? 
Did X light the candle? 
8.Geoff was getting into a car. 
picture he sat down. 
Did X sit down? 
Was X getting into a car? 
Did X·look at the:picture? 
CATAPHORIC CONTEXT. 
Non-identity 
As Norman looked at the 
9. She found a chair when Jane had finished her tea. Mary 
was 10 years old. 
Did X find a chair? 
Did X finish her tea? 
Was X lD years old? 
10. He felt tired as Simon fed the cat. David was drawing 
a picture. 
Did X feel tired? 
Did X feed the cat? 
Was X drawing a picture? 
11. He tidied the room after Timmy drank some coffee. Fred 
had a younger sister. 
Did X tidy the room? 
Did X drink some coffee? 
Did X have a younger sister? 
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l~.She swam slowly before Cindy went to the shops. Polly 
was going out at 6 o'clock. 
Was X 3Wimming slowly~ 
Did X go to the shops~ 
Was X going out at 6 o'clock? 
Unrestricted Backward Anaphora 
lJ. When she got home Susan watched the film. Linda made a 
cake. 
Did X get home? 
Did X watch the film?. 
Did X make a cake? 
l4.As he cut the paper,Don looked at the door. Sammy could 
hear the music. 
Did X cut the paper? 
Did X look at the door~ 
Did X hear the music? 
OR 
lJ.After she got up, Jessica opened the drawer. Sharon 
looked at the clock. 
Did X get up? 
Was X opening the drawer? 
Did X look at the clock? 
l4.Before he stood up, Billy tapped the table. Andy mended 
a clock. 
Did X stand up? 
Was X tapping the table? 
Was X men~ing a clock? 
Unrestricted Forward Anaphora 
l5.After Jessica got up, she opened the drawer. Sharon 
looked at the clock. · 
Did X open the drawer? 
Was X getting up? 
Did X look at the clock? 
l6.Before Billy stood up, he tapped the table. Andy mended 
a clock. 
Did X tap the table? 
Was X standing up? 
Was X mending a clock? 
OR 
15. When Susan watched the film, she got home. Linda made a 
cake. 
Did X get home? 
Did X watch the film?. 
Did X make a cake? 
16.As Don cut the paper, he looked at the door. Sammy 
could hear the music. 
Did X look at the door? 
Did X cut the paper? 
Did X hear the music? 
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B. ~0~-tDE~~I~Y PLA~SIBLE. 
A~APHCR!~ C~~~E3~. 
Non-idenc:.c·' 
li. P~t:ec was on the beach. Be built a sandcastle while 
Paul was paddling. 
Did X build a sandcastle~ 
Was it X that was on the beach~ 
Was X paddling~ 
18. Pam had looked evecywhece. She saw whece Janet was 
hiding. 
Was it: X that: saw the hiding~ 
Did X look everywhere1 
Was X hiding:' 
l9.Julie was holding the map. She looked at: the castle as 
Emma danced at the disco. 
Was X looking at: the castle1 
Was X holding the map1 
Was X dancing at: the disco1 
~O.Barry lit the fire. He picked up the coal when Ricky 
sat in a restaurant. 
Did X pick up the coal1 
Did X light the fire:' 
Did X sit in a restaurant1 
Unrestricted Backward Anaohora 
~l. Jack was singing loudly. As 
took ~-ri~- as"pirin. 
Did X have a headache1 
Was X singing loudly:' 
Did X take an aspirin1 
he had a headache Philip 
-
22.Dawn was whispecing. As she made a noise, Judy stamped 
hec foot. 
Was X making a noise? 
Was X whispering? 
Was X stamping hec foot1 
OR 
2l.Lee was climbing a ladder. As he sat down, Bobby folded 
his arms. 
Was X sitting down? 
Was X climbing a ladder1 
Was X folding his arms? 
22.Tracy was hiding. When she opened the present, Donna 
jumped for joy. 
Was X opening the present? 
Was X hiding'? 
Was X jumping for joy? 
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Unr~~~~~c~ed For~ard ~naphora 
~J.~~~ wa~ cl~mb~ng a laaaer. As Bobby sac down. ~e rolaed 
his ar:n.s. 
Wa.s ~ folding his armsZ 
Wa.s ~ climbing a laaderZ 
Wa.s ~ .sic:ing downZ 
~~.Tracy wa.s hiding. When Donna opened the present. she 
jumped for joy. 
Wa.s ~ jumping for joyZ 
Wa.s :< hiding:' 
Wa.s :< opening che pre.senc:' 
OR 
~3. Jack wa.s singing loudly. As Philip had a headache.he 
took an aspirin. 
Did X cake an aspirin~ 
Was X singing loudly~ 
Did X take an aspirin~ 
~~-Dawn was whispering. As Judy made a noise. she stamped 
her fooc. 
Was X stamping her foot~ 
Was X whispering:' 
Was X making a noise? 
CAT.-\PHORIC CONTEXT. 
Non-identitv 
25 ~- He. came in ·when· Tom- was going out. Carl took off ~is­
coat. 
Was X coming in:' 
Was X going out:' 
Did X take off his coat? 
26. She was fast asleep while Sara was dancing. Mel was 
wearing pyjamas. 
Was· X fast asleep'? 
Was X dancing:' 
Was X wearing pyjamas~ 
2i.She danced gracefully as Louisse climbed the hill.Suzie 
stretched her arms. 
Was X dancing gracefully? 
Was X climbing the hill? 
Was X stretching her arms? 
28. He counted the money when Don was skating. Harry was 
holding a piggy-bank. 
Was X counting the money? 
Was X skating? 
Was X holding a piggy-bank'? 
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Unreseric~ed Backward Anachora 
:~. When he c~rew the ball David broke a window. 
was reading a book. 
Did X throw the ball? 
Did X brake a window? 
Was X reading a book? 
Joseph 
30.As she put the toys away, Anna tidied the bedroom. 
Lizzie was making a mess. 
Was X putting the toys away? 
Was X tidying the bedroom? 
Was X making a mess? 
OR 
29.While he ate the chocolate. Jim dirtied his mouth. 
Terry steered the boat. 
Did X eat the chocolate? 
Did X dirty his mouth? 
Did X steer the boat? 
30.Before she went to bed. Nicola read a story. Katy woke 
up. 
Did X go to bed? 
Did X read a story? 
Did X wake up? 
Unrestricted Forward Anaphora 
3l.While Jim ate the chocolate. he dirtied his mouth. Terry 
steered the boat. 
Did X dirty his mouth? 
Did ~ eat the chocolate? 
Did X steer the boat1 
32.Before Nicola went to bed. she read a story. Katy woke 
up. 
Did X read a story? 
Did X go to bed? 
Did X wake up? 
OR 
31. When David threw the ball he broke a window. Joseph 
was reading a book. 
Did X brake a window? 
Did X throw a ball? 
Was X reading a book? 
32.As Anna put the toys away, she tidied the bedroom. 
Lizzie was making a mess. 
Was X tidying the bedroom? 
Was X putting the toys away? 
Was X making a mess? 
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C. :"JC='l- I~E~:-:" :-:-·;· t:-1Pt.At:S :BtZ. 
A~IAPHCR.:•.: :·:~r:-z::7. 
:"Jon-i.dent::.-:·· 
JJ. Susan ~a3 t~cked up in bed. She was very cold when Lisa 
was s~and~ng in the snow. 
Was X very cold': 
Was X tucked up in bed~ 
Was X s~anding in the snow; 
3~.Simon was si~~ing indoors. He hur~ his arm when Derek 
fell off the bike. 
Did X hur~ his arm: 
Was X sitting indoors: 
Did X fall off the bike~ 
35.Garry was carrying a heavy box. He was waving his arms 
when Russell saw the football ·match. 
Was X waving his arms~ 
Was X carrying a heavy box: 
Did X see the football match? 
36.!eresa had no money. She bought a ticket before Wendy 
got in the train. 
Was X buying a ticket~ 
Was it X who had no money~ 
Was X getting in the train? 
Unres~ricted Backward Anachora 
37. Marion pu~ her slippers on. When she went ups~airs Jill 
was ~u~~ing the grass. 
Did X go ups~airs: 
Did X pu~ her slippers on: 
Was X cutting the grass: 
38.Rober: had an early night. When he shu~ the cur~ains, 
Gavin went to a party. 
Did X shu~ the cur~ains7 
Did X have an early night? 
Did X go to a par~y: 
OR 
37.Heather was walking the dog. 
corner, Joan was sunbathing. 
Was X turning the corner? 
Was X walking the dog: 
Was X sunbathing? · 
As she turned the 
38.Matthew bought a shirt. When he took out some money, 
Charlie swam quickly. 
Did X take out some money? 
Did X buy a shirt1 
Did X swim quickly; 
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Gnr~s~ric~~d Forward Anaphora 
J9.Heatn~r was walklng the dog. As Joan was sunbathing. 
she turned the corner. 
Was X turning the corner~ 
Was X walking the dog~ 
Was X sunbathing~ 
40.Matthew bought a shirt. When Charlie swam quickly, he 
took out some money. 
Did X take out some money7 
Did X buy a shirt7 
Did X swim quickly? 
OR 
39. Marion put her slippers on. When Jill was cutting the 
grass. she went upstairs. 
Did X go ups~airs7 
Did X put her slippers on~ 
Was X cutting the grass? 
40.Robert had an early night. When Gavin went to a party, 
he shut the curtains. 
Did X shut the curtains? 
Did X have an early night~ 
Did X go to a party? 
CATAPHORIC CONTEXT. 
Non-identitv 
41. She. was very-' hungry when Karen missed breakfast.· Paula-
had eaten 6 slices of toa·st. 
Was X very hungry? 
Had X missed breakfast? 
Had X eaten 6 slices of. toast? 
4:. He was very hot when Ian sat in the sun. Mark was 
slipping on the ice. 
Was X very hot? 
Did X sit in the sun? 
Did X slip on the ice? 
43.She drove a car as Andrea travelled 69 miles. Gillian 
was going for a walk. 
Was X driving a car? 
Was X travelling 69 miles? 
Was X going for a walk? 
44. He was 
Dominic had 
Was X very 
Did X lift 
Had X done 
very tired after Lenny 
done nothing all day. 
tired? 
the weights? 
nothing all day? 
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lifted the weights. 
Cn~escr~c:ed Backwa~d Anaoho~3 
~~. A3 sn~ made cea Bet:y sc~od on her head. J~~l pu: the 
kettle on. 
Was X making tea~ 
Did X stand on her head~ 
Did X pu: the kettle on~ 
46.When he passed the e~am. Sen felt a failure. Edward 
went out to celeb~ate. 
Did X pass the e~am~ 
Did X feel a failure~ 
Did X go out to celeb~ate~ 
OR 
45.As she caught a bus, Jackie stayed at home. Pippa payed 
for a ticke:. 
Did X catch a bus1 
Did X stay at home~ 
Was X paying fo~ a ticket~ 
46.While he drank some wine, Jeremy dived into the sea. 
Steven held a cup with both hands. 
was X drinking some wine~ 
was X diving into the sea1 
Was X holding a cup with both hands~ 
Unrestricted Fo~ward Anaoho~a 
4i.As Jackie stayed at ~ome, she caught a bus. 
for a ticket. 
Pippa paid 
Did X catch a bus~ 
Did X s:ay at home~ 
Was X paying for a ticket1 
48.While Jeremy dived into the sea, he drank some·wine. 
Steven held a cup with both hands. 
was X drinking some wine? 
Was X diving into the sea1 
Was X holding a cup with both hands1 
OR 
47. As Betty stood on her head, she made tea. Jill put the 
kettle on. 
was X making tea 
Did X stand on her head1 
Did X put the kettle on? 
48.When Ben passed the e~am, he felt a failure. 
took a test again. 
Did X feel a failure? 
Did X pass the exam? 
Did X take a test again? 
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Edward 
Table ~.: Sentence-pair3 and que9tions used tor younger 
subjec~3. r tn the tanqlble condition all reterent pairs 
were Jane and Su9an). 
X ~ Name ot one of the individuals men~ioned in ~he 
sentence-pair. 
Only the referen~ial questions are shown. 
A. NEUTRAL PRAGMATICS. 
ANAPHORIC CONTEXT. 
Non-identity 
l. Susan was watching T.V. She was singing as 
dancing 
Was X singing? 
Jane was 
2. John was reading. He was smiling as Pe~er was singing 
Was X smiling? 
3.James was clapping. He was jumping when Mike was happy 
Was X jumping? 
4.Carol was cooking. 
the kettle on 
Did X shut the door? 
She shut the door when Mandy put 
Unrestricted Backward Anaphora 
5. Sally was at home. When she cried Lisa opened the box 
Was X crying? 
6.Geoff was walking. As he smiled. Norman held a box. 
Was X smiling? 
OR 
5.Janet neld a ball. When she looked up Laura played a game 
Did X look up? 
6.Gordon sat down. When he saw a dog Ken clapped. 
Did X see a dog? 
Unrestricted Forward Anaphora 
7.Janet held a ball. When Laura played a game she looked up 
Did X look up? 
8. Gordon sat down. When Ken clapped he saw a dog 
Did X see a dog? 
OR 
7. Sally was at home. When Lisa opened the box she cried 
Did X cry? 
8.Geoff was walking. As Norman smiled, he held a box. 
Did X hold a box? 
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CATAPHORIC CONTEXT. 
Non-ident:itv 
9. She ate sweets when Jane watched the telly. Mary went 
outside. 
Did X eat sweets~ 
10. He smiled as Simon ted the cat. David fed the dog. 
Did X smile'? 
11. He sang as Timmy played. Fred was happy. 
Did X sing:' 
12.She drank the milk when Cindy came home. Polly was 
sitting. 
Did X drink the milk'? 
Unrestricted Backward Anaphora 
13. When she sat in bed Susan read a book. Linda had a 
drink. 
Did X sit in bed'? 
14.As he went upstairs Don whistled. Sammy carried a book 
Did X go upstairs? 
OR 
1J.When she got up Jessica washed. Sharon brushed her teeth 
Did X get up:' 
14.As he talked Billy ate dinner. Andy was playing. 
Did X talk:' 
Unrestricted Forward Anaohora 
15.When Jessica got up she washed. Sharon brushed her teeth 
Did X wash'? 
16. As Billy ate dinner he talked. Andy was playing. 
Did X talk:' 
OR 
15. When Susan read a book she sat up in bed. Linda had a 
drink. 
Did X sit up in bed'? 
16.As Don went upstairs he whistled. Sammy carried a book. 
Did X whistle'? 
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B. ~CN-!DE~T:~y PLACS!S~~­
A~APHCR!C CONTEXT. 
~on- iden t: i c·.-
Pecer cr~ed. He was sad when Paul was happy. 
Was X sad:' 
18. P3m was sleeping. 
jumping. 
Was X snoring:' 
She was snoring as Janee was 
19. Julie was skipping. She t'las in the garden when Emma was 
in bed. 
Was X in the garden:' 
~O.Barry was in the sun. He was hot when Ricky was in the 
snow. 
Was X hot:' 
Unrestricted Backward Ana~hora 
~l. Jack was noisy. As he was quiet Philip whispe~ed. 
Was X quiet:' 
2~.0awn was tall. As she was tiny Judy had to look up. 
Was X tiny:' 
OR 
~l.Lee was play~ng tennis. As he was in bed Bobby was ill. 
Was X in bed:' 
2~.TJ:acy wa.s --·reading. As she wore a swimsuit Donna was 
swimming. 
Was X wearing a swimsuit:' 
Unrestricted Forward Ana~hora 
23.Lee- was playing tennis. As Bobby was ill he sat down. 
Oid X sit dot•m:' 
2~.Tracy was reading. As Donna was swimming she wore a 
swimsuit. 
Did X wear a swimsuit:' 
OR 
23. Jack was noisy. As Philip whispered he was quiet. 
Was X quiet'? 
24.0awn was eall. As Judy was tiny she had to look up. 
Did X have to look up? 
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CATAPHORIC CONTEXT. 
~on-identJ.tv 
25. He went upstairs when Tom came downstairs. Carl was 
going to bed. 
Did X go upstairs~ 
26. She snored when Sara was skating. Mel was wearing 
pyjamas. 
Was X snoring:' 
27.She wrote as Louisse had a bath. Suzie held a pencil. 
Was X writing~ 
28. He screamed as Don was sleeping. Harry made a lot of 
noise. 
Did X scream:' 
Unrestricted Backward Anaphora 
29. When he was sick David cried. Joseph was clapping his 
hands. 
Was X sick~ 
30.As she was tidy Anna put the toys away. Lizzie made a 
mess. 
Was X tidy? 
OR 
29.When he was happy Jim smiled. Terry hurt his foot. 
Was X happy~ 
30.As she had a bike Nicola cycled to school. Katy had a 
car. 
Did X have a bike? 
Unrestricted Forward Anaphora 
3l.When Jim smiled he was happy. Terry hurt his foot. 
Was X happy~ 
32.As Nicola had a bike she cycled to school. Katy had a 
car. 
Did X cycle to school? 
OR 
31. When David was sick he cried. Joseph was clapping his 
hands. 
Did X cry? 
32.As Anna was tidy she put the toys away. Lizzie made a 
mess. 
Did X put the toys away? 
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~:. . ..:'!f~l- ::JE~r~::o•t t:'-1?!...;CS :sr.~ 
.;:;.;?!-!CR.:'.: C::~:-~:,~:0. 
:-Jon- i.den t: i. ~-,. 
33. susan was hoc. She puc on ~ome gloves wnen ~isa was in 
the snow. 
Did X puc on some gloves~ 
34.Simon was asleep. He laughed when Derek watched the 
clown. 
Did X laugh:' 
J5.Garry was happy. He cried when Russell got told off. 
Did X cry~ 
36.Teresa was dancing. She swam in the sea when Wendy was 
at the seaside. 
Did X swim in the sea~ 
Unrestricted Backward Anachora 
3i. Marion was wearing boots. When she made a snowman Jill 
put her slippers on. 
Did X make a snowman:' 
38.Roberc had a cold. Whan he sneezed Gavin went co a party 
Did X sneeze:' 
OR 
3i.Heather was sunbathing. As she got a suntan Joan pu~ on 
her coat:. 
Did X get a suntan:' 
38.Matthew was shopping. When he bought a new jumper 
Charlie had a bath. 
Did X buy a new jumper:' 
Unrestricted Forward Anachora 
39.Heacher was sunbathing. As Joan puc on her coat she got 
a suntan. 
Did X get a suntan:' 
40.Matthew was shopping. When Charlie had a oath he bought 
a new jumper. 
Did X buy a new jumper? 
OR 
39. Marion was wearing boots. When Jill put her slippers on 
she made a snowman. 
Did X make a snowman1 
40.Rooert had a cold. When Gavin went to a party he sneezed 
Did X sneeze~ 
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~~- S~e ~a~ v~ry hungry ~hen Karen ~ad no d:nner. 
h.ad ~~"c d:..nner3. 
~as ~ very h.ungr7~ 
4~. He wa~ ver7 hot when Ian ~ac in t~e ~un. Mark wa~ 
sn:.. 'ler :.ng. 
Wa~ X ver:' !lot:' 
4~.She at~ wh.en Andrea had her break!as:. Gillian went 
s~>~imming. 
Ole! X eat~ 
44. He wa~ ver? happy when ~enny wa~ on holiday. Canny 
t-~as working. 
Wa~ X very happy:' 
Unrestric~ed Backward Anaohora 
45. A~ she jumped Betty slept. Jill was playing. 
Did X jump~ 
46.When he painted Ben swam. Edward made a mess. 
Was X painting:' 
OR 
45.As she ran Jackie watched c~e telly. Pippa was out of 
breach. 
Did X run:' 
46.Whlle he had a bath Jeremy drove a car; Steven picked 
up some soap. 
Did X have a bath:' 
Unrestricted Forward Anaohora 
47.As Jack:..e watchea the t~lly she ran. Pippa was out of 
br~at~. 
Did X run:' 
48.While Jeremy drove a car he had a bath. Steven picked 
up some soap. 
Did X have a bath:' 
OR 
.47. As Betty slept she jumped. Jill was playing. 
Did X jump:' 
48.When Ben swam he painted. Edward made a mess. 
Was X painting:' 
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Table ~.J Pos~-exper1mental questionnaire that was given 
to the adult subjects. 
Tick the box that you think is appropriate. 
l. Did you find that the sen~ences were 
A complica~ed 
B okay 
C easy 
2. Do you ~hink that mos~ of the sentences were 
A very common 
B atypical 
C ambiguous 
3. Did you find the questions 
A okay 
B easy 
C difficult to answer 
4. Did you find that 
A you were bored and tired and couldn't think straight 
B you were able to concentrate all the way through. 
C you became tired and/or bored as the experiment 
progressed. 
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Table N.4 Non-identit~ inward (I) and outward ( 0) scores tor 
the 3-5 year old grou~ 
NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE OUTWARD IMPLAUSIBLE OUTWARD 
anaphor. cataphor. anaphor. cataphor. anaptaor. cataphor. 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
TANGIBLE 
1 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I I I I I u I I 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I I I I 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 I I 
5 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I I I I 
6 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 I I I I 
I 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I I I I I I ·~ o- 8 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I I 0 I I N 
I 
INTANGIBLE 
9 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 I 0 I I 
10 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 I I I I 
11 0 0 0 0 I I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I I I 
12 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 I I I I 0 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I I I I I I I 
14 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I I I I I 
15 I I I I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I I I I I 0 0 
16 I I 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I I 0 0 I 
Tab1e'N.5 Non-iden!l!Y inward (I) 'and outward ( 0) scores tor 
the 6-8 year <>!d grouP...!_ 
NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE OUTWARD IMPLAUSIBLE OUTWARD 
anaphor. cataphoi". anaphor. ca tapt.oi". ane~pt.oi". cataptaoi". 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
TANGIBLE 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 I I 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 I I I I I I 
2 0 0 0 I 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 I I I I I 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 I I I I 
4 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I I I I I 
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 I I I I 0 
I 6 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I I I I l 1-.l 
...... 1 0 0 0 0 I I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 I I I I I I w 
I 8 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I I 0 0 I I I I 
INTANGIBLE 
9 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 I I I I I I I I I I 
10 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I I 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 I I 0 I 
12 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I I I I I I I 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I I 0 0 0 I I I 
14 0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 I I I I I 
15 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I I 0 I I I I 
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I I 0 1 I 1 
Table N.6 Non-identit~ inward (I) ·and outward ( 0) scores for 
the 9-11 year old groue_:_ 
NIW'l'HAL PLAUSIBLE OlJ1'WAHD IMPLAUSIBLE OUTWAHD 
auaptaor. cataptaor. auaplaor. ca taptaor·. auaplaor. cataphor. 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 ) 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 ) 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
TANGIBLE 
1 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 I I 1 I 
3 0 I 0 0 I I I I 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I I 0 I 
4 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I I 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 I 0 I I I 
5 I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I I 
6 0 0 0 I I I 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I I I 0 0 0 I I I I I 
I 7 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 I I 0 I 
N 8 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 I I 0 0 I I I I 0 0 I ...... 
~ 
I 
INTANGIBLE 
9 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 I 0 I I 0 I I 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I I I I I I I 
11 0 0 0 0 1 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 I I 0 0 0 I I I 
12 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I I 
13 I 0 0 I I 0 I 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 I 0 I I I I I 
14 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I I 0 I I I 
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I I I I I I 
16 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 I I 0 I I I I I 
Table N.7 Non-identit~ inward ( I ) and outward ( 0, scores for 
the parent grou.E....:_ 
NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE OUTWARD IMPLAUSIBLE OUTWARD 
anaphor. cataphor. anaphor. catapt1or. anaphor. cataphor. 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
INTANGIBLE 
1 0 0 0 I 0 I I 0 0 I I 0 0 I I I 0 I 0 I I 0 I I 
2 0 0 0 0 I I I I 0 0 0 I I I 0 I I 0 I 0 I I I 1 
3 I 0 I I I I 0 I 0 I 0 0 I I I 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 I 
4 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 I 
5 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I I 0 I I I I 6 1-.J I 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 I 1 0 I I I I 0 
....-
7 6 0 0 I VI I 0 I I 0 I I I 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 I I I I I I 8 0 0 0 I 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I I 
9 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 I I 0 I 0 
10 1 0 0 I 0 0 I I I 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 I I I I I I I I 
11 1 0 0 0 0 I I I 0 0 0 I I 0 0 I I 0 0 0 I I I 0 
12 1 0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 I 0 I I 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I I I I 0 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I I I 0 I I I 
16 0 0 0 0 I I I 0 0 I 0 0 I I I 0 I 0 I 0 I I I 0 
I 
N 
o-
Cl' 
I 
Table N.8 Non-identity inward (I) a~d outward (0) scores for 
the student groue..:._ 
NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE OUTWARD IMPLAUSIBLE OUTWARD 
anaphor. cataphor. anaphor. cataphor. anaphor. cataphor. 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
IN'fANGIBLE 
1 0 0 0 I 
2 0 I I 0 
3 I I 0 0 
4 I 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 
11 0 I 0 0 
12 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 
14 0 0 0 0 
15 0 0 0 0 
16 0 0 0 0 
0 0 I I 
0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 I I 
I I 0 0 
0 I 0 0 
I I 0 0 
I 0 0 I 
0 0 I 0 
0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 
0 0 0 I 
0 I I 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 I 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 I 0 
0 I 0 0 
0 0 I I 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 I 0 
0 I 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 I 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 I 0 0 
I 0 I 0 
0 0 0 0 
I I I 0 
0 I 0 I 
0 I 0 0 
0 0 0 I 
0 I I 0 
I 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 I 
I 0 0 
I 0 0 0 
0 I 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 I 0 0 
0 0 I I 
0 0 0 0 
0 I 0 I 
I 0 0 0 
I I I I 
I 0 I 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 I 0 0 
I I I I 
0 0 0 I 
0 0 I 0 
I 0 I 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 I 0 0 
I I I 0 
0 0 I 0 
I 0 I 0 
0 I 0 I 
I 0 I I 
0 I 0 I 
I 0 0 0 
0 I 0 0 
I I 0 I 
I I I I 
0 0 0 0 
0 I 0 I 
I 0 I 0 
0 I 0 I 
0 0 0 I 
0 I 0 I 
Table N.9 Non-identity yes and no scores for the 6-8 year old 
group 
NEU1'RAL PLAUSIBLE OUTWARD IMPLAUSIBLE OUTWARD 
anaphor. cataphor. anaphor. cataptaor. anaptaor. cataphor. 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 ) 4 1 2 ) 4 1 2 ) 4 1 2 ) 4 1 2 ) 4 
TANGIBLE 
1 N Y N Y Y N N Y Y Y N N N y y y y y y N Y N Y N 
2 y N y y N Y Y N N Y N Y N Y N Y N y y y N Y N Y 
3 Y N Y N y N y y Y N Y N N Y N Y N Y Y N Y N Y N 
4 Y N Y N N N N Y Y N Y N Y N Y N Y Y N U N Y N Y 
5 N Y N Y Y N Y N Y N Y N U Y N Y N y y y N Y N N 
6 Y N Y N N Y Y N N Y N Y Y N Y N y y y y Y N Y N 
I 7 N Y N Y y N y y Y N 'i N N Y tJ N N N N Y N Y N Y 1'-.l 
..... 8 y y y N N N Y Y N Y N Y N 'i y y Y N N Y Y N Y N '-.J 
I 
INTANGIBLE 
9 Y N Y N N N N N Y N Y N Y N N Y Y N Y N N Y N Y 
10 N Y N Y Y Y N N Y N Y N y y y N y y y y N N tl Y 
11 N Y N Y N Y Y U N Y N Y N Y N Y N N Y Y N y y y 
12 N Y N Y N N Y Y N Y N Y Y N Y N N Y N Y Y N Y N 
13 Y N Y N N y y y N Y N Y Y U N N N Y Y N y y y N 
14 y N y y y y N y Y N Y N N Y N Y Y N N N N Y N Y 
15 Y N Y N Y Y N N N 'i N Y y y N y Y Y N N N Y N Y 
16 Y N Y N y N y y N Y tl Y Y N Y N y y N y N N Y N 
I 
Table N. 10 Non-ide!~_ti ty ~es a!ld no scores for the 9-11 year 
old group 
NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE OUTWARD IMPLAUSIBLE OUTWARD 
anaptaor. cataphor. auaphor. cataplaor. anaptaor. ca taptwr. 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
TANGIBLE 
1 y N y y N Y N N Y N Y N N Y N Y y y y y N Y N Y 
2 Y N Y N N N Y N y y y N Y N Y N y N y y N Y N Y 
3 y y y N Y N Y N N y y y N Y N N N Y N Y N y y y 
4 y y y N Y N N N N N Y Y Y N N N y y y y y y N y 
5 N N Y N N y y y N N N Y Y N Y N N Y N Y y y N y 
6 y N y y N Y Y N y y N y y y N y y N y y N Y N Y 
I 7 y y y N Y N N N N N Y N N Y N Y y y y y N y y y N 
,__ 
8 y y N y N Y N Y Y Y N N Y Y N N y y N y Y N N Y co 
I 
INTANGIBLE 
9 Y N Y N N N Y Y N y y y y y y N y y y y y y y N 
10 N Y N Y Y N Y N N Y N Y Y N Y N Y N Y N N Y N Y 
11 N Y N Y Y N N Y Y N Y N N Y N N Y N N Y y N y y 
12 Y N Y N N N N N Y N Y N N Y N Y y y y y y y y N 
13 Y Y N N y y y y y y N y Y N Y N y y y y N Y N Y 
14 Y N Y N N Y Y N N Y N Y Y N Y N y N y y Y N Y N 
15 Y N Y N N Y N Y N Y N Y Y N Y N y y y N Y N Y N 
16 N Y N Y N N N Y Y N Y N N N N Y N y y y N Y N Y 
Table N.11 Non-identit~ yes and no scores for th~arent 
grou~ 
NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE: OUTWARD IMPLAUSIBLE: OUTWARD 
anaphor. cataphor. anaphor. cataphor. anaptaor. cataphor. 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
INTANGIBLE: 
1 N Y N N Y Y N N N N Y Y N N Y N N N N N N N N Y 
2 Y N Y N Y N Y N y N y y N y y y N N N N N Y N Y 
3 y y y N N y y y y y y N N Y N N N Y N Y Y N N N 
4 N Y N Y N N Y Y y y N y Y N Y N Y N Y N N y y y 
5 N Y N Y Y Y N N N Y N Y Y N Y N N N Y N N N Y N 
I 6 Y Y N N N N Y N N Y Y N Y N Y U Y N N N N Y N N 
1'-.l 7 y y y N y y N y N y y Y·: y N y y N N N N N Y N Y 
...... 
\0 8 N Y N N Y N N Y NY NY· N N Y Y Y N Y N N N Y N I 
9 Y N Y N Y Y N N Y N Y N tl N N Y N N N N N N N N 
10 Y Y N N Y N N Y Y Y U N.· Y N N N Y N Y N N Y N Y 
11 N N Y N N N Y N y N y y N t1 Y Y N N Y N N Y N N 
12 y y N y Y N N Y Y N N N Y N N Y N N N N N N N Y 
13 Y N Y N N N Y Y N Y N Y N Y N Y Y N N N N N N N 
14 Y N Y N Y N Y N NY NY. N Y N Y N Y N Y Y N Y N 
15 Y N N N Y N Y N Y N Y N Y N Y N Y N Y N N N Y N 
16 N Y N Y y N y y y y y N. N Y N N N N N N N Y N N 
•rable N.12 Non-identit}'___J'es and no scores for the student 
group 
NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE OUTWARD IMPLAUSIBLE OUTWARD 
anaphor. cataphor. ant;tphor. cataptaor. araapt.or. ca tapt1or. 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
INTANGIBLE 
1 y N y y Y N N Y Y N Y N N U N Y N tl N Y N Y N N 
2 Y Y N N y N y y N y y y y y y y N Y Y N Y N N N 
3 Y N N Y N Y N Y y y y N tl Y N Y Y N Y N N N N N 
4 N N Y N Y N N Y Y N N Y N Y N tl N N N tl N N N N 
5 Y N Y N Y N N Y Y N Y N N N N N N U Y N N N N Y 
I 6 NY NY y y y N Y N N N y y y N Y N Y N N N N N N 
N 7 Y N Y N N Y Y N N N N Y y N y y N N U N U U Y N 0 
I 8 Y N Y N Y Y N N Y N Y N Y Y N tl N Y N Y N tl N Y 
9 N Y N Y N y y y Y N Y N y y N y N N N Y Y N N N 
10 Y N Y N N Y N Y Y N Y N N Y N Y Y N Y N y tl y tl 
11 y y y N N N Y N N Y N Y Y tl Y N N Y N N Y N Y tl 
12 Y N Y N y N y y y y N y y N y y Y N N tl N N N N 
13 N Y N Y N tl Y Y Y N Y N N N Y Y N N N N N N N N 
14 N Y N Y N Y N Y y y y N N N Y N Y N Y N N tl N N 
15 Y N Y N N N N Y N Y N Y N N N Y Y N Y N N Y N N 
16 Y N Y N Y N Y N Y N Y N Y N Y N N N N Y N N N N 
Table N.13 U!lrestr-i~~~-~--~~c~~ar-d_~~ae!lo~_~_!.!!~a!"_d arad o~!~~!d 
scores for tlte 3-5 year old gr-oue...:_ 
NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE OUTWARD IMPLAUSIBLE OUTWARD 
anaphor. cataphor. anapttor. cataphor-. anaphor. cataphor. 
s. 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 ~ 
TANGIBLE 
1 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I I 0 I I 
2 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I I I I 
3 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I I 
4 0 0 I I 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 
5 0 I I I 0 I 0 0 I I I I 
I 6 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I I I 
N 7 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 I 0 I I f',l 
,_ 8 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 I I I I 
INTANGIBLE 
9 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 I I I I 
10 I 0 I I 0 0 0 0 I I I I 
11 0 0 I I I I 0 0 I I I I 
12 0 I I 0 0 I 0 0 I I I I 
13 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I I I 
14 I 0 I I 0 I 0 0 I I I I 
15 I I I 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 I I 
16 I 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 I I 
Table N.14 Unrestricted Backw~rd_Auar~!!~!~ _ _l!!wa!d a!ad outward 
scores as well as ~es/~o scores for_ the 6-J!.__year old grouE..:_ 
NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE OUTWARD IMPLAUSIBLE OUTWARD 
anaphor. cataphor. araaphor. ca taptaor. anaptaor. cataptaor. 
s. 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
TANGIBLE 
1 0 0 NY I I YN 0 0 YN 0 I YY I I NY I I YN 
2 0 0 YN 0 I yy 0 0 NY: I 0 yy I I YN I I NY 
3 I 0 yy I 0 yy 0 I yy 0 0 YN 0 I yy I I YN 
4 0 I YY 0 0 YN 0 0 NY 0 0 NY I I YN I I NY 
5 0 0 NY I 0 yy 0 0 YN 0 I yy I I NY I I YN 
I 6 0 0 YN 0 1 yy 0 0 NY I'Y 1 0 yy I I YN I 1 NY 
I'Y 7 0 0 NY I 0 yy I 0 NN 0 I yy I I NY I 0 NN I'Y 
I 8 0 I YY 0 I yy 0 0 NY I 0 yy I I YN I I NY 
INTANGIBLE 
9 0 0 YN I 0 yy 0 0 NY 0 0 NY I I YN I I YN 
10 0 0 NY I I NY 0 0 YN 0 0 YN 0 I yy I I NY 
11 0 I YY I 0 yy I 0 yy I 0 yy I I YN I 0 yy 
12 I 0 yy 0 I yy 0 0 YN 0 0 YN I I NY I I NY 
13 0 I YY 0 0 NY 0 0 NY I 0 yy I I YN I I YN 
14 I 0 YY 0 1 yy 0 0 YN I 0 NN 0 1 YY I I NY 
15 0 0 YN 0 I NN 0 0 NY I 0 yy I 1 YN I I YN 
16 I 0 YY I 0 yy 0 I YY 0 0 YN I 1 NY I 1 NY 
Table N.l5 Unrestricted Backward Anae.!_aoi~__!_!!~ar~ and~utw~rd 
scores as we 11 a~-~~~~_!-~o scores for the 9-ll_year old 9roul!:.:_ 
NEUTRAl. PLAUSIBLE OUTWARD IMPLAUSIBLE OUTWARD 
anaptaor. ca tapho1·. anaphor. cataphor. araaptaor. cataptaot. 
s. 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
TANGIBLE 
1 0 0 NY I I YN 0 I yy 0 I NN I I NY I I YN 
2 0 0 YN I I NY 0 0 NY 0 0 YN 0 0 NY 0 I yy 
3 I I YN I 0 yy 0 0 YN I 0 yy I I NY I I YN 
4 0 I yy 0 0 YN 0 0 NY I I NY I 0 yy 0 I YY 
5 0 0 NY I 0 yy 0 0 YN I 0 YY I I NY I I YN 
I 6 0 0 YN 0 I YY 0 0 NY I 0 NN I 0 yy I I NY 
1--J 
7 N 0 0 NY I 0 yy 0 0 YN 0 0 NY I I NY I I YN 
w 
I 8 0 0 YN 0 I yy I 0 YY 0 0 YN I I YN 0 I YY 
INTANGIBLE 
9 0 0 YN I I NY 0 .0 NY I 0 yy I I YN I I YN 
10 0 0 NY I 0 yy 0 0 YN 0 0 YN 0 0 YN I 0 NN 
11 0 0 YN 0 I yy 0 0 NY 0 0 NY I 0 yy I I YN 
12 0 0 NY 0 0 NY 0 0 YN 0 0 YN I 0 NN 0 0 YN 
13 0 I yy I 0 NN I .0 yy 0 0 NY 0 I NN I I YN 
14 0 0 NY I I YN 0 0 YN 0 0 YN I I NY I 0 NN 
15 0 0 YN 0 I yy 0 0 NY 0 0 NY I I YN 0 I NN 
16 I 0 yy I I YN 0 0 YN 0 0 YN I I NY I I NY 
Table N.16 Unrestricted Backward Anaphora inward and outward 
scores as well as yes/no scores for the ~ren~-~---9-~e...:.. 
NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE OUTWARD IMPLAUSIBLE OUTWARD 
auaphor. cataphor-. anaphor. cataphor. anuphor. cataphor. 
s. 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
INTANGIBLE 
1 0 0 NY I I NY I 0 NN 0 I Ntl 0 I NN I I YN 
2 I I NY 0 I NN 0 0 NY 0 I YY 0 I yy I I NY 
3 I I YN I I NY I 0 NN 0 0 NY I I YN I 0 yy 
4 0 0 YN I I YN 0 0 NY 0 0 YN 1 1 NY I I NY 
I 5 0 I NN I I NY 0 0 YN 0 I NN u I UN I I YN 
N 6 0 I YY 0 I NN 0 0 NY I 0 NN I 0 NN I 0 NN ,_, 
.,... 7 0 I NN 0 u YU I 0 NN I 0 yy 0 I NN I 0 YY I 
8 0 I yy I I YN 0 0 NY 0 0 YN 0 I yy I 0 NN 
9 0 0 NY I 0 NN 0 0 YN 0 0 NY 0 I NN I I YN 
10 0 0 YN 0 0 NY 0 0 YN 0 I yy 0 0 YN I 0 NN 
11 0 0 NY I I NY I 0 NN I 0 NN 0 I NN I I YN 
12 0 0 YN 0 0 NY 0 0 NY I 0 rw 0 0 YN 0 lJ YlJ 
13 I I YN I I NY 0 0 YN 0 0 NY I I YN I I YN 
14 I 0 NN I I YN I 0 yy 0 I yy I I NY I I NY 
15 I I YN I I NY I 0 NN I I YN I I YN I I YN 
16 I I NY I I YN 0 0 NY 0 0 YN I I NY I 0 NN 
Table N.17 Unrestricted Backward Anaehora inward and outward 
scores as well as yes/no scores for the students grou~ 
NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE OUTWARD IMPLAUSIBLE OUTWARD 
anaphor. cataphor. anaphor. ca taplaor. anaplaor. cataptaor. 
s. 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
INTANGIBLE 
1 I I NY I I Ytl 0 I NN I I YN 0 I NN I 0 yy 
2 I I YN I I NY I l NY 0 I YY 0 I YY I I NY 
3 0 I yy I I Ytl 0 I NN 0 I NN 0 I NN I I YN 
4 I 1 YN l I NY I 0 NN I 0 NN l 0 NN l I NY 
I 5 I I NY I I YN I 0 yy I I YN I I YN I I YN 
1-...l 6 I I YN I I NY 0 0 YN 0 0 YN I I NY 0 I yy I·J 
V\ 7 0 I yy I I YN 0 0 NY I 0 YY I 0 yy I I YN I 
8 0 0 NY I I NY I 0 NN I 0 NN I 0 NN I I NY 
9 I I NY I I YN 0 I NN 0 I NN 0 I NN I I YN 
10 0 0 NY I I NY 0 0 YN 0 0 YN I I NY I I NY 
11 I 0 NN I 1 YN 0 0 NY I I YU I I YN I I YN 
12 1 I YN I I NY 0 0 YN 0 0 YN I 0 NN I I NY 
13 I I NY I 0 yy 0 0 NY I 0 yy I 0 yy I I YN 
14 0 0 NY I I NY 0 0 YN 0 I yy 0 0 YN I I NY 
15 0 0 YN I I YN 0 0 NY I I YN I 0 yy I I YN 
16 0 0 NY I I NY 0 0 YN 0 0 YN 0 I yy I I NY 
Table N. 18 Unrestricted Forward AnaE!!ora inward and outward 
scores for the :r:.5-yea"r olg grQl1~ 
NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE OUTWARD IMPLAUSIBLE OUTWARD 
anaphor. cataphor. anaphor. cataptaor. anaphor. cataphor. 
s. 1 2 1 2 1 2 ' 1 2 1 2 1 2 
TANGIBLE 
1 I I 0 I I 0 0 0 I I I I 
2 I I I I I 0 0 I I I I I 
3 0 I I 0 0 I 0 0 I I I I 
4 I I I I 0 1 I I I I I 1 
I 5 I I I 0 0 I 0 0 I I I I N 
N 6 I I I I 0 0 0 0 I I I 0 
"' I 7 I I I I I 0 0 0 I I I I 
8 I I I I 0 I 0 0 I 0 I I 
INTANGIBLE 
9 I I I I 0 I I 0 I I I I 
10 I I I I 0 0 I I I I I I 
11 I I I I I 0 0 I I I I I 
12 0 I I I 0 0 0 0 I I I I 
13 I I I I 0 I 0 0 I I I I 
14 I I I 0 0 I 0 0 I I I I 
15 I 0 I I I 0 0 0 I I I I 
16 I I I I 0 I 0 0 I I I I 
Table N.19 Unrestricted For~ard Anaphora inward and outward 
scores as ··well as yes/no scores for the b-_!!_year ol(j grou(l. 
NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE OUTWARD lMPLAUSlDLE OUTWARD 
anaptaor. ca taptaor. anaptaor. ca taptaor. anaptaor. ca taphor. 
s. 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
TANGIBLE 
1 I I YN 0 I YY I 0 YY I I YN I I YN I I NY 
2 0 I YY I I YN I I YN 0 I YY I I NY I I YN 
3 0 I YY I 0 YY I I NY 0 I NN I I YN I I YN 
4 I I NY I I YN 0 I NN 0 I YY I I NY I I NY 
1 5 I I NY I 0 YY 0 0 NY ;o 0 YN 0 I YY I I NY 
~ 6 I 0 YY I I NY 0 I YY I 0 YY I 0 YY I I NY 
1 7 I I YN I 0 YY I 0 YY I 0 NN I I YN I I YN 
8 I 0 YY 0 I YY 0 I YY 0 I YY I I YN I I YN 
INTANGIBLE 
9 I 0 YY 0 I YY 0 I YY I 0 YY I I YN I I YN 
10 I 0 YY I 0 YY I 0 YY 0 I YY I I YN I I NY 
11 0 I YY 0 I YY I 0 NN ·0 I NN I I NY 0 I NN 
12 I I NY I I YN 0 I YY I I YN 0 I YY I I YN 
13 0 I YY 0 I YY I I YN 0 I NN I I YN I I YN 
14 0 0 YN I 0 YY 0 0 YN 0 0 NY I 0 YY I I NY 
15 I 0 YY I 0 YY I 0 YY 0 I YY I 0 YY I I YN 
16 I I' NY I I NY I I NY I I NY I I NY I I NY 
Table N.20 Unrestricted Forward Araa~10ra inward and outward 
scores as well as yes/no sc.;()res fQ~_~Iae 9-ll_ye(i!" Q!Q_ 9!"Ql.le..:_ 
NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE OUTWARD IMPLAUSIBLE OUTWARD 
anaphor. cataphor. anaphor. cataphor. anaptaor. cataptaor. 
s. 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
TANGIBLE 
1 I I YN 0 0 NY I 0 yy I I NY 0 I NN I I YN 
2 0 0 YN I I YN 0 I NN l I YN I I NY 0 I NN 
3 0 I NN I 0 yy I 0 YY. I 0 yy I 0 yy I 0 yy 
4 0 0 NY I I YN 0 I YY ; 0 I YY I 0 yy I I NY 
5 I I NY I I YN I I YN I I YN I 1 YN 1 0 yy 
I J 
N 6 I 0 yy I 0 NN 0 I yy I 0 yy I I YN I I NY 
N 7 0 I NN I 0 yy I 0 yy 0 0 Ytl I I YN I I YN 00 
I 8 I 0 yy I I YN 0 I yy 0 0 NY I I NY I I NY 
INTANGIBLE 
9 I 0 yy I I YN 0 I yy I 0 yy I 0 yy I I YN 
10 I I NY I I YN I 0 yy 0 I NN I I YN I I NY 
11 I I YN I I NY I I YN I I NY I I NY I I YN 
12 I I NY I I YN 0 I yy I I YN I I YN I I YN 
13 0 I YY 0 I YY I 0 yy I 1 NY 0 I yy I I NY 
14 I I YN I I YU 0 I YY 0 0 NY I I YN I I YN 
15 I I YN I I YN I 0 yy 0 0 YN I I YN I I YN 
16 I 0 yy I I NY 0 0 YN 0 0 YN I I NY I I NY 
Table N.21 Unrestricted Forward Anae~ora iFward and outward 
scores as well as yes/n() ~<::Q!"~~l~!______!J~arent grou~ 
NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE OUTWARD IMPLAUSIBLE OUTWARD 
anaphor. cataphor. anaphor. cataphor. anaphor. cataphor. 
s. 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
IN'l'ANGIBLE 
1 I I YN I I NY I 0 YY 0 0 NY I I YN I I YN 
2 I 0 NN I I YN 0 I NN I I YN I I NY I I NY 
3 I 0 YY I 0 YY I I YN ·. 0 0 NY I 0 YY I 0 YY 
4 0 0 YN I 1 NY 0 0 NY 0 I NN 1 0 NN I I NY 
5 0 0 YN I I YN I 0 YY · I 0 NN I I YN I I YN 
6 0 I YY I 0 NN 0 0 YN · 1 0 NN I I YN I I NY 
~ 7 0 0 NY I I YN I 0 YY 0 0 YN I 0 NN I I YN 
~ 8 I 0 NN I I YN 0 I NN I I NY 0 I YY I I NY 
1 9 0 0 YN I I NY 0 I NN 0 0 YN I 0 YY I 0 YN 
10 0 0 NY 0 I NN 0 0 NY 0 0 NY 0 I NN 0 I YY 
11 0 I NN 0 I YY I 0 YY I 0 NN I I NY I I NN 
12 I I NY I 0 NN 0 I YY 0 I NN I I YN I I YN 
13 0 0 YN I I NY I 0 NN 0 0 NY 0 I NN I I NY 
14 I 0 YY 0 I YY 0 I YY I I NY 0 I NN I I NY 
15 I I YN I I YN I 0 YY I I YN I I YN I I NY 
16 I I YN 0 I NN 0 0 NY I I NY I 0 YY I I YN 
Table N.22 Unrestricted Forward Anaehor~ inward and outward 
---
scores as well as y~s/n(J __ scores for -~he student grou~ 
NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE OUTWARD IMPLAUSIBLE OUTWARD 
anaphor. cataptaor. anaphor. catapt.or. anaiJl•or. cata(Jhor. 
s. 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
INTANGIBLE 
1 I I YN I I NY 0 0 YN I I NY I I YN I I YN 
2 I I NY I 0 NN I I NY 1 I YN l l NY I I NY 
3 I I YN I I YN I 0 NN 0 0 NY I I YN I I YN 
4 I I YN 0 I NN l I YN I 0 YY I I NY I I YN 
I 5 I I NY I I NY 0 I Ntl I 0 NN I 0 yy I I NY 1-.J 
w 6 I 0 yy I I YN 0 0 NY 0 0 YN I 0 yy I I NY 0 
I 7 I I NY I I NY 0 0 YN 0 0 YN n I YN I I Ytl 
8 I I YN 0 0 Ytl 0 0 NY I I NY 0 I YY I I NY 
9 I I YN I I NY 0 I tltl 0 0 NY I I NY I I YN 
10 0 I NN I I YN 0 0 NY 0 0 YN 0 I yy I I NY 
11 0 I NN I I YN 0 0 YN I I NY I I NY I I NY 
12 I I NY 0 0 NY 0 0 NY I I YN 0 I Nt~ I I YN 
13 I 0 yy 0 I yy I 0 tW I I NY I 0 yy I 0 NN 
14 0 I NN I I YN 0 0 YN I I NY 0 I NN I 1 NY 
15 0 0 YN I I YN 0 0 NY 0 I yy I 0 yy I I NY 
16 I 0 yy I I NY 0 0 NY 0 0 NY I 0 NN I I YN 
I 
I~ 
w 
,_ 
I 
'!'able N.23 Memory enor:1: adult suiJjecls o1!.._!y 
NEU'J'HAL. PLAUSIBLE OlJ'J'WAJU.1 1 Mf'L.AUS 1 ULE uU'l'WARD 
Experiment Fillet·s Experiment Fillers Experimeut Fillers 
TRIAL 12315678 12315678 12345678 12315618 12345618 12345678 
PAREN'I'S 
1 
2 E 
3 
4 E E E 
5 
6 
7 E E 
8 
9 E 
10 E E E 
11 
12 
13 E E E E 
14 
15 E 
16 
Table N.23 cont •. 
STUDENTS 
1 
2 
3 E E E 
4 
5 E E E E 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 E E E 
11 
I 12 E 
"' 
13 w 
N 14 E I 
15 E 
16 E E E 
Table N.24 Post-exEerimental guestionniare: adu!ts only 
QUESTION 1 QUESTION 2 QUESTION 3 QUESTION 4 
PARENTS 
1 B B A A 
2 A B c A 
3 A B c A 
4 A B c B 
5 A B A A 
6 B B c B 
7 A B A c 
8 B B B B 
I 9 A B c A 
'" 10 B B c B w 
w 11 A B c A 
I 12 A B c c 
13 B B c A 
14 A B c A 
15 A B c A 
16 B B A B 
Table N.24 cont ... 
STUDENTS 
1 A B B c 
2 A B c B 
3 B A c A 
4 A B c B 
5 A B A A 
6 B B c B 
7 A B A c 
8 A B c B 
9 B A c A 
10 A B A A 
11 A B c B 
I 12 A B c c f.,.) 
w 13 B B c B 
"" 14 A B A A I 
15 A B A B 
16 B B c A 
Table N.25 Total non- i dera tit :i ou twa 1·d scores 
AGE NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE IMPLAUSIBLE 
anaphor cataphor anaphor cataphor anaphol' cataphol' 
3-5 T 27 30 31 31 17 6 
N 24 20 32 32 13 6 
6-8 T 30 19 30 29 12 1 
N 31 19 32 27 10 4 
9-11 T 25 21 23 25 21 10 
I N 30 21 30 25 11 3 
N 
w 
IJl PAR. N 49 31 51 39 36 18 I 
STUD.N 57 46 56 46 42 33 
-AGE UIW'J'HAL PLAUSIBLI!; IMPLAUSIBLE 
auaplaor cataplao1· auaptaor cataptaor arwptaor cataptaor 
--- -------··-· -··---- -----------·-· 
--·------··----·--------
]-5 'I' 12 0 1J 1 J b 1 
II 9 'I y 1~ j u 
; 
6-8 1' 13 8 11 10 1 1 
tl 11 8 14 i2 ~ 1 
9-11 'I' 13 5 11 iu 4 3 
II 14 6 15 15 ~ ~-:l 
PAR. " 1'/ 8 26 21 11 ., 
5'1'UIJ. tl 13 1 24 16 13 2 
'J'atJlt. tL 2'1 •i'ofip _ forwanl cHl()ptaorn outward sco1·es 
I 
1-..l 
w 
C1' 
I AGE NEU'fHAL PLAUSIBLE IMPLAUSIULE 
anaphor ca tapho1· anaphor cataphor anaphor cataphor 
3-5 •r 1 3 9 13 1 1 
" 2 1 10 12 0 0 
6-8 'I' 4 5 7 0 2 0 
" ., 6 7 'I 3 1 
9-11 '1' 8 5 ., 7 3 3 
" 3 1 8 '8 2 0 
PAR. N 18 7 19 17 9 3 
S'l'UD. tl 8 ., 24 15 9 1 
Table N.28 Total YE!~ scores Jn the non- i def!__t 1 t y cond 1 t 1 on 
AGE NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE IMPLAUSIBLE 
anaphor cataplaor anaphor cataphor auaphor cataphor 
6-8 T 18 17 16 17 20 15 
N 17 17 16 17 18 16 
9-11 T 21 13 17 15 25 20 
N 16 15 18 15 25 19 
PAR. N 31 33 35 29 16 20 
I 
N STUD.N 33 34 36 30 20 11 w 
...... 
I 
1'at.Jle 11.29 Total res scores in the backward anaphora condition 
AGE NEU'fRAL PLAUSIBLE IMPLAUSIBLE 
anaphor cataphor anaphor cataphor anaphor cataphor 
6-8 T 11 14 n 14 9 ., 
N 13 12 10 10 lU 9 
9-11 T 9 13 10 8 10 11 
N 10 10 9 9 1 5 
PAR. N 15 13 12 15 12 14 
s·ruu. N 1"1 17 12 16 ·~ 10 
Table N.30 Total res scores ill the· forward arwl:!.l•ora condition 
I 
N 
w AGE NEU'l'HAL PL/\USIHLE IMPLAUSIBLE 00 
I anapt.or catapl•or anapllor ca taplaor ana(Jiaor ca taptaor 
------6-8 T 12 13 1 1 10 AO 8 
N 13 14 11 9 l1 1 
9-11 ·r 8 9 13 1 1 9 9 
N 11 9 14 0 AO 8 
PAR. N 16 15 19 11 ·~ 17 
STUD.N 16 15 12 17 19 15 
I 
N 
w 
\0 
I 
Table N.31 Total memory errors. 
AGE NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE OUTWARD IMPLAUSIBLE OUTWARD TOTAL 
PAR. 4 
STUD. 4 
TOT. 8 
Table N.32 
QUESTION 
1 
2 
3 
4 
TOT. 
3 
2 
5 
Total questiounai1e scores. 
A B 
21 1 1 
0 30 
9 2 
15 12 
45 55 
c 
0 
2 
21 
5 
28 
8 
10 
18 
;15 
;16 
;31 
TOT. 
32 
32 
32 
32 
Table :-.J.JJ Analvsis-of-variance :summar•, table :showing the 
ettec~s or neutral verses plausible verses implau:sible 
conditlons on outward non-identitv scores. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 974.03 160 
plaus/neut/implaus 613.61 2 306.80 134.50 <.001 
error 360.42 158 2.28 
Table N.34 Analysis-of-variance summary table comparing 
subject grouo and plausible verses neutral conditions on 
outward non-identity scores. 
Source 
Between Subjects 
subject group 
error 
Within Subjects 
plaus./neutral 
sub X plau/neut 
error 
Sum of 
Squares 
225.75 
58.47 
167.28 
101.51 
21.76 
13.34 
66.41 
d. f 
79 
4 
75 
eo 
1 
4 
75 
-240-
Mean 
Squares 
14.62 
2.23 
21.76 
3.33 
0.89 
F p 
6.55 <.001 
24.57 <.001 
3.77 <.01 
Tabl~ ~.35 Analvsi!!-O~·var1ance :3u:nmar .. , tabl~ comparlng 
plau!!lble and neu~ral cond1tlon!! on outward non-td~ntltv 
scores tor ~he J-5 vear old group. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 34.50 16 
plaus./neutral 19.53 1 19.53 19.57 <.001 
error 14.97 15 1.00 
Table N.36 Analysis-of-variance summary table comparing 
plausible and neutral conditions on outward non-identity 
scores for the 6-8 year old grouP. 
Source Sum of d.f Mean F p 
·Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 19.50 16 
plaus./neutral 11.28 1 11.28 20.59 <. 001 
error 8.22 15 0.55 
Table N.37 Analvsis-of-variance summarv table comparing 
plausible and neutral conditions on outward non-identity 
scores for the 9-11 year old group. 
Source Sum of d.f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 18.01 16 
plaus./neutral l. 13 1 1. 13 1.00 n.s 
error 16.88 15 1. 13 
-241-
Table N.38 Analysis-of-variance ~ummarv table comparing 
plausible and neutral condltions on outward non-Ldentitv 
scores for the parents group. 
Source Sum of d. t Mean p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 20.10 16 
plaus./neutral 3.13 1 3.13 2.78 n.s 
error 16.88 15 1.13 
Table N.39 Analysis-of-variance summary table comparing 
plausible and neutral conditions on outward non-identity 
scores for the students group. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 9.50 16 
plaus./neutral 0.03 1 0.03 0.05 n.s 
error 9.47 15 0.63 
-242-
Table ~.40 Analv~n.3-ot-var1ance 3ununarv table comparing 
3U01ec~ qrouc and tmclauslble ver3e.3 neutral condltlon.3 on 
outward non-Ldentttv 3Cores. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 210.45 16 
.3Ubject group 49.48 4 12.37 5.76 <.001 
error 160.97 75 2.15 
Within Subject.3 559.51 80 
implaus./neutral 351.06 1 351.06 166.02 <.001 
sub X impl/neut 49.85 4 12.46 5.89 <.001 
error 158.59 75 2.12 
Table N.41 Analvsis-of-variance summary table 
comparing implausible and neutral conditions on outward 
non-identitv scores for the 3-5 vear old group. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 139.50 16 
implaus./neutral 108.78 1 108.78 53.12 <. 001 
error 30.72 15 2.05 
Table N.42 Analvsis-of-variance summarv table 
comparing implausible and neutral conditions on outward 
non-identity scores for the 6-8 year old group. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 170.00 16 
implaus./neutral 162.00 1 162.00 303.75 <.001 
error 8.00 15 0.53 
-243-
Table ~.4J ~nalv9L~-o~-var1ance ~ummarv table 
comcar1na Lmolausible and neutral conditions on outward 
non-tdentltv scores tor the 9-ll vear old group. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 132.00 16 
implaus./neutral 84.50 l 84.50 26.68 <.001 
error 47.50 15 3.17 
Table· N.44 Analvsis-of-variance summarv table 
comearing imelausible and neutral conditions on outward 
non-identitv scores for the earents groue. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 54.01 16 
implaus./neutral 21.13 l 21.13 9.64 <.01 
error 32.88 15 2.19 
Table N.45 Analvsis-of-variance summarv table 
comearing imelausible and neutral conditions on outward 
·-non-identitv scores for the students groue. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 64.00 16 
implaus./neutral 24.50 1 24.50 9.30 <. 01 
error 39.50 15 2.63 
-244-
Table N.46 Analv~i.~-ot-variance ~ummar•.r table comparing 
subJect group. neutral!plaus1ble!lmclaus1ble conditions 
and anaphoric/cataphorlc conditions on outward non-1dentitv 
scores. 
Source Sum of d. f He an F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 112.98 79 
subjecl: group 20.51 4 5.13 4.16 <.005 
error 92.47 75 
Within Subjects 737.01 400 
plaus/neut:/implaus 306.80 2 153.40 182.94 <.001 
sub X plau/neut:/impl 54.43 8 6.80 8.11 <.001 
error 125.78 150 0.84 
anaph/cataph 66.01 1 66.01 62.62 <.001 
sub X an/cat 5.93 4 l. 48 l. 41 n.s 
error 79.06 75 1.05 
p/n/i X an/cat 8.23 2 4.12 7.43 <. 001 
sub X p/n/i X 
an/cal: 7.71 8 0.96 l. 74 n.s 
error 83.06 150 0.55 
-245-
Table ~.-l7 Analv~i.:3-•Jt-•:."lr!.anc~ ~ummdr'' tabl~ ~how1.ng the 
~ttect3 at anacnor:c ver~e~ cacachor1.c condltl.ons on 
outward non-i.dentitv 3cores 1.n the neutral condl.tlon. 
Source Sum of d.f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within SubJects 97.01 80 
anaph./cataph. 27.23 1 27.23 30.83 <.001 
error 69.78 79 0.88 
Table N.48 Analysis-of-variance summarv table showing the 
effects of anaphoric verses catachoric conditions on 
outward non-identity scores in the plausible condition. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 45.50 80 
anaph./cataph. 6.01 1 6.01 12.01 <. 001 
error 39.49 79 0.50 
Table N.49 Analvsis-of-variance summarv table showing the 
effects of anachoric verses catachoric conditions on 
outward non-identity scores in the implausible condi~ion. 
Source 
Within Subjects 
anaph./cataph. 
error 
Sum of d. f 
Squares 
107.50 80 
41.01 1 
66.49 79 
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Mean F p 
Squares 
41.01 48.72 <.001 
0.84 
T.:Jbl~ ~.50 ~nalv~13-0f-var1ance ~ummarv table looking 
ac t:he t!ffec1:3 or tanglblllt:v on outward non-Ldentitv 
3cores. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 
tang;intang 1.13 1 1.13 1.28 n.s 
age X tang/intang l. 52 2 0.76 0.97 n.s 
error 36.83 42 0.88 
Within Subjects 
tang X plau/neut/imp 4.40 2 2.20 3.57 <.05 
age X tang X p/n/1 10.27 4 2.57 4.16 <.005 
error 51.80 84 0.62 
tang/in tan X an/cat 0.50 1 0.50 0.57 n.s 
age X tang X an/cat 0.44 2 0.22 0.25 n.s 
error 37.17 42 0.89 
tang X plaus/neut/ 
implaus. X an/cat 4.02 2 2.01 3.66 <.05 
age X tang X p/n/i 
X an/cat 0.98 4 0.25 0.45 n.s 
error 46.21 84 0.55 
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1'abl~ ~.5L\ ..\nalv~i~-·Jf·v.-lr-iance ~ummarv table ~howtnq the 
ertec~3 ot 3U01ect gr-ouc on outwar-d unrestr-icted backward 
anacnor3 tUBAl ~cor-es tn ~he neut=al condition. 
Sour-ce sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subject.s 96.39 79 
.subject: group 29.95 4 7.49 8.45 <.ooor 
er-ror 66.44 75 0.89 
Table N.51B Studentised Newman-Keuls test showing the 
effect:.s of subject: group on outwar-d UBA scores in the 
neutral condition. 
mean age group student parent 9-ll 6-8 3-5 
0.88 student 
l. 56 parent 
* 2.37 9-11 • a 
2.50 6-8 
* • 
2.25 3-5 • * 
Ta'ble N~52 Analvsis-of-variance summarv table showing the 
~ff~cts of·subj~ct group on outward UBA scores in the 
plausible condition. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 58.99 79 
subject: group 6.80 4 l. 70 2.44 n.s 
error 52.19 75 0.70 
Table N.53 Analvsis-of-variance summary table showing the 
effects of subject group on outward UBA scores in the 
implausible condition. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 58.19 79 
subject group 7.38 4 1.84 2.72 <.05 
error 50.81 75 0.68 
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Table ~.54 Analvsi9-oc-variance ~ummarv table comparing 
3Ub]ect group and anaphor1c!cataphor1c cond1t1ons on 
outward USA scores. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 136.74 79 
subject group 26.46 4 6.62 4.50 <.005 
error 110.28 75 1. 47 
Within Subjects 149.50 80 
anaph;cataph 54.06 1 54.06 46.85 <.001 
age X an/cat 8.91 4 2.23 1.93 n.s 
error 86.53 75 1.15 
Table N.55 Mann-Whitney test showing the effects of 
tangibilitv for 9-11 vear olds in the plausible-cataphoric 
condition. 
Mann-Whitnev U test 
cases 
8 
mean rank 
10.56 
6.44 8 
total=16 
u w 
15.5 84.5 
condition 
non-tangible 
tangible 
2-tailed p 
n.s 
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Corrected for Ties 
Z 2-tailed p 
-2.03 <.05 
T.:lbl~ :'4. 56 Anal'1'3l:3-•1t -var1.1nce summarv table 
comcarlnq '3Ub]ec~ group and neutral:cl.1USlble/1mplausible 
conditions on unrestricted forward anachora (UFA) scores. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 79.3~ 79 
'3Ubject group 5.57 4 1.39 l. 4:! n.s 
error 73.75 75 0.98 
Within Subjects 208.67 160 
plaus/neut/implau 126.53 ., 63.27 115.55 <. 001 .. 
sub X p/n/i 20.01 8 2.50 4.57 <.001 
error 8:!.13 150 0.55 
Table N.57 Analvsis-of-variance summarv table comparing 
subject group and anaphoric/cataphoric conditions on 
outward UFA scores. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 118.98 79 
subject group 8.35 4 :!.09 l. 42 n.s 
error 110.63 75 l. 48 
Within Subjects 208.67 160 
anaph/cataph 10.00 1 10.00 10.38 <.005 
sub X an/cat 14.75 4 3.69 3.83 <. 01 
error 72.25 75 0.96 
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T.:lble ~L 58 t\nal'19l9-of-variance summarv table comparing 
sub]ec~ grouP. neu~ral/ plausible,implausible conditions 
and non-identltV verses USA outward scores. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjec~s 43247.00 79 
subjec~ group 4404.00 4 1101.00 2.13 n.s 
error 38843.00 75 517.91 
Within Subjects 437235.00 400 
non-ident./UBA 38521.00 1 38521.00 80.26 <. 001 
sub X non-id/UBA 13032.00 4 3258.00 6.79 <. 001 
error 35995.00 75 479.93 
plaus/neut/impl 210188.00 2 105094.00 302.25 <. 001 
sub X p/n/i 28637.00 8 3579.63 10.30 <. 001 
error 52156.00 150 347.71 
non-id/UBA X p/n/i 6688.00 2 3344.00 10.65 <. 001 
sub X non-id/UBA X 
p/n/i 4923.00 8 615.38 1. 96 n.s 
error 47095.00 150 313.97 
Table N.59 Analysis-of-variance summary table comparing 
subject group. neu~ral/plausible/imPlausible conditions 
and non-identitv verses UFA outward scores. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 37327.00 79 
subject group 2908.00 4 727.00 l. 58 n.s 
error 34419.00 75 458.92 
Within Subjects 483592.00 400 
non-ident./UFA 140939.00 1 140939.00 260.57 <. 001 
sub X non-id/UFA 6981.00 4 1745.25 3.23 <.05 
error 40566.00 75 540.88 
plaus/neut/impl 163318.00 2 81659.00 240.42 <. 001 
sub X p/n/i 18078.00 8 2259.75 6.65 <.001 
error 50947.00 150 339.65 
nonid/UFA X p/n/i 11641.00 2 5820.50 22.00 <.001 
sub X non-id/UFA X 
p/n/i 11436.00 8 1429.50 5.40 <. 001 
error 39686.00 150 264.57 
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Table N.60 Analysi9-of-variance summarv table comparing 
subjec~ group. neu~ral!plausible/implausible conditions 
and UFA verses UBA ou~ward scores. 
Source 
Be~ween Subjects 
subject group 
error 
Within Subjects 
UBA/UFA 
sub X UBA/UFA 
error 
plaus/neut/implaus 
sub X p/n/i 
error 
UBA/UFA X p/n/i 
sub X UBA/UFA X 
p/n/i 
error 
Sum of d. f 
Squares 
92.66 79 
6. 61 4 
86.05 75 
673.83 
51.35 
16.60 
61.22 
314.07 
27.10 
93.17 
6.07 
19.37 
84.88 
400 
l 
4 
75 
2 
8 
150 
2 
8 
150 
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Mean 
Squares 
l. 65 
1.15 
51.35 
4.15 
0.82 
157.03 
3.39 
0.62 
3.03 
2.42 
0.57 
F p 
1.44 n.s 
62.91 <.001 
5.08 <.001 
252.81 <.001 
5.45 <.001 
5.36 <.01 
4.28 <.001 
T."lbLe :-.1.61 Anal·t9is-of-variance summarv table comparing 
3Ub1ect group. neutral!plausible/implauslble conditions and 
anaphorlc/cataphoric conditions on Yes scores in the 
non-identitv condition. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Between Subjects 58.41 63 
subject group 24.68 3 8.23 14.63 <.00 1 
error 33.73 60 0.56 
Within Subjects 209.83 320 
plaus/neut/implaus 7.58 2 3.79 7.52 <. 001 
sub X p/n/1 47.21 6 7.87 15.59 <. 001 
error 60.55 120 0.51 
anaph/cataph 5.27 1 5.27 13.4:2 <. 001 
sub X an/cat 3.65 3 1. 22 3.10 <.05 
error 23.57 60 0.39 
p/n/i X an/cat 1. 00 2 0.50 1. 06 n.s 
sub X p/n/1 X 
an/cat 4.29" 6 0.72 1. 51 n.s 
error 56.71 120 0.47 
Table N.62 Analysis-of-variance summary table showing the 
ef-fects of neutral verses plausible verses implausible 
conditions on Yes scores in the non-identitv condition for 
the 6-8 vear 
. 
old group . 
Source 
Within Subjects 
plaus/neut/implaus 
error 
Sum of 
Squares 
21.34 
0.38 
20.96 
d. f Mean F p 
Squares 
32 
2 0.19 0.27 n.s 
30 0.70 
Table N.63 Analysis-of-variance summary table showing the 
effects of neutral verses plausible verses implausible 
conditions on Yes scores in the non-identity condition for 
the 9-11 year old group. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 50.67 32 
plaus/neut/implaus 24.00 2 12.00 13.50 <. 001 
error 26.67 30 0.89 
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Table N.64 Analy~i~-ot-variance ~ummarv table ~howinq the 
effect~ of neutral ver~es plau~ible ver~e~ implausible 
conditions on Yes scores in the non-identity condition for 
the parents group. 
Source 
Within Subjects 
plaus/neut/implaus 
error 
Sum of 
Squares 
76.00 
32.67 
43.33 
d. f Mean F p 
Squares 
32 
2 16.33 11.31 <.001 
30 1. 44 
Table N.65 Analvsis-of-variance summarv table showing the 
effects of neutral ver~es plausible ver~es implausible 
conditions on Yes scores in the non-identitv condition for 
the student~ group. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subject~ 82.67 32 
plaus/neut/implaus 52.54 2 26.27 26.16 <. 001 
error 30.13 30 l. 00 
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Table ~.66 Analv~i~-of-variance 
the ettect~ ot tangib1litv on 
non-1dentitv condition. 
Source 
Between Subjects 
tang/intang 
age X tang/intang 
error 
Within Subjects 
tang X p/n/i 
age X tang X p/n/i 
error 
tang X an/cat 
age X tang X an/cat 
error 
Sum ot d.t 
Squares 
0.13 1 
0.01 1 
11.27 26 
0.20 2 
0.07 2 
23.55 56 
0.4:! 1 
0.01 1 
13.19 26 
tang X p/n/i X an/cat 0.66 2 
age X tang X p/n/i 
X an/cat 
error 
0.62 
26.62 
2 
56 
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summarv table looking at 
Ye9 9core~ 1n the 
Mean 
Squares 
0. 13 
0.01 
0.40 
0.10 
0.04 
0.42 
0.42 
0.01 
0.47 
0.33 
0.41 
0.51 
F p 
0.32 n.s 
0.01 n.s 
0.24 n.s 
0.09 n.s 
0.90 n.s 
0.01 n.s 
0.64 n.s 
0.61 n.s 
Table ~.6/A Chl-sauare t~9t comparing multiple 
responses (answers A. B and C) to question 1 
post-experimental questionnaire. 
Chi-Square Test 
easy 
okay 
complicated 
Chi-square 
20.69 
cases 
observed 
0 
11 
21 
total=32 
df 
2 
expected 
10.67 
10.67 
10.67 
p 
<.0000 
residual 
-10.67 
0.33 
10.33 
Table N.67B Chi-square test comoarinq multiple 
responses (answers A and B) to question 1 
post-experimental questionnaire. 
Chi-Square Test 
okay 
complicated 
Chi-sguare 
3.13 
cases 
observed 
11 
21 
total=32 
df 
1 
expected 
16.00 
16.00 
p 
n.s 
residual 
-5.00 
5.00 
Table N.68A Chi-sguare test comoaring multiple 
responses (answers A. B and C) to question 2 
post-experimental questionnaire. 
Chi-Square Test 
v common 
not typical 
ambiguous 
Chi-sguare 
52.75 
cases 
observed 
0 
2 
30 
total=32 
df 
2 
expected 
10.67 
10.67 
10.67 
p 
<.0000 
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residual 
-10.67 
-8.67 
19.33 
choice 
on the 
choice 
on the 
choice 
on the 
Table ~.688 Chl·square test comoarinq multiple 
resoonses (answers 8 and C) to question 2 
post-experlmental questionnaire. 
Chi-Square Test 
not typical 
ambiguous 
Chi-square 
24.50 
cases 
observed expected 
2 16.00 
30 16.00 
total:32 
df p 
l <.0000 
residual 
-14.00 
14.00 
Table N.69A Chi-square test comparing multiple 
responses (answers A. B and C) to question 3 
post-experimental questionnaire. 
Chi-Square Test 
easy 
okay 
difficult 
Chi-square 
17.31 
cases 
observed 
2 
9 
21 
total:32 
df 
2 
expected 
10.67 
10.67 
10.67 
p 
<.0000 
residual 
-8.67 
-1.67 
10.33 
Table N.69B Chi-square test comoaring multiple 
responses (answers A and C) to question 3 
post-exoerimental questionnaire. 
Chi-Square Test 
okay 
difficult 
Chi-square 
4.80 
cases 
observed 
9 
21 
total:30 
df 
1 
expected 
15.00 
15.00 
p 
<.05 
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residual 
-6.00 
6.00 
choice 
on the 
choice 
on the 
choice 
on the 
Table ~.70A Chi-~quare te~t comparinq multiple 
re~conse~ (answer~ A. B and C) to question 4 
post-experimental questionnaire. 
Chi-Sguare Test 
cases 
observed expected residual 
sometimes 5 10.67 -5.67 
concentrate 12 10.67 l. 33 
boredom 15 10.67 4.33 
total=32 
Chi-sguare df p 
4.94 2 n.s 
Table N.70B Chi-sguare test comparing multiple 
responses (answers A and 8) to guestion 4 
post-experimental questionnaire. 
Chi-Sguare Test 
concentrate 
boredom 
Chi-square 
0.33 
cases 
observed 
12 
15 
total=27 
df 
1 
expected 
13.50 
13.50 
p 
n.s 
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residual 
-1.50 
1. 50 
choice 
on the 
choice 
on the 
EXPERD1E='IT 15: Storv 
APPE~DIX 0 
completions 1: As a func~ion of 
contextual 1ntormation about available and/or plausible 
referents. 
DATA 
Table 0.1 
Table 0.2 
Tables 0.3-0.4 
Tables 0.5-0.6 
Table 0.7 
Table 0.8 
Key: 
Incomple~e stories used as 
experimental stimuli. 
Filler incomplete s~ories 
Types of completions for experimental 
stories as a function of semantic 
context (two or one available 
referent) and pragmatic contex~ 
(plausible or neutral) for 'with' and 
'that' stories. 
Reference to context information for 
filler stories as a function of 
semantic context and pragmatic context 
for 'because' and 'in' stories. 
Completion scores in each condition 
for the child and adult subject groups 
Reference to context scores in each 
condition of the fillers for the child 
and adult subject groups. 
R 
- Pr -
Re-lative 
Prepositional phrase 
R+ -
c 
Relative plus complement 
Complement 
Fillers 
l = Reference to contextual information 
0 = No reference to contextual information 
ANALYSES 
Table 0.9 
Tables 0.10-0.11 
Table 0.1:! 
Table 0.13 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing age group, semantic context 
(two,one), pragmatic context (P,N) and 
relative/non-relative completions. 
Analysis-of-variance summary tables 
comparing what/that, semantic context 
(two,one), pragmatic context (P,N) and 
relative/non-relative completions. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing age group, pragmatic context 
and relative/non-relative completions 
for 'with' stories. 
Analysis-of-variance summary table 
comparing age group, pragmatic context 
and relative/non-relative completions 
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Table 0.14-0.15 
for 'that' stories. 
Analysis-ot-variance summary tables 
comparing order ot sentences, semantic 
context, pragmatic context and 
relative/non-relative completions. 
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:'.3ble0.L rncomclete sto~ies 
ORDER OF SE~TE~CES 51-first S~-~econd 
~. RELATIVE SUPPORTI~G CONTEXT (2 available referents) 
PLAUSIBLE !~FERENCE 
THAT - REPETITION 
1. ~ farmer had just planted some vegetables. 
There was one pig that trod over his carrots and another 
pig that was asleep. 
The farmer shouted to the pig that .•....•...••••.. 
2. A teacher wanted somebody in the class to be quiet. 
In the class. there was a girl that was writing and 
another girl that was messing about. 
The teacher warned the girl that .•...•.•••.•..•. 
3. A policeman wanted all drivers to stop. 
There was a car that was whizzing along and another car 
that was moving slowly. 
The policeman shouted to the car that ...•.•.•..•... 
4. Peter won a prize. 
He saw a man that had an angry face and another man that 
had a smile on his face. 
Peter told the man that ............ . 
THAT - NO REPETITION 
5. A lady had just made the tea. 
One of her;- sons was- at home and her other son was at 
school. 
The lady told her son that ........... . 
6. Susan knew that the party was at 7pm. 
A girl asked her what the time was now and another girl 
asked her the time of the pa~ty. 
Susan told the girl that .......... . 
7. Betty found an empty tennis court. 
She saw a boy from the tennis club and another boy from the 
swimming club. 
Betty told the boy that ........... . 
8. A nurse was telling patients that she wanted to make the 
beds. 
One patient was in the bathroom and another patient was 
asleep. 
The nurse told the patient that .•...•.•••..• 
WITH - REPETITION 
9. A man was wearing heavy boots. 
He saw a bird with a long tail and another bird with a 
short tail. 
The man trod on the bird with ....•......... 
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LO. A barber was holding some scissors. 
There was a man Wlth shor~ hair and another man with 
long hair. 
The barber cut the hair of the man with ..•.••••• 
11. Katy took her towel out of the cupboard. 
She had a son with a wet face and another son with a dry 
face 
Katy dried her son with ......... . 
12. Daniel was carrying some scissors. 
He had a book with stories in it and another book with 
cut-outs. 
Daniel cut pieces out of the book with ....•.•.•....• 
WITH - NO REPETITION 
13. A man took out his lawn-mower. 
One of his fields was covered in long grass and his other 
field was covered in mud. 
He mowed the field with .......... . 
14. A girl bought some cherries. 
She had a cake covered in fruit and another cake that had 
nothing on top of it. 
She covered the cake with ............ . 
15. Tom was holding some shampoo. 
He·-had a dog --who had dirty hair and anot·her dog who had 
clean hair. 
Tom washed the dog with ............•. 
16. Judy kept a spare blanket in the cupboard. 
She had a child who was surrounded by teddy bears and 
another child that had the flu. 
Judy covered over the child with .............. . 
NO PLAUSIBLE INFERENCE 
THAT - REPETITION 
17. Linda was lonely. 
She noticed one of her friends that was playing outside 
and another of her friends that was playing indoors. 
Linda told her friend that .....•.. 
18. Paul scored a goal. 
He had a brother that liked T.V and another brother that 
liked reading. 
Paul told his brother that .......•••• 
19. Mr Smith was showing somebody the way to the theatre. 
He saw a lady that wanted to see a pantomime and another 
lady that wanted to see a show. 
Mr. Smith told the lady that ..............•.. 
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:o. Jane had lost nee mummy. 
She saw a man that was selling sandwiches and another man 
that was selling balloons. 
Jane told the man that ..•••• 
THAT - NO REPETITION 
~1. David kept the football in his room. 
A friend was looking for it in the garage and another 
friend was looking for it in the shed. 
David showed his friend that ........ . 
22. Mary found a gold ring. 
She saw a lady with a hat on and another lady with a scarf 
on. 
Mary told the lady that ..........• 
23. Peter was excited that he had passed the exam. 
He saw a friend with his dog and he saw another friend 
playing with a ball. 
Peter told the friend that ......... . 
24. A headmaster was praising somebody for getting ten out 
of ten. 
One of the pupils was sitting by the window and another 
pupil was sitting by the door. 
The headmaster told the pupil that ........... . 
WITH - REPETITION 
25. A doctor was holding some plasters. 
There was one lady with a cut leg and another lady with a 
cut arm. 
The doctor covered over the cut for the lady with ........ . 
26. Jack was holding a cloth. 
There was a table with crumbs on it and another table 
with chocolate on it. 
Jack cleaned the table with ............ . 
27. The fireman was holding a hose. 
There was one house with a garage and another house with 
two chimneys. 
The fireman put out the fire coming from the house with .•. 
28. A man picked up a spoon. 
He saw a dish with ice-cream in it and another dish with 
fruit in it. 
He ate from the dish with •••••...... 
WITH - NO REPETITION 
29. A boy was just given his pocket money. 
He saw a big-earred dog and also, a floppy-eared dog. 
The boy bought the dog with ...••..•.•••• 
30. A lady bought a new pen. 
She had a stripy pad and also, a spotty pad. 
She wrote on the pad with ..•...•..•••. 
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JL. Li3a wa3 hoLd1ng some drum sticks. 
She found a tin whlch had a black lid on it and she found 
another tin which had a red lid on it. 
She banged hard on the tin with •.•.••• 
32. The hairdresser was holding a hairdryer. 
There was a lady who had curlers in her hair and another 
lady who had colour in her hair. 
The hairdres3er dryed the hair of the lady with ..••••.•.• 
B. COMPLEMENT SUPPORTING CONTEXT (l available referent). 
PLAUSIBLE INFERENCE 
THAT - REPETITION 
planted some vegetables. Cl A farmer had just 
There was a pig that 
that was asleep. 
trod over his carrots and a horse 
The farmer shouted to the pig that .•.......•••.... 
C2 A teacher wanted somebody in the class to be quiet. 
In the class, there was a boy that was writing and a 
girl that was messing about. 
The teacher warned the girl that ............... . 
C3 A policeman wanted all drivers to stop. 
There was a car that was whizzing along and a lorry that 
was moving slowly. 
The policeman shouted.~o ~he car that ............. . 
C4 Peter won a prize. 
He saw a lady that had an angry face and a man that had 
a smile on his face. 
Peter told the man that ............ . 
THAT - NO REPETITION 
C5 A lady had just made the tea. 
Her son was at home and her daughter was at school. 
The lady told her son that ......•..... 
C6 Susan knew that that the party was 
A boy asked her what the time was now 
her the time of the party. 
Susan-ttild the girl that .•...•.•... 
at 7 p.m. 
and a girl 
C7 Betty found an empty tennis-court. 
asked 
She saw a boy from the tennis club and a girl from the 
swimming club. 
Betty told the boy that ••••...•.•.. 
ca A nurse was telling patients that she wanted to make 
the beds. 
A visitor was in the bathroom and one of the patients was 
asleep. 
The nurse told the patient that ............ . 
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~L7H - REPETITIC~ 
C9 A man was wearing heavy boo~s. 
He saw a bird with a long tail and a dog with a 
shor~ tail. 
The man trod on the bird with •••.•••••••••• 
ClO A barber was holding some scissors. 
There was a lady with shor~ hair and a man with long hair. 
The barber cu~ the hair of the man with ...••.•.. 
Cll Katy took her towel out of the cupboard. 
She had a son with a wet face and a daughter with a dry 
face. 
Katy dried her son with ....••.... 
Cl2 Daniel was carrying some scissors. 
He had a magazine with stories in it and a book with 
cut-outs. 
Daniel cut pieces out of the book with .......•...... 
WITH - NO REPETITION 
Cl3 A man took out his lawn-mower. 
His field was covered in long grass and his yard was 
covered in mud. 
He mowed the field with .......... . 
Cl4 A girl 
She had a 
had no~hing 
She covered 
bought some cherries. 
trifle covered in fruit 
on top of it. 
the cake with ..•.......... 
Cl5 Tom was 
He had a dog 
clean hair. 
Tom washed the 
holding some shampoo. 
who had dirty hair 
dog with ............. . 
and 
and 
a cake that 
.") .· 
a cat who had 
Cl6 Judy kept a spare blanket in the cupboard. 
She had a baby who was surrounded by teddy bears and a 
child that had the flu. 
Judy covered over the child with .............. . 
NO PLAUSIBLE INFERENCE 
THAT - REPETITION 
Cl7 Linda was lonely. 
She noticed one of her friends that was playing outside and 
her baby sister that was playing indoors. 
Linda told her friend that ..•...•• 
Cl8 Paul scored a goal. 
He had a sister that liked T.V and a brother that liked 
reading. 
Paul told his brother that .......... . 
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Cl9 ~r Sm~th was showing somebody the way to the theatre. 
He saw a lady that wanted to see a pantomime and a man 
that wanted to see a show. 
Mr. Smith told the lady that ......•••••.••••• 
C20 Jane had lost her mummy. 
She saw a lady that was selling sandwiches and a man that 
was selling balloons. 
Jane told the man that ..... . 
THAT - NO REPETITION 
C2l David kept the football in his room. 
A friend was looking for it in the garage and his mother 
was looking for it in the shed. 
David showed his friend that .....•... 
Mary found a gold ring. C22 
She saw a man with a hat on and a lady with a scarf 
on. 
Mary told the lady that .......... . 
C23 Peter was excited that he had passed the exam. 
He saw a friend with his dog and he also saw his sister 
playing with a ball. 
Peter told the friend that ......... . 
C24 A headmaster was praising somebody for getting ten out 
of ten. 
A teacher was sitting by the window and one of the pupils 
was sitting by the door. 
The headmaster told the pupil that ........... . 
WITH - REPETITION 
C25 A doctor was holding some plasters. 
There was a lady with a cut leg and a man 
arm. 
with a cut 
The doctor covered over the cut for the lady with ........ . 
C26 Jack was holding a cloth. 
There was a chair with crumbs on it and a table with 
chocolate on it. 
Jack cleaned the table with ...••........ 
C27 The fireman was holding a hose. 
There was one house with a garage and a school with two 
chimneys. 
The fireman put out the fire coming from the house with •.• 
C28 A man picked up a spoon. 
He saw a plate with ice-cream on it and a dish with fruit 
in it. 
He ate from the dish with .......... . 
WITH - NO REPETITION 
C29 A boy was just given his pocket money. 
He saw a big-earred dog and a floppy-eared rabbit. 
The boy bought the dog with ............ . 
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CJO A lady bought a new pen. 
She had a stripy ruler and also, a spot~y pad. 
She wrote on the pad with ••.•••.•••••• 
CJl Lisa was holding some drum s~icks. 
She found a tin which had a black lid on it and she found 
a box which had a red lid on it. 
She banged hard on the tin with ...... . 
CJ~ The hairdresser was holding a hairdryer. 
There was a little girl who had curlers in her hair and a 
lady who had colour in her hair. 
The hairdresser dryed the hair of the lady with .....•.... 
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T3ble ~.: Filler ~ncomclete 3to~ies 
ORDER OF SE~TE~CES Sl-Eirst s:-3econd 
BECAUSE 
Fl. Linda had a bad cold 
She had a tissue in her left hand and another ti~sue in her 
pocket. 
Linda stayed at home because ........... . 
F:. Mrs Mason was a maths teacher. 
One of her pupils was clever and another of her pupils was 
bossy. 
~rs Mason was in the classroom because .••.•••• 
F3. Bobby went to a sports club at weekends. 
He played cricket on Saturday and went swimming on Sunday. 
Bobby was busy at weekends because .......••• 
F4. Alice was watching a film. 
She had an ice-cream in one hand and some popcorn on her 
lap. 
Alice was sitting in the cinema because ...••...•. 
F5. A man was waiting for a bus 
He saw a friend outside a shop and another friend over the 
road 
The man was standing at the bus-stop because ......... . 
F6. A girl was writing a letter 
There was a ruler on the table and another ruler on the 
floor 
The girl was holding a pen because .......... . 
F7. Paul had just won a prize 
He had a drink at the cafe and a sandwich at home 
Paul was feeling happy because ......... . 
F8. An old lady was knitting a jumper. 
She had a cat on her shoulder and a bird in a cage 
The old lady was holding some wool because ...... . 
I~ 
F9. A postman was holding a sack of letters 
'He· carried a letter from Spain and another letter from 
Durham 
The postman found the letters in ..•••... 
FlO.A cook was in a kitchen 
He made a soup out of tomatoes and another soup out of 
onions 
The cook made the soup ln .•••••.•••• 
Fll. A lady went to look at a new shop. 
She bought a hat made from cotton and a coat made from wool 
The lady bought the clothes in ......•••. 
F12.A farmer walked past a field. 
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He saw a horse with a broken leg and a donkey with a bad 
~oot 
The ~armer saw the animals in .•..••.•••• 
FlJ. A girl went out to play in a park 
She carried a red skate and also a yellow skate. 
The girl put the skates on in .•.•.••.•••• 
Fl4. A teacher put her hand into a box. 
She took out a long piece of chalk and also a short piece 
of chalk 
The teacher put the chalk back in .•..••••••. 
Fl5. A dog was running around a garden. 
It had a ball in its mouth and a stick between its teeth 
The dog played with his toys in •.••.•.... 
Fl6. A man opened a tin 
He had some crackers made of cheese and some biscuits made 
of butter 
He emptied the snacks ln .•..•..... 
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Table 0.3 ComEletions for the children 
WITH THAT 
2 REFS AVAil •• 1 HI!:F AVAIL. 2 REFS AVAIL. 1 REF AVAIL. 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
PLAUSIBLE 
ONE ITEM FIRST 
1 R Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr c R c c c c c c 
2 R R R R R R Pr R R .R R c c R c c 
3 R R Pr R R R R Pr R R R R c c R c 
t1 n n R PI" H H H H H H H c c c c. H 
'l'WO l'fi!:MS FIRST 
I 5 R R Pr Pr Pr R PI" Pr c c c c c c c c N 
'-.I 6 Pr R R R Pr R Pr Pr c c c c c c c c 0 
I 7 R R Pr R R Pr Pr Pr c c c c c c c c 
8 Pr R R R R R Pr R R R R c c c c c 
NEUTRAL 
ONE ITEM FIRST 
9 R R Pr Pr R R Pr R c c R c c c c c 
10 R R Pr R R Pr R Pr c c c c c c c c 
11 R R+ R+ R R R R Pr c c c c c c c c 
12 R Pr R R R R R Pr c c c c c c c c 
TWO ITEMS FIRST 
13 Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr R Pr Pr c c c c c c c c 
14 R R R Pr R Pr Pr R c c c c c c c c 
15 R+ R Pr R R R Pr R c c c c c c c c 
16 R R R R R R Pr Pr c R c c c c c c 
Table 0.4 Completions for the adults 
WI Til TIIAT 
2 REFS AVAIL. 1 REF AVAIL. 2 REFS AVAIL. 1 REF AVAIL. 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
PLAUSIBLE 
ONE ITEM FIRST 
1 Pr R Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr c c c c c R c c 
2 Pr Pr R+ Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr R+ R+ R R+ c R+ C c 
3 Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr c c c c c c c c 
4 Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr c c c c c c c c 
1'WO ITEMS FIRST 
I 5 R R Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr c c c c c c c c 
N 6 Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr c c c c c c c c 
-.....! 
...... 7 Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr- Pr R+ R R c R+ C c c 
8 Pr R Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr· Pr- c c c c c c c c 
NEUTRAL 
ONE ITEM FIRST 
9 R R R R R R R Pr R+ C R+ C c c c c 
10 R R R R R R R R c c c c c c c c 
11 R R Pr R Pr Pr- Pr- Pr- c c c R c c c c 
12 R R+ R Pr R R R R c R+ Rt R+ c c c R 
TWO ITEMS FIRST 
13 R R R R Pr- Pr Pr R c Rt C c c c c c 
14 R R R Pr Pr R R Pr c c c c c c c c 
15 R R R R Pr Pr Pr Pr c c c c c c c c 
16 Pr R Pr Pr R Pr Pr- R c c Rt C c c c c 
Table 0.5 Reference to context on the fillers by the children. 
-
BECAUSE IN 
2 REFS AVAIL. 1 REF AVAIL. 2 REFS AVAIL. 1 REF AVAIL. 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
--PLAUSIBLE 
ONE ITEM FIRST 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
I TWO ITEMS FIRST 
N 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ..__, 
N 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
NEUTRAL 
ONE ITEM FIRST 
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
TWO ITEMS FIRST 
13 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
16 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Table 0.6 Reference to context on the f.i 11e.-~--~~~e adu1 ts. 
BECAUSE IN 
2 REFS AVAIL. 1 REF AVAIL. 2 REFS AVAIL. 1 REF AVAIL. 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
PLAUSIBLE 
ONE ITEM FIRST 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
I TWO ITEMS FIRST 
1-J 
-...j 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
w 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
NEUTRAL 
ONE ITEM FIRST 
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 
12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
TWO ITEMS FIRST 
13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
16 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
I 
1--.l 
-...j 
.p. 
I 
Table 0.7 Total relative co~pletion scores for the child and 
tf.e adults group. 
WITH TIIAT 
2 REFS. 1 REF. 2 REFS. 1 REF. 
8-11 
PLAUSIBLE 22 16 14 3 
NEUTRAL 22 19 2 0 
ADULT 
PLAUSIBLE 5 0 7 3 
NEUTRAL 26 16 7 1 
Table 0.8 Reference to context scores for fillers in the child 
and the adults group. 
8-11 
ADULT 
TOT. 
2 REFS. AVAILABLE 
PLAUSIBLE NEUTRAL 
64 
63 
127 
62 
61 
123 
1 REF. AVAILABLE 
PLAUSIBLE NEUTRAL 
64 
63 
127 
64 
62 
126 
Table 0.9 Analv~is-of-variance summarv table comparing age 
grouo. semantic context (two.one). pragmatic context (P.N) 
and relative/non-relative completions. 
Source 
Within Subjects 
Completions(R/NR) 
age X R/NR 
pragmatic X R/NR 
age X prag X R/NR 
error 
semantic X R/NR 
age X sem X R/NR 
sem X prag X R/NR 
age X sem X prag X 
R/NR 
error 
Sum of 
Squares 
270.28 
34.03 
16.53 
69.03 
225.13 
69.03 
0.28 
0.78 
1l. 28 
57.63 
d. f 
1 
1 
1 
l 
28 
l 
1 
l 
1 
28 
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Mean 
Squares 
270.28 
34.03 
16.53 
69.03 
8.04 
69.03 
0.28 
0.78 
ll. 28 
2.06 
F p 
33.62 <.001 
4.23 <.05 
2.06 n.s 
8.59 <.Ol 
33.54 <.001 
0.14 n.s 
0.38 n.s 
5.48 <.05 
Table 0. lO Analv~i~-of-variance ~ummarv table comparing 
what/that. ~emantic context (two.one). pragmatic context 
(P.Nl and relative;non-relative completions for the child 
~ubjects. 
Source 
Within Subjects 
Completions(R/NR) 
pragmatic X R/NR 
error 
with/that X R/NR 
prag X with/that 
X R/NR 
error 
semantic X R/NR 
prag X sem X R/NR 
error 
sem X with/that X 
R/NR 
prag X sem X with/ 
that X R/NR 
error 
Sum of 
Square~ 
28.13 
4.50 
68.38 
112.50 
10.13 
18.38 
15.13 
4.50 
7.38 
0.50 
1.13 
21.38 
d. f 
1 
1 
14 
1 
1 
14 
1 
1 
1-1 
1 
1 
14 
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Mean 
Squares 
28.13 
4.50 
4.88 
112.50 
10.13 
l. 31 
15.13 
4.50 
0.53 
0.50 
l. 13 
l. 53 
F p 
5.76 <.05 
0.92 n.s 
85.71 <.001 
7.71 <.05 
28.71 <.001 
8.54 <.05 
0.33 n.s 
0.74 n.s 
T3ble O.tt Analvsis-of-variance summarv table comparing 
what/that. semantic context: (two,one), pragmatic context 
(P.~l and relative/non-relative completions for the 
adult subjects. 
Source 
Wi.thin Subjects 
Completions(R/NR) 
pragmatic X R/NR 
error 
with/that X R/NR 
prag X with/that 
X R/NR 
error 
semantic X R/NR 
prag X sem X R/NR 
error 
sem X with/that X 
R/NR 
·prag X sem X with/ 
that X R/NR 
error 
Sum of 
Squares 
124.03 
38.28 
44.19 
26.28 
47.53 
28.69 
19.53 
1. 53 
21.44 
0.78 
0.28 
25.44 
d. f 
1 
1 
14 
1 
1 
14 
1 
1 
14 
1 
1 
14 
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Mean 
Squares 
124.03 
38.28 
3.16 
26.28 
47.53 
2.05 
19.53 
1.53 
1. 53 
0.78 
0.28 
1.82 
F p 
39.30 <.001 
12.13 <.005 
12.83 <.005 
23.20 <.001 
12.76 <.005 
1.00 n.s 
0.43 n.s 
0.16 n.s 
Table 0.1~ Analysis-of-variance summary table comparing age 
group. pragmatic context and relative/non-relative 
completions for 'with' stories. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 404.00 32 
Completions(R/NR) 0.25 1 0.25 0.04 n.s 
age X R/NR 64.00 1 64.00 10.70 <.005 
prag X R/NR 100.00 l 100.00 16.72 <.001 
age X prag X R/NR 72.25 1 72.25 12.08 <.005 
error 167.50 28 5.98 
Table 0.13 Analvsis-of-variance summary table comparing age 
group. pragmatic context and relative/non-relative 
completions for 'that' stories. 
Source Sum of d. f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 697.99 32 
Completions(R/NR) 517.56 1 517.56 95.50 <. 001 
-age X R/NR 0.06 1 0.06 . Q. 01 .. n .. s 
prag X R/NR 18.06 1 18.06 3.33 n.s 
age X prag X R/NR 10.56 1 10.56 1.95 n.s 
·error 151.75 28 5.42 
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Table 0.14 Analysis-ot-variance summarv table comparing 
order ot sentences. semantic context. pragmatic context and 
relative/non-relative completions tor ~he child sublec~s. 
Source 
Within Subjects 
Completions(R/NR) 
pragmatic X R/NR 
sent. order X R/NR 
praq X s.order X 
R/NR 
error 
semantic X R/NR 
praq X semant. X 
X R/NR 
s.order X sem X 
R/NR 
s.order X praq X 
semant. X R/NR 
error 
Sum ot 
Squares 
28.13 
4.50 
12.50 
3.13 
52.75 
15.13 
4.50 
0.0 
0.13 
7.25 
d. t 
l 
1 
1 
1 
12 
l 
1 
1 
l 
12 
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Mean 
Squares 
28.13 
4.50 
12.50 
3.13 
4.40 
15.13 
4.50 
0.0 
0.13 
0.60 
F p 
6.40 <o05 
1.02 n.s 
2.84 n.s 
0.71 n.s 
25.03 <.001 
7.45 <.05 
0.0 n.s 
0.21 n.s 
Table 0.15 Analysis-ot-variance summarv table comparing 
order of sentences. semantic context, pragmatic context and 
relative/non-relative completions for the adult subjects. 
Source 
Within Subjects 
Complet1ons(R/NR) 
pragmatic X R/NR 
sent. order X R/NR 
prag X s.order X 
R/NR 
error 
semantic X R/NR 
prag X semant. X 
X R/NR 
s.order X sem X 
R/NR 
s.order X prag X 
semant. X R/NR 
error 
Sum of 
Squares 
124.03 
38.28 
7.03 
5.28 
31.88 
19.53 
l. 53 
0.03 
0.03 
21.38 
d. t 
1 
1 
1 
1 
12 
1 
1 
1 
1 
12 
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Mean 
Squares 
124.03 
38.28 
7.03 
5.28 
2.66 
19.53 
l. 53 
0.03 
0.03 
l. 78 
F p 
46.69 <.001 
14.41 <.005 
2.65 n.s 
1.99 n.s 
10.97 <.01 
0.86 n.s 
0.02 n.s 
0.02 n.s 
APPENDIX P 
EXPERIMENT 16: Storv completions task 11. 
DATA 
Table P.l 
Tables P.2-P.3 
Tables P.4-P.5 
Table P.6 
Table P.7 
Key: 
Incomplete stories used as 
experimental stimuli. 
Types of comp+etions for 'with' 
stories as a function of semantic 
context (two or one available 
referent), pragmatic context 
(plausible or neutral), type of 
relative in story (that, who, which, 
none) and type of presentation 
(questionnaire or verbal). 
Types of completions for 'that' 
stories as a function of semantic 
context (two or one available 
referent), pragmatic context 
(plausible or neutral) and type of 
presentation (questionnaire or 
verbal). 
Types of completions for 'with' 
stories in each condition for the 
child and the adult group. 
Types of completions for 'that' 
stories in each condition for the 
child and the adult group. 
R Relative R+ - Relative plus complement 
Complement Pr - Prepositional phrase C 
Relatives in context: 
th that 
who who 
wh which 
none 
ANALYSES 
Tables P.8-P.9 
Tables P.lO-P.ll 
Tables P.l2-P.l3 
Analysis-of-variance summary tables 
comparing semantic context (two,one), 
pragmatic context (P,N), presentation 
form (questionnaire. verbal) and 
relative/non-relative completions for 
'with' stories. 
Analysis-of-variance summary tables 
comparing presentation form 
(questionnaire. verbal) and type of 
relative (that, who, which, none) for 
'with' stories. 
Analysis-of-variance summary tables 
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comparing semantic context (two,one). 
pragmatic context (P,N), presentation 
form (questionnaire, verbal) and 
relative/non-relative completions for 
'that' stories. 
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Table P.l Incomplete stories 
A. RELATIVE SUPPORTING CONTEXT (2 AVAILABLE REFERENTS). 
NEUTRAL PRAGMATICS 
That stories 
Jane had lost her mummy at the fair. 
By the gate, a man was selling sandwiches and another man 
was selling balloons. 
Jane said to the man that •••••• 
David kept the football in his room. 
One brother was looking for it in the garage and his other 
brother was looking for it in the shed. 
David showed the brother that ••••••••• 
A headmaster was praising somebody for getting ten out of 
ten. 
One of the pupils was sitting by the window and another 
pupil was sitting by the door. 
The headmaster told the pupil that •••••••••••• 
Mary found a gold ring. 
Over the road a lady was wearing a hat and another lady was 
wearing a scarf. 
Mary told the lady that ..•...•.••• 
Mr Smith knew that the cinema was next to the town hall. 
A man was on his way to see a pantomime and another man 
was on his way to see a show. 
Mr. Smith showed the man that •..••••••••• : •• ~. 
Paul scored a goal. 
One of his brothers liked T.V and another of his brothers 
liked reading. 
Paul told the brother that .•••••..... 
Peter was excited that he had passed the exam. 
One friend was walking the dog and another friend was 
playing with a ball. 
Peter told the friend that •••••••••• 
Linda was lonely. 
One of her friends was playing outside and another friend 
was playing indoors. 
Linda told the friend that •••••••• 
With stories 
WHO CONTEXT RELATIVE 
The hairdresser was holding a hairdryer and a brush. 
She saw a lady who had curlers in her hair and a 
lady who had colour in her hair. 
The hairdresser dryed the hair of the lady with ••••••• 
A doctor held some scissors and some plasters. 
He saw a lady who had a cut leg a lady who had a cut arm. 
The doctor covered over the cut for the lady with ••••••••• 
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WHICH CO~TEXT RELATIVE 
Lisa had some drumsticks and a flute. 
She found a tin which had a black lid on it and she 
found another tin which had a red lid on it. 
She banged hard on the tin with •••••••••••• 
Jack picked up a cloth and vase. 
He had a table which had crumbs on it and another table 
which had chocolate on it. 
Jack cleaned the table with •••••••••••••••• 
THAT CONTEXT RELATIVE 
A fireman was holding a hose and a bucket. 
There was one house that had a garage and another house 
that had two chimneys. 
The fireman put out the fire coming from the house with •••• 
Mr Bigfoot was very clumsy. 
He saw a bird that had a red tail and a bird that had a 
brown tail. 
The man accidently trod on the bird with •••••••••••••• 
NO CONTEXT RELATIVE 
A lady picked up a pen and a ruler. 
She had a stripy pad and a spotty pad. 
She wrote on the pad with ..........••. 
A boy was just given his pocket money and a comic. 
He saw a b~g-earred dog and a floppy-eared d~g 
The boy bought the dog with ....••.••..•• 
PLAUSIBLE INFERENCE 
That stories 
Peter won a prize. 
He saw one of his grumpy cousins and also his friendly 
cousin. 
Peter told the cousin that ••...•.•..•.• 
A policeman wanted all drivers to stop. 
A car was whizzing along the road and another car was 
parking. 
The policeman shouted to the car that •••••••••••••• 
Susan knew that the party was at 7pm. 
A friend ~as ill in bed and another friend asked 
Susan the time of the party. 
Susan told the friend that ••••••••••• 
A farmer had just planted some vegetables. 
One of his pigs was tredding on his carrots and another pig 
was asleep. 
The farmer shouted to the pig that ...••••.•.••.•.• 
A nurse was telling patients that she wanted to make the 
beds. 
One of the patients was in the bathroom and another 
pacient was asleep. 
The nurse told the patient that •••.••••••••• 
A teacher wanted somebody in the class to be quiet. 
In the class. a girl was writing and a girl was messing 
about. 
The teacher warned the girl that .••••.••.••••••• 
A lady had just made the tea. 
One of her sons was at home and her other son was in 
Australia. 
The lady told her son that •••••••••••• 
Betty wanted somebody to partner her in a game of tennis. 
She saw a boy at the tennis club and another boy at the 
swimming club. 
Betty told the boy that ..•.••••..•• 
With stories 
WHO RELATIVE 
Katy held a sponge and a towel. 
She had a son who had a wet face and another son who had a 
dry face. 
Katy dried her son with ..•••.•...••.•..•.•• 
~udy ~eld a blanket and a book. 
She had a child who slept soundly and another child·who had 
the flu. 
Judy covered over the child with •••.•..••.•.•.• 
WHICH RELATIVE 
Daniel held a pen and some scissors. 
He had a book which had stories in it and a book 
which had cut-outs in it. 
Daniel cut pieces out of the book with ...••......... 
A man had a spoon and a knife. 
He saw a dish which had ice-cream in it and a dish which 
had nothing in it. 
He ate from the dish with ••••••.•••• 
THAT RELATIVE 
A girl carried 
She had a box 
good lid. 
She mended the 
some scissors and some glue. 
that had a broken lid and box that had a 
box with ...••.•.••.•.•• 
Tom was holding a comb and some shampoo. 
He had a dog that had dirty hair and a dog that had clean 
hair. 
Tom washed the dog with .•.•••.••••••• 
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NO RELATIVE 
A man was carrying a football. 
He saw a field covered in grass and a field full of 
hay. 
He played on the field with ••••••••••• 
A barber was holding a comb and some scissors. 
A bald man and a curly headed man came into the shop. 
The barber cut the hair of the man with .•••••••• 
A. COMPLEMENT SUPPORTING CONTEXT (1 AVAILABLE REFERENT). 
NEUTRAL PRAGMATICS 
That stories 
Jane had lost her mummy at the fair. 
By the gate, a lady was selling sandwiches and a man 
was selling balloons. 
Jane said to the man that •.•••• 
David kept the football in his room. 
His brother was looking for it in the garage and his cousin 
was looking for it in the shed. 
David showed the brother that ...•..••. 
A headmaster was praising somebody for getting ten out of 
ten. 
A teacher was sitting by the window and a pupil was 
sitting by the door. 
The headmaster told the pupil that ...••.•••••• 
Mary found a gold ring. 
Over the road a man was wearing a hat and a lady was 
wearing a scarf. 
Mary told the lady that ...••••.•.. 
Mr Smith knew that the cinema was next to the town hall. 
A man was on his way to see a·pantomime and a lady was on 
her way to see a show. 
Mr. Smith showed the lady that .•••••••••••••••• 
Paul·scored a goal. 
One of his brothers liked T.V and one of his friends 
liked reading. 
Paul told the brother that ••••••••••• 
Peter was excited that he had passed 
His brother was walking the dog and 
playing with a ball. 
Peter told the friend that •••••••••• 
Linda was lonely. 
the exam. 
his friend was 
One of her friends was playing outside and her sister was 
playing indoors. 
Linda told the friend that ..•••••• 
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Wi~h s~ories 
WHO RELATIVE 
The hairdresser was holding a hairdryer and a brush. 
She saw a lady who had curlers in her hair and a 
man who had colour in his hair. 
The hairdresser dryed the hair of the lady with ••••••• 
A doctor held some scissors and some plasters. 
He saw a lady who had a cut leg a man who had a cut arm. 
The doctor covered over the cut for the lady with ••••••••. 
WHICH RELATIVE 
Lisa had some drumsticks and a flute. 
She found a tin which had a black lid on it and she 
found a saucepan which had a red lid on it. 
She banged hard on the tin with •••••••••••• 
Jack picked up a cloth and vase. 
He had a table which had crumbs on it and a chair which 
had chocolate on it. 
Jack cleaned the table with •••••••••••••••• 
THAT RELATIVE 
A fireman was holding a hose and a bucket. 
There was one house that had a garage and a factory that 
had two chimneys. 
The fireman put out the fire coming from the house with •••• 
Mr Bigfoot was very clumsy. 
He saw a bird that had a red tail and a squirrel that had a 
brown tail. 
The man accidently trod on the bird with •••..•...•••.. 
NO RELATIVE 
A lady picked up a pen and a ruler. 
She had a stripy book and a spotty pad. 
She wrote on the pad with ..••.•....•.. 
A boy was just given his pocket money and a comic. 
He saw a big-earred dog and a floppy-eared rabbit 
The boy bought the dog with ••••••••••••• 
PLAUSIBLE INFERENCE 
That stories 
Peter won a prize. 
He saw one of his grumpy neighbours and also his friendly 
cousin. 
Peter told the cousin that ••••••••••••• 
A policeman wanted all drivers to stop. 
A car was whizzing along the road and a lorry was 
parking. 
The policeman shouted to the car that ..•••••••••••• 
Susan knew that the party was at 7pm. 
Her sister was ill in bed and one of her friends asked 
Susan the time of the party. 
Susan told the friend that ••••.••.•.• 
A farmer had just planted some vegetables. 
One of his pigs was tredding on his carrots and a horse 
was asleep. 
The farmer shouted to the pig that ...•.•.•••...••. 
A nurse was telling patients that she wanted to make the 
beds. 
One of the visitors was in the bathroom and one of the 
patients was asleep. 
The nurse told the patient that ••••.••...••• 
A teacher wanted somebody in the class to be quiet. 
In the class, a boy was writing and a girl was messing 
about. 
The teacher warned the girl that ...••..•.••.•... 
A lady had just made the tea. 
One of her sons was at home and her daughter was in 
Australia. 
The lady told her son that ........... . 
Betty wanted somebody to partner her in a game of tennis. 
She saw a boy at the tennis club and a girlfriend at the 
swimming club. 
Betty told the boy that ........... . 
With stories 
WHO RELATIVE 
Katy held a sponge and a towel. 
She had a son who had a wet face and a daughter who had a 
dry face. 
Katy dried her son with ...•................ 
Judy held a blanket and a book. 
She had a son who slept soundly and a daughter who had 
the flu. 
Judy covered over the daughter with ..••....••.. 
WHICH RELATIVE 
A man had a spoon and a knife. 
He saw a dish which had ice-cream in it and a plate which 
had nothing on it. 
He ate from the dish with .••...•••.• 
Daniel held a pen and some scissors. 
He had a magazine which had stories in it and a book 
which had cut-outs in it. 
Daniel cut pieces out of the book with .....•........ 
THAT RELATIVE 
Tom was holding a comb and some shampoo. 
He had a dog that had dirty hair and a cat that had clean 
hair. 
Tom washed the dog with •• ~ ••••••••••• 
A girl carried 
She had a 'box 
good lid. 
She mended the 
NO RELATIVE 
some scissors and some glue. 
that had a 'broken lid and tin that had a 
box with ...•....•..•.•. 
A man was carrying a football. 
He saw a field covered in grass and a yard full of 
hay. 
He played on the field with ••••••••••• 
A 'barber was holding a comb and some scissors. 
A 'bald man and a curly headed lady came into the shop. 
The 'barber cut the hair of the lady with ••••••••• 
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Table P.2 'With' com~letions b;i the children 
2 AVAILABLE REFS. 1 AVAILABLE REF. 
PLAUSIBLE NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE NEUTRAL 
s. th who wh - th who wll - th who wh - th who wh -
QUESTIONNAIRE 
1 Pr R+ R+ R R R R R Pr R Pr R R R R Pr 
2 R R R R R R R R Pr Pr Pr R Pr Pr R R 
3 R Pr R R Pr R R R Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr R Pr Pr 
4 R+ R R Pr R R R R Pr R R R R Pr R R 
5 R+ Pr Pr R+ R Pr R R Pr R PI R Pr R R R 
6 R R R Pr Pr R R R Pr Pr Pr R R Pr Pr Pr 
I 7 Pr R R R R R R R Pr Pr R Pr Pr R Pr R 
N 
\1:> 8 Pr R R R R R R R R Pr R R Pr R Pr R 0 
I 9 R+ R R+ R R R R R R Pr Pr R R R R R 
VERBAL 
10 R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R 
11 Pr R R R R R R R R R R R R R Pr Pr 
12 Pr Pr R R Pr R R Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr R Pr R R 
13 R+ R R R R R R R R R Pr R R R R R 
14 R+ R R R R R R R Pr Pr R R R R R Pr 
15 Pr R R+ R R R R R Pr Pr R Pr R Pr R R 
16 R R R Pr R R R R Pr Pr R R Pr R R R 
17 Pr R R R R Pr R R R Pr Pr Pr Pr R R R 
18 R+ R R R R R R R Pr R R R R R R R 
Table P.J 'With' completions by the adults. 
-2 AVAILABLE REFS. ; 1 AVAILABLE REF. 
PLAUSIBLE NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE NEUTRAL 
s. th who wh - th who wh - th who wh - th who wh -
QUESTIONNAIRE 
1 Pr R+ Pr R R R Pr R Pr .Pr Pr· Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr 
2 R+ R+ R R R R R R Pr .Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr R 
3 R R+ R R Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr- Pr Pr- Pr- Pr Pr R 
4 R Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr- Pr- Pr- Pr Pr- Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr 
5 R R+ R R Pr R R R Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr 
I 6 R+ Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr- Pr- Pr- Pr Pr Pr Pr 
1-.l 
\l) 7 Pr R+ R R R Pr R R Pr Pr R Pr R R Pr Pr 
...... 
I 8 Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr R Pr Pr R Pr Pr Pr R Pr Pr R 
9 Pr Pr R R Pr R Pr R Pr Pr Pr R R Pr Pr R 
VERBAL 
10 Pr R R Pr R Pr R R Pr R Pr R Pr Pr R R 
11 Pr Pr Pr R Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr- R R Pr- R R 
12 Pr Pr Pr Pr R R Pr- R Pr Pr Pr Pr R Pr Pr R 
13 Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr- Pr Pr Pr- Pr Pr- Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr 
14 Pr R+ R R Pr R R Pr Pr Pr- R Pr Pr- Pr R Pr 
15 Pr R Pr R R Pr R Pr- Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr R Pr Pr 
16 Pr Pr R R Pr- R Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr- R Pr Pr Pr R 
17 Pr Pr R R Pr Pr R R Pr Pr Pt· Pr- Pr Pr- R R 
18 Pr R Pr Pr· R Pr- Pr Pr Pr- :Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr- Pr Pr 
Table P.4 'That' comEletions b~ the children 
2 AVAILABLE REFS. : 1 AVAILABLE REF. 
PLAUSIBLE NEUTRAL ;pLJ\US I BLE NEIJ1'HAL 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
1 R+ R+ R c R c R+ C c c c c c R+ R c 
2 R+ C R R R R c c c R+ R c R c c c 
3 R R R+ R+ R R+ R R+ c c R R R c R R 
4 R+ R+ R+ C R+ C R+ R c c c R+ c R R+ C 
5 R+ R+ R+ R+ R+ C c R+ c c c c c c c R+ 
I 6 c c R R+ R+ C c R c c R+ C c c c c 
t.) 7 R c c c R c c c c c c c c R c c \0 
t..l 8 R+ C R+ R+ R+ R+ R c c c c c R+ R+ C c 
9 c c c c c R+ C c c c R+ C c c c R+ 
VERBAL 
10 R R R+ R+ R+ R R+ R+ c c R+ R+ c R+ R R+ 
11 R R R+ R c c c R c c R+ R c R R R 
12 c R+ C c c c c c c c c c c c c c 
13 R R R+ R+ c R R+ R+ c c R c c c R+ R+ 
14 R R R R c R+ R+ R c c R+ R c R R R+ 
15 R c R+. C c c R+ R+ c c c c c c R+ R+ 
16 R+ R c R+ c R R+ C c R c c c R R c 
17 R R R c R c R R+ c c R c c c R R 
18 R R+ R c R R+ R Rt c c R+ R R+ C c R 
Table P.5 'That' comeletions b~ the adults 
2 AVAILABLE REFS. 1 AVAILABLE REF. 
PLAUSIBLE NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE NEU'fRAL 
s. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
1 R+ R R+ R R c R+ R R+ C c c c c c c 
2 R+ R+ R+ R R R+ R+ R c c c c c c c c 
3 R+ C c R R+ C R+ C c c c c c c c c 
4 c R+ C c R c c c c c c c c c c c 
5 R R+ R R R Rt C R c c c c c c c c 
I 6 c c R c c c c c c c c c c c c c 
N 7 R+ C c c c c c c c c c c c c c c \0 
...., 8 R c R+ R R R c c c c R c c c c c I 
9 R+ R+ R R R+ R+ C R c c c c c c c c 
VERBAL 
10 R c R R R R c c c c c c c c c c 
11 R R R+ C c c c c c c c c c c c c 
12 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c 
13 c R c R c c c c c c c c c c c c 
14 R R+ R+ R c c R c c R c c c c c c 
15 R R R R c c R R c c c c c c c c 
16 c c c R c c c c c c c c c c c c 
17 R R R I c R+ C c R c c c c c c c c 
18 c R R c c R c c c c R c c c c c 
I 
N 
\0 
"' I 
Table P.6 'With' relative completion scores for the child 
and adult group. 
w 11'11 2 AVAILABLE REFS. 1 AVAILABLE REF. 
PLAUSIBLE NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE NEUTRAL 
f~ILDREN(B-11 YEARS) 
QUESTIONNAIRE 28 33 15 21 
VERBAL 30 33 20 29 
TOTAL 58 66 35 50 
ADULTS 
QUESTIONNAIRE 21 16 3 8 
VERBAL 13 14 5 12 
1'0TAL 34 30 8 20 
'au .L c r. 1 1 ua 1.. ce.1at:.1ve comp.let:.lon scores ror t:11e ctlllO 
and adult group. 
THAT 2 AVAILABLE REFS. 1 AVAILABLE REF. 
PLAUSIBLE NEUTRAL PLAUSIBLE NEUTRAL 
CHILDREN(8-11 YEARS) 
QUESTIONNAIRE 23 20 7 13 
VERBAL 28 22 11 19 
TOTAL 51 42 18 32 
-ADULTS 
----QUESTIONNAIRE 24 18 2 0 
VERBAL 22 8 2 0 
I TOTAL 46 26 4 0 
N 
\0 
vo 
I 
Table P. 8 Anal vsis-of -var-iance summar-v t.able compar-ing 
semantic context Ctwo,onel. pr-agmatic context (P,N), 
pr-esentation form (questionnaire. verbal) and 
relative/non-relative completions for 'with' stories in the 
child age group. 
Source 
Within Subjects 
Sum of 
Squares 
completion (R/NR) 117.36 
presentation form(QV) 
X R/NR 6.25 
error 52.89 
semantic X R/NR 
QV X sem X R/NR 
error 
pragmatic X R/NR 
QV X prag X R/NR 
error 
sem X prag X R/NR 
42.25 
3.36 
16.89 
14.69 
0.03 
9.78 
l. 36 
QV X sem X pra X R/NR 0.69 
error 16.44 
d.f 
1 
1 
16 
1 
1 
16 
1 
1 
16 
1 
1 
16 
Mean 
Squares 
117.36 
6.25 
3.31 
42.25 
3.36 
l. 06 
14.69 
0.03 
0.61 
l. 36 
0.69 
l. 03 
F p 
35.50 <.001 
1.89 n.s 
40.03 <.001 
3.18 n.s 
24-.05 <.001 
0.05 n.s 
1.32 n.s 
0.68 n.s 
Table P.9 Analvsis-of-variance summarv table comparing 
semantic context (two.onel. praamatic context (P.N). 
presentation form (questionnaire. verbal) and 
relative/non-relative completions for 'with' stories in the 
adult age group. 
Source 
Within Subjects 
Sum of 
Squares 
completion (R/NR) 75.11 
presentation form(QV) 
X R/NR 0.44 
error 63.45 
semantic X R/NR 
QV X sem X R/NR 
error 
pragmatic X R/NR 
QV X prag X R/NR 
error 
sem X prag X R/NR 
36.00 
7.11 
49.89 
1. 78 
1. 78 
23.44 
7.11 
QV X sem X pra X R/NR 0.44 
error 17.45 
d. f 
1 
1 
16 
1 
1 
16 
1 
1 
16 
1 
1 
16 
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Mean 
Squares 
75.11 
0.44 
3.97 
36.00 
7.11 
3.12 
1. 78 
1. 78 
1.47 
7. 11 
0.44 
1. 09 
F p 
18.94 <.001 
0.11 n.s 
11.55 <.005 
2.28 n.s 
1.21 n.s 
1.21 n.s 
6.52 <.05 
0.41 n.s 
Table P.lO Analvsis-of-variance summarv table comoaring 
presentation form (questionnaire. verball and tvpe of 
relative (that, who, which. none) for 'with' stories in the 
child age group. 
Source 
Between Subjects 
presentation form 
error 
Within Subjects 
relative type 
QV X relative type 
error 
Sum of 
Squares 
29.58 
(QV)3.13 
26.45 
26.75 
7.93 
l. 49 
17.33 
d.f 
17 
1 
16 
54 
3 
3 
48 
Mean 
Squares 
3.13 
l. 65 
2.64 
0.50 
0.36 
F p 
1.89 n.s 
7.32 <.001 
1.37 n.s 
Table P.ll Analvsis-of-variance summarv table comparing 
presentation form (questionnaire, verbal) and tvpe of 
relative (that, who, which, none) for 'with' stories in the 
adult aae aroup. 
Source Sum of 
Squares 
Between Subjects 31.94 
presentation form (QV)0.22 
error 31.72 
Within Subjects 
relative type 
QV X relative type 
error 
26.75 
6.44 
2.89 
41.17 
d. f 
17 
1 
16 
54 
3 
3 
48 
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Mean 
Squares 
0.22 
l. 98 
2.15 
0.96 
0.86 
F p 
0.11 n.s 
2.51 n.s 
1.12 n.s 
Table p. 1: Analvsis-of-variance summarv table cornEa ring 
semantic context (two. one l. Eracnnatic context ~ p • N l • 
Eresentation form !guestionnaire. verball and 
relative/non-relative como let ions for 'that' stories in the 
child aae arouE· 
Source Sum of d.f Mean F p 
Squares Squares 
Within Subjects 
completion (R/NR) 0.03 1 0.03 0.01 n.s 
presentation form(QV) 
X R/NR 8.03 1 8.03 1.41 n.s 
error 91.45 16 5.72 
semantic X R/NR 51.36 1 51.36 45.94 <.001 
QV X sem X R/NR 0.25 1 0.25 0.22 n.s 
error 17.89 16 1.12 
pragmatic X R/NR 0.69 1 0.69 0.87 n.s 
QV X prag X R/NR 0.03 1 0.03 0.04 n.s 
error 12.78 16 0.80 
sem X prag X R/NR 14.69 1 14.69 14.59 <.005 
QV X sem X pra X R/NR 0.69 1 0.69 0.69 n.s 
error 16.11 16 1. 01 
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Table P.l3 Analvsis-of-variance summarv ~able comparing 
seman~ic con~ex~ (~wo,one), pragmatic contex~ (P,N), 
presentation form (questionnaire. verbal) and 
rela~ive;non-relative comple~ions for 'that' stories in the 
adult age group. 
Source 
Within Subjects 
Sum of 
Squares 
completion (R/NR) 128.44 
presentation form(QV) 
X R/NR 4.00 
error 53.56 
semantic X R/NR 
QV X sem X R/NR 
error 
pragmatic X R/NR 
QV X prag X R/NR 
error 
sem X prag X R/NR 
128.44 
4.00 
45.56 
16.00 
1. 78 
8.22 
7.11 
QV X sem X pra X R/NR 1.78 
error 5.11 
d. f 
1 
1 
16 
1 
1 
16 
1 
1 
16 
1 
1 
16 
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Mean 
Squares 
128.44 
4.00 
3.35 
128.44 
4.00 
2.85 
16.00 
1. 78 
0.51 
7.11 
1. 78 
0.32 
F p 
38.37 <.001 
1.20 n.s 
45.11 <.001 
1.41 n.s 
31.14 <.001 
3.46 n.s 
5.57 <.05 
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